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ABSTRACT
The Company Officer Program at the United States Coast Guard
Academy is a system which assigns to each cadet company an officer
of Lieutenant rank as an administrator. The Program was begun
seven years ago in the Fall of 1957. It has experienced various
organizational problems because it constituted the creation of a
new administrative "layer" in a traditional system which had been
in effect for up to 80 years.
The general concept of this paper was to examine the Program
through the medium of an attitude survey, to generate data
revealing the beneficial and non-beneficial pressures to which it
is subjected, its strengths and its weaknesses, and its importance
in the overall Academy effort. Following this, it was the intent
of the research to cite applicable management concepts, and
because of the potential volatility of subjective opinions, to
report a consensus of the respondents 1 views, and to provide added
program definition through the construction of a functional guide
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INTRODUCTION AND PLAN OF THE WORK
In the Fall of 1957, at the United States Coast Guart Academy,
a change was made in the Academy organization. A "Company Officer
Program" was inaugurated. It consisted of the creation of a system
of permanent billets for commissioned officers, one each to be
assigned to a cadet company, for "command and administration"
purposes. Since then, in an attempt to solve the organization
problems that were generated, many changes have occurred in the
Program. The inception of the Program constituted the insertion
of a new "administrative layer" between the Cadet Corps and the
Administration of the Academy. The problems have not all been
solved.
It was the purpose of this study to provide a historical
evolvement of the Program and to reflect for the current management
the confidential views of all those who have been involved with it
since its inception. Questionnaires were forwarded to approximately
seventy respondents in all grades from Captain to second class
cadet to generate data concerning their attitudes, opinions, and
suggestions. The paper constitutes a "consensus report" of the
Program and a discussion of pertinent management concepts. The
research is intended to produce data to permit the reader to draw
individual conclusions, and to provide a functional guide for new
personnel assigned to the administration of the Program. Chapter
III constitutes that "guide" and is constructed as an "address" to
new Company Officers, so that the Commandant of Cadets may, if he
chooses, extract it for that purpose.

CHAPTER I
EVOLVEMENT OF THE COMPANY OFFICER PROGRAM AT
THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD ACADEMY
I. BACKGROUND OF THE COAST GUARD ACADEMY
Establishment of the Academy. The Coast Guard Academy was
1
established through Congressional legislation in 1876. The enact-
ment provided that cadetship be established on the basis of a comp-
etitive examination - a privilege enjoyed to the present day.
Until 1910 cadet training was conducted on board training
ships with the emphasis on engineering. In that year a site was
chosen at Fort Trumbull, New London, Connecticut for the Academy
establishment ashore , and in 1932 the site was again moved to its
present location approximately five miles north from the mouth of
the Thames River -in ^Newi London..
Growth of the Institution . Over the years which followed,
the Academy steadily grew to meet the expanding needs of the Coast
Guard, At present the Corps of Cadets numbers about 625 cadets
2
distributed over four classes involved in a curriculum which is
as yet principally engineering oriented. Broadening of the pre-
viously fixed curriculum has been occurring in recent years however,
Stephan H. Evans, The United States Coast Guard
,
(Annapolis,
Maryland? United States Naval Institute, 1949), p. 121.
2
CG-111, Register of the United States Coast Guard , 1964 .
(Washington g U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964)
.

and planning is now underway to provide courses of instruction
which will offer the cadet some choice of a bachelor's program.
Within a few more years a Corps of 900 to 1000 cadets is anticipated.
The overall objective is to provide officers with sufficient educa-
tion and desire for career service to meet the needs of the Service.
The basis for cadet appointment Fortunately, the clamor of
highly available young male America for advanced education today
fairly reduces the Service 1 quest for qualified applicants to the
matter of selecting from a more than adequate list of applicants
an entering class of the size required. Initial screening of the
applicants is accomplished through the medium of a world-wide
competitive examination. From the twelve hundred or so qualified
applicants selected on this first cut, an "Entrance Adaptability
Board" at the Academy screens again to the final list of eligibles
which are ultimately offered appointments as cadets. The Board*
s
criterion is 75$ for academic achievement and 25$ for factors such
as indicated leader potential, desire, athletic skills, etc.
Organization . Organizationally, the Academy is a military
training command and an educational institution. Increased recog-
nition is being given to the fact that while these two functions
were not always traditionally synonymous, the reality of the ad-
vancing technological requirements of the Service and the expanding
role of the Coast Guard as a military service arm of the Government,
is having its effect on the Academy. As a result, time emphasis is

heavily placed on the academic program.
At the head of the organization is the Superintendent, a Rear
Admiral, whose reporting senior is the Commandant of the Coast
Guard in Washington, D.C. His broad functions are two-fold, namely,
as Commanding Officer of a military command, and as head of an
academic institution. His is the difficult task of keeping in
balance the total objectives of the Academy.
Institutional objectives . These objectives are first to pro-
vide an atmosphere conducive to the gradual orientation of its
cadets toward service careers, secondly to offer a level of academic
scholarship to properly equip its graduates for the technical and
administrative demands which they will face during their careers,
and thirdly, to develop them physically to a level of fitness
required of men subject to the call of military duty.
II. BACKGROUND OF THE COMPANY OFFICER PROGRAM
Expansion - The Program Motivator . The academic world since
World War II has been a world of expansion. So too with the Coast
Guard Academy. College administrators continually grapple with
conflicting demands on their respective institutions. Advancing
technology, industry, escalating operating costs, and alumni pres-
sures which vary in intensity with the institution, all vie for
dominance in the administrative and academic policies for the
various schools. Advancing technology calls for greater scholarship
and emphasis on new disciplines, industry for particularized skills,
4

alumni for better athletic programs and diversification. Signif-
icantly, the Company Officer Program is an outgrowth of expansion,
and a desire to reduce voluntary cadet attrition.
The early role of the Company Officer. Prior to its inception
in 1957 , the Company Officer role was inadequately carried out by
instructional staff officers assigned to it as one of many collat-
eral duties. Officer availability for cadet counselling and advice
was essentially nil - more on a ncatch as catch can" basis. The
entire Corps of Cadets , which then numbered about 500, was adminis-
tered under the immediate direction of the Commandant of Cadets and
his Assistant together with a small enlisted clerical staff. The
workload was overburdening at the time for these officers and much
was simply left undone.
The Cadet Corps prior to the Company Officer Program . The
Corps at this point essentially disciplined itself under broad dir-
ection from the Commandant of Cadets. The system, though faulty,
had some excellent training and organizational features however,
since responsibility delineation in the Corps was relatively clear
and the opportunity for cadet officers to function in practice
leadership roles was definitely existent, clearly defined, and
necessary.
Without available direction from a more mature level however,
3
Paul R. Lawrence, et al., Organizational Behavior and
Administration (Homewoody 111.? The Dorsey Press, Inc. and
Richard D„ Irwin,, Inc., 1961), pp. 519-527.

the system necessarily led to excesses „ "Barracks businesses"
were becoming profuse - an "assumed" privilege of the upper class*
Though the cadets did a surprisingly good job for the circumstances,
to a degree, hazing was present. Through the efforts of outstanding
officers in the Commandant of Cadets billet and a highly competent
psychologist, a relatively successful "adaptability for service"
rating system had evolved. Significantly perhaps, the attrition
rate in the Corps was high, but with the exception of a period
which roughly coincided with the Korean War, officer retention in
the Service was also high, and the average rate of retention of
junior officers beyond their initial service committments was
throughout higher than that for the Naval and Military Academy
4, 5
graduates.
III. THE COMPANY OFFICER PROGRAM
Inception of the Program . By 1956, at least one proposal had
been submitted to Headquarters suggesting the inauguration of a
system of permanent billets for Company Officers to be filled by
junior Lieutenants. The Superintendent finally implemented the
Program in the Fall of 1957 by selecting from among the faculty
the first six officers to be assigned to the new permanent billet
of Company Officer, one per cadet company.
4
NAVPERS 15109, Annual Register of the United States Naval
Academy , 1938-64 , (Washington? U.S. Government Printing Office).
Register of Cadets and Former Graduates of the U.S. Military
Academy
,
(New York? U.S. Military Academy Alumni Foundation, Inc.
1938-64)

This was a radical change. Students of organization would
expect reverberations. As a result of the previous experience
with "collateral" Company Officers , one can readily appreciate that
some cadets, faculty, and perhaps some of the Company Officers them-
selves, failed to grasp fully the concept of the Program. It was,
quite understandably, difficult to conceive of just what needed
doing in the Cadet Administration Division that would require six
additional full time officers. Imposition of this administrative
"layer" in the organization tended to puzzle cadets, faculty, and
Administration alike. The Superintendent, resolute in his desire
to upgrade and modernize organizational procedures throughout the
Academy, gave firm and particular support to the Program. The
Commandant of Cadets was charged with its direct implementation.
This change was distined to affect the Academy effort in a way that
could never be measured. Few, if any, at the time, could have
foreseen the difficulties that would be encountered before the
Program would ultimately stabilize and meet its objectives. Two
years after Program inception, the (Jostello Study indicated "that
at this time, the Program does not appear to have effected motiva-
tion and goal orientation." The respondent's comments in this
study further show no conclusive proof that these factors have
been improved.
c.
John D. Costello, USCG, An Evaluation of the Company Officer
Program at the United States Coast Guard Academy
,
(Monterey, Calif.:
Published research paper, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, 1959)

The original concept of the Company Officer Role . Initially,
7
the concept of the Company Officer was firmly defined to give
that officer "command" over the cadet company. The word "command"
is broad and subject to varying degrees of definition. Not unnat-
urally one may not be aware that it must frequently be defined
according to its situational aspects. "Command" for the Company
Officer could not, for example, connote the same responsibility as
that enjoyed by a unit commanding officer. Most "command" policies
were and are necessarily dictated by the Superintendent or by the
Commandant of Cadets by direction. Excessive diversity in operating
policy between cadet companies obviously would destroy consistency
- a most necessary ingredient in the training situation.
The Superior-Subordinate barrier. Prior to Program inception,
a classical example of the organizational "WE and THEY" situation
existed; the "WE" being the cadets and the "THEY", the officers,
8
instructors, administrators, etc. It was really the "way of life"
at the Academy. Everyone accepted it just as in industry we have
'The Management" and the Employees", or "The Management" and the
"Union", or what have you. This psychological barrier was always
there, and in fact graduation from the "WE" into the "THEY" was an
7
Costello, o£. cit., p, 13,
g
Albert J. Rubenstein and Chadwick J. Haberstroh, Some Theories
of Organization (Homewood, Ill.s The Dorsey Press and Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1960), pp. 161-167.

institutional goal. Insertion of the Company Officer did not
create a new "WE - THEY" situation, or "Cops and Robbers" as the
cadets sometimes infer, but rather brought it out into the open.
There occurred a direct clash, which, in retrospect, is conceivable.
It follows that a period of adjustment was to ensue before the
Company Officer would be firmly established as a "counselor and
advisor" and still retain the necessary function as the extension
of the Commandant of Cadets in overseeing the discipline and
discipline training with the Corps.
Implementation of Change . A review of the verbatim comments
solicited by research questionnaires in this study, as shown in
the appendicies, will show that certain administrators, as might be
expected, tended to lose patience with the Program. They perhaps
expected to reap too soon the tangible results of this conceptually
excellent idea.
The fault of unfulfilled anticipation was not only limited to
11
Company Officers. Criticism from staff outside the Division was
also in evidence. Effectually, the Coast Guard was attempting to
alter the direction of an imbedded way of life which had existed
perhaps for some eighty years. In that light, it is not inconceiv-
able that ten or more years might be required, together with the
9
See Appendix B, p. 150.
10See Appendix A, pp. 75, 83-84, 88, 91-92, 96-99, 102-105,
106-108, 110, 113-116, 122, 127, 130-134.
See Appendix D, p. 199.
9

assignment of highly competent administrators, to establish the
change
.
Era effects on the organization and membership . The year
1957 was some 22 years following World War II. American youth had
undergone characteristic changes from the generation which preceded
12
it. They tended to be better informed. Their formal schooling
had been more extensive, more liberal, and more diverse. Their i
horizons were broader, and for many, they had already achieved a
higher level of formal education then their own parents.
During the same period the Service too had undergone charact-
eristic changes. Although still highly structured and formal
organizationally, it too had become more "individually" oriented.
A "Uniform Code of Military Justice" replaced the old "Deck Court"
procedures, placing added burdens on commanding officers. One pre-
vious Commandant of Cadets described it by saying "Democracy had
come to the Services." Increasingly, the emphasis was now on
"leadership", "consultative management", "conference procedure",
and the "participative approach." Cliches such as "Morale consists
of working them hard, feeding them good, and granting good liberty."
were no longer sufficient. In every walk of American life at least,
young people were and are clamoring for a sense of recognition as
12
John M. Pfiffner and Frank P. Sherwood, Administrative





"individuals." In the extreme, one witnesses the current problems
on the Berkley campus in California.
The cadets were no different. They too wanted recognition.
There is reason to believe that while our youth today is better
educated than their forbears, they may also possess a lesser level
of maturity. As the Academy program adjusted to changing technical
needs of the Service, it also had to adjust to the changing needs
of the entering cadet. The Company Officer Program was the Academy's
answer.
Adequacy of evaluation and the "Whole Man" concept . This was
not however, the only purpose of the Program. Except for peer
ratings, there really was no adequate method for totally evaluating
cadet "adaptability for service." Since frequent officer contact
with cadets was until the Fall of 1957 non-existent, only academics
were qualitatively and quantitatively adequate. Young men with
high academic qualifications were occasionally commissioned only to
turn out poorly because they lacked other factors necessary for men
succeeding to leadership roles. In the rigid promotion structure
of the Coast Guard this was particularly undesirable.
A "Whole Man" concept was devised and proposed for cadet
evaluations. The Superintendent considered that the Academy
Executive Board should know that everything possible was being
John M. Pfiffner, The Supervision of Personnel , 2nd. edition,




done to evaluate "leadership potential." Prior to commissioning,
the Board required reasonable assurance that each of the candidates
for a commission possessed a workable combination of talents, traits
or characteristics, and a level of scholarly competence and maturity
which would combine to produce a high probability of success as a
commissioned officer. Thus an "elimination" aspect was included in
the "whole man" concept of which the Company Officer Program was at
the heart » Again, a review of the transcripts of the appendices
will reveal that some of the Company Officers felt that this facet
14
tended to be over emphasized.
The ideal role of the Company Officer » Ideally then, the
prime function of the Company Officer was tos (1) maintain close
and continual contact with the cadets of his company to observe
them more fully, get to know them as individuals, and provide
individual recognition of each to give them a necessary sense of
importance; (2) To discover each cadet's strengths and weaknesses;
(3) Counsel and advise as necessary to strengthen weaknesses whether
in personality, personal security, academics, one's ability to work
harmoniously and productively in the group atmosphere, personal
appearance, etc., and to capitalize on the strong points; (4)
Maintain adequate records of each cadet's progress in academics
(scholarship), in conduct (ability to conform to social and Service
mores), and in adaptability (compound leadership factors). The
14 ' '' ' ;
Sec Appendix A, p. 130.
12

Company Officer records all activities in which a cadet becomes
involved, and attempts to form a continuing "whole man" evaluation;
and finally, (5) When, in the "whole man" concept, it appears that
commissioning would be detrimental to the cadet, the Service, or
both, the case is to be referred to the Commandant of Cadets for
further action which might be additional counselling, or even
referral to the Executive Board for consideration of requiring the
cadet's resignation.
The case for adequate selection of Company Officers . The
central position of the Company Officer in the Academy effort should
now be evident as being directly keyed to the Coast Guard's long
range goals. At Program inception, the Superintendent envisioned
these men to be hand-picked for the particular talents required in
the position. He recognized that although these characteristics
are desirable in all officers, they are not all present in every
successful officer. Most of our officers have experienced a rather
"spoon fed" type of training common to most highly structured
training institutions. Because success in military life always
associates with obedience, and occasionally blind obedience, our
people are, for the most part, accustomed to what is perceived as
"traditional modes of behavior." Change and uncertainty, and
learning to deal with it adequately, is an ability generally refined
in later years. This survey evidences strong suspicion among
respondents, that selection criteria for Company Officers is
13

currently no better or no worse than that for other officer billets
at the Academy.
The billet of the Company Officer requires an Officer of
higher than average maturity, regardless of his achieved level of
technical competence. So too it requires individuals who are
openly enthusiastic for Service ideals, the meaning of the uniform,
and an enriched interest and desire to understand and work with
others. The Company Officer is required to be "shock trooper" for
the Administration because his assignment is to penetrate the ever-
present "WE - THEY" barrier. Because each year there is a new
class of cadets, every two years a scattering of the second'
class, and every fourth year a new Company Officer, that officer
must do it repeatedly. He must possess a kind of "spiritual
stamina" because he cannot, with assurance, assess his own success
in the job by maximizing job satisfaction in the ordinary terms.
He must be able to take satisfaction almost solely in the giving
of time, energy, and talent.
The effect of collateral duties . It was earlier noted that
Company Officers were also needed to help shoulder the increasing
purely administrative burden of the Commandant of Cadets. As
class scheduling and changes thereto become more detailed and
complex, as the athletic program expands rapidly, as the Corps
15
See Appendix A, p. 101 and Appendix B, pp. 145 and 163.




itself grows and the cadet activities multiply and cadet group
movements increase - the associated paperwork spirals. Additionally,
methods of training in adaptability and its evaluation become more
sophisticated and data processing methods are further introduced.
Correspondence with the parents, with other Coast Guard activities,
and with the Congressmen continue to increase. Detailed summaries
of cadet records are required for Executive Board reviews. All
these items, and much more, add to the requirements for additional
officer assistance. As the Corps expands so too must the staff of
the Commandant of Cadets. These latter responsibilities are those
which generally have escaped scrutiny by cadet and staff critics
alike.
These duties, however necessary, do tend to detract from the
18
Company Officer's prime function - continual cadet contact. This
survey also probed the possibility that "non-significant" collateral
assignments might be detracting from that prime function. Certain
collateral assignments made from outside the Division have no
19bearing whatever on the Company Officer's primary duties. The
verbatim transcripts in the appendices tend to indicate that
Company Officer availability to cadets is infringed upon by collat-
eral duties.
17
See Appendix D, pp. 197 and 201.
18
See Appendix A, pp. 132 and Appendix B. p. 163.
19See Appendix A, p. 65.
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In reviewing the verbatim transcripts of questionnaire
results, it is suggested that the reader keep in mind the manage-
ment premise that complaints seldom define the source of difficulty
squarely, and that in organizations of any size, from family units
to large corporations, knowledge of member attitudes might produce
subtle clues as to the real problems requiring the attention of
management
.
IV. THE PERSPECTIVE FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION
The effects of change . Because this program is not primarily
designed to produce efficiency in the sub-organization of the
Academy as much as in the larger organization of the operating
Coast Guard, a true evaluation, if at all possible, must be within
the latter. The natural tendency however, is for those immediately
concerned, to try to measure its success at the Academy. The
purpose of this study was to take a more broad view, to look at the
Program as it has functioned over time, and to test current cadet
reaction to it. In spite of the great policy changes which have
been occurring within the Program since its inception, or perhaps
because of them, many of the percentage tallies of cadet attitude
responses have not significantly changed since LCDR John Costello T s
study of five years ago.
A majority of the respondents in Appendix A offered the opinion




opportunity for stabilization. Change however, was to be
expected, but as always in the organization sphere, it deserves
the utmost consideration as to long range effects prior to implement-
ation because of the now well-founded concept of human resistance
21
to change and the possible multiple effects.
Program definition . The Company Officer Program can easily
be defined in time-honored generalities, i.e. to produce leaders,
to develop administrative skills, to mould character, to create
self-discipline, to orient cadets to the Service, and to provide
opportunity for the practice of leadership. The "how" of these
objectives is quite another matter. Concentration on Program
definition has obviously (from survey) been difficult. This might
provide a first clue, from the management standpoint, as to why so
much change is still taking place in the Program, and why stabili-
zation, though nearer, has not yet been achieved.
The operating concept . Over the past seven years, through
experience, the broad concept of the Company Officer has been
gradually altered from one of "command" to one of "administers a
cadet company." Both broad definitions are, in themselves,
inadequate to serve as a functional guide to Program administrators.
But for the organization theorist, the latter is considered some-
20
See Appendix A, p. 87.
21
Wendell L. French, The Personnel Management Process , Human
Resources Administration , Chapter 24, (Bostons Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1964), pp. 468-475.
17

what more satisfactory in view of the general military connotation
of the word "command" and the fact that Program administrators are
military by training and experience. The Company Officer actually
exercises "functional" authority (as a staff assistant) as opposed
to "line" authority (which the line officer holds). This change,
published as of the Fall of 1964, appears to be a major step of
clarification and an advance toward possible stabilization and
understanding on both sides of the "WE - THEY" barrier.
In the Costello Study, the specific duties of the Company
22
Officer were seventeen in number. Of these, at least six are
currently not performed as originally stipulated. Experience has
shown that at least during this early period in the establishment
of the Program, they would not work. For example, at the moment
the disciplinary function of the Company Officer is being reduced
tremendously in an effort to provide for the Company Officer a more
advantageous atmosphere in which to function more effectively as a
counselor. Cadet responses indicate, as might be expected, enthusias-
23
tic reception of the change with but a few dissenters. Only time
will tell if this change will produce the desired effect. It could
t
conceivably become "old hat" with the cadets, and if the Company
Officers perceive this as a "dimunition of their authority," their
subsequent behavior could also cause the opposite of the desired #
22Costello, loc . cit.
23See Appendix B, p. 169 and p. 171.
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effect, and their authority, the essential ingredient to good
counselling would be lost if it is so perceived. Organizationally
this change is an attempt to reduce the "clash factor" still present
in the system and touted, perhaps prematurely if not ignorantly,
by observers within and without the Program at the Academy.
Questions concerning inter-departmental support at the Academy
indicate a need for increased communication and possibly education
of staff members to the real essence of the Program objectives.
The Program, the respondents conclude, is too important to be taken
24lightly because of its great potential for the Academy effort.
They indicate a conclusion that if the cadets should decide that
discipline is the sole responsibility of the Commandant of Cadets,
then Company Officers, no matter their abilities, will be ineffect-
25
ives. Some of the respondents indicated that they receive tele-
phone calls frequently from the instructional staff asking questions
that could easily be answered by a simple referral to Academy
Regulations. There are several possible reasons for this. First,
the staff, in part, may actually conclude that only Company Officers
should be the authority on the Regulations; second, staff members
may actually be in doubt as to whether current policy, as applied,
is still in consonance with the Regulations as published, this
resulting from too frequent change; and thirdly, it's quite
possible for the Company Officer to "perceive" the the former has
24
See Appendix A, pp, 11] -1131
;
See Appendix A, pp, 9*6-97 and Appendix B, p., . 169J • ' ,
19

occurred when it has not.
At the Fall Assembly a few years ago, a Superintendent,
addressing cadets and staff alike, stated that the Academy
Regulations were binding on all hands, and that everyone, without
exception, has an obligation to support, be familiar with, and
enforce them. As the Academy source staff percentage decreases,
the need for increasing emphasis on staff education and inter-
staff communication on the subject of the military heart of the
Academy* s reason for existence becomes more obvious. As any
organization grows, its parts tend to become segmented and the
overall objectives obscure.
The Cadet Administration Division is a team. Expansion to
date, and more particularly in the future, has made it so that
Divisional goals will not be achieved effectively without the full
mutual cooperation of all the parts of the organization. The
Commandant of Cadets, his Assistant, and the Company Officers as
their extension, are one, and must so function.
Career Development - an integrated responsibility . This is
not however to say that the office of the Commandant of Cadets has
sole responsibility for the development of career oriented officers
for the Coast Guard. Because the relative exposure of cadets to
the academic and athletic programs is so great, the good that is
effected in one area can easily and perhaps thoughtlessly be negated
in another. For the three main exposures to which cadets are
subjected, (military, academic, and athletic), positive integration
20

of the methods, mind, and purpose of each into a central mode -
that of development of "informed desire for career" is the essence
of the Academy's reason for being. Vigilance is always necessary
least "Academy spirit" be developed without its necessary running
mate, "service spirit." " To contain the natural centrifugal
tendencies of the three thus requires a high level of management
competence.
V. THE APPLICATION OF MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS
Suboptimization . In today* s management circles, and partic-
ularly in the Defense Department Management, a whole new vocabulary
is in use to describe many of the concepts applied. The imprint
of a work entitled "The Economics of Defense in the Nuclear Age"
by Charles J. Hitch - present DOD Comptroller, and Roland N. McKean
- a noted economist, is clearly evident in Secretary MacNamara's
management policies throughout the establishment. One such term
27
which has had a profound impact is "suboptimization."
"Suboptimization" describes a condition in an organization
wherein an individual or a sub-unit maximizes his/its performance
at some expense to the total organization optimal performance.
Such was the conclusion of many viewing the inter-Service squabbles
of recent history. The term is injected here to further define the
"See Appendix B, p. 171.
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difficult function of the Superintendent of the Academy in balancing
28departmental objectives so as to optimize the mission of the Academy.
For example, academicians seek scholarly achievement, the Commandant
of Cadets militarily oriented graduates, and the Director of Ath-
letics wants the best in the way of training winning athletes. To
seek otherwise would not be rational for competent individuals. All
these three, vying for the available scarce time, talent, and funds,
tend to be, to a degree, in opposition. The more competent the Div-
isional leaders are, the more pronounced the opposition is apt to
be. The problem then is to find that particular mix which will
meet the Coast Guard's overall objectives in the Academy, which as
noted earlier, are tos
(1) Provide that atmosphere and training which will create in
cadets a desire for a Coast Guard career,
(2) Provide the Service with officers of sufficient scholarly
achievement to meet Service needs, and
(3) Produce a product with a level of physical skill required
of all men subject to the call of military duty.
Each of the three main exposure areas tend to contribute more or
less to each of the objectives listed above by contributing some-
thing to the mental and/or physical disciplines required in each.
The Academy management then, seeks to maximize the first objective,
and given this, to optimize accomplishment in the second and third
28
Manley Howe Jones, Executive Decision Making (Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1957), p. 235.
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because success in the latter two without success in the first is
for naught.
The pressures on management . The pressures of the management
problem are accountable. Upon arrival, the Superintendent finds his
organization ready-made, in many ways, fixed. He may lack, to some
extent, background in academic and athletic administration and thus
requires heavy reliance on staff advice. Like top managers in all
large organizations, the billet calls for great skill in decision
making because many of those decisions have such long range payoffs
for the Service generally.
In addition, the Academy management is somewhat of a divided
entity. Even the central authority is split between the Superint-
endent and the Commandant in Washington. In most industrial
organizations, the President, Chairman of the Board, or the Board
of Directors exercises ultimate authority and responsibility for
both policy and operations. At the Coast Guard Academy, the Super-
intendent usually exercises full responsibility for operations and
only partial responsibility for policy. This is because the
Academy is a sub-unit within a larger parent organization - the
Coast Guard. Further, with regard to certain important decisions
effecting cadet and Administration attitudes, often neither he nor
the Commandant, but rather the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
is the controlling factor.




Company Officers, as the "first-line" administrators in the Program,
involved with all three major exposure areas, must have an abiding
appreciation of the bounds of their superiors if they are to have
the right answers for the cadets and if they are to maintain their
29
equilibrium and epitomize consistency of approach for the cadets.
They must be able to "ride with the punch," be idealists yet func-
tionally practical, and devise means of accomplishing, without loss
of consistency, that which is most difficult in any organization -
the implementation of change. The Company Officers must be a known
entity with the age group with which they work. Later, as their
careers progress, the cadets will learn better to adjust to perceived
30
vacillation. But in the present, while desirable habits are
being formed, confusion should be minimal. If the Academy atmos-
phere is contradictory or confusing, so too will be cadet determin-
ation to achieve a career of service. Of all of the upper class
cadet respondents to this survey, 31.0$ indicated either "No" or
"Probably No" to the question, "Do you intend to make the service
your career?", while 10.3% answered "Yes" and 58.6% indicated
31
"Probably Yes."
The key role of the Company Officer . The responsibility for
consistency is of course everyone's prime responsibility at the
29
See Appendix B, p. 180.
See Appendix B, pp. 171 and 180.
See Appendix B, p. 174.
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Academy, But the Company Officer is the Administration 1 s prime
point of contact with the cadets - and must be if the Program is
to provide the information and counselling assistance desired.
Consistency then is the Company Officer* s "Golden Rule," So key
is the position of the Company Officer that if the best conceived
program were operating and stabilized, he (collective) alone could
destroy it - just as the foremen on a manufacturing assembly line
can literally reduce efficiency to the point of running an industrial
organization out of business. Every Company Officer should place
high value on his position.
Survey indication of need . The general concept of this paper
was to examine the Company Officer Program through the medium of an
attitude survey; to discover the pressures to which it is subjected,
its: strengths and weaknesses, and its importance in the overall
Academy effort. If successful, it should then provide, in some
form, a functional guide for Company Officers - something perhaps
to permit self-appraisal and a partial filling of the possible void
of a sense of measurable accomplishment. That guide should specify
relatively detailed concepts to assist them in guiding their own
behavior so as to be successful in the billet. Every conscientious
officer, regarding his job, asks, "What is required of me? What
am I to do? How am I to do it? How can I do it best?" Company
Officers have been asking themselves these same questions. The
answers are not always simple nor clear. The broad spectrum of
25

responses in the survey, even allowing for the usual shortcomings
of questionnaires, would indicate the need for a published "guide"
to fix firmly the perspective of the billet. Company Officer
morale should be equal to or higher than cadet morale.
Because the Company Officer fundamentally deals in human
behavior, its direction, observation, guidance, and evaluation, a
discussion of concepts is considered to be more useful than a simple
listing of the variable specifics of his job. The following chapter
is designed for this purpose. It may be used as a format, or a
source of ideas, or perhaps extracted directly for use as a "Guide
for the Company Officer," in the hope that the purpose of the





THE SUMMARY OF SURVEY DATA
I. INTRODUCTION
The Perspective of the Survey , The extensive data included
in Appendices A through D are summarized in this chapter. The
appendices themselves are the verbatim transcripts of the research
data generated through the medium of questionnaires. It is the
researcher's opinion that sufficient detail is provided for possible
future periodic re-evaluation of the Company Officer Program. It
was not the primary purpose of the research to draw conclusions
but rather to furnish information basic to "decision areas" and to
determine the relative importance and significance of the "decision
areas" to the success of the Program as an integral contributor to
the timely accomplishment of the Academy mission.
The Scope of the Survey . The scope of this survey included
a total of 43 officers and 30 cadets. Ninety-two percent of those
contacted responded to the questionnaires indicating a high level
of interest in the Program. Only one junior respondent felt that
many of the questions were too subjective, argumentative, or
improper and so indicated in lieu of expressing his views. Each
item in this chapter is footnoted to refer to specific responses
in the rather extensive accumulation of data.
27

II. SUMMARY OF DATA FROM APPENDIX A
The following is a summary in brief of the survey data
submitted by officers who previously or are now serving either as
Company Officers, Assistant Commandant of Cadets, or as Commandant
of Cadets.
1. The Company Officers consider that the time they have
given to clerical work, writing revisions to publications, and
contributions to cruise operation orders is disproportionately
great for the relative importance of these functions. They also
indicate that insufficient time is given to correspondence with
parents, conducting classroom instruction, and barracks inspections,
- the latter a logical expectation perhaps in view of the recent
changes.
2. The survey indicated that on the average, the Company
Officers felt they were spending 27.6$ of their time involved with
"non-significant" collateral duties, and 17.0% of their time with
"significant" collateral duties. "Significant" here means
"contribution to my primary function." The remainder, or 55.4% of
their time, on the average, was therefore given to the basic
33functions of the Company Officer.
32
See Appendix A, p;, ,64,
33
See Appendix A, p. 65.
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3. Regarding their estimate of the "ideal" background for
officers filling the Company Officer billet, the mean of opinion
called for maximum billet diversity in four years of commissioned
service, with the definite inclusion of staff and junior command
billets. Further, they felt that these officers should be care-
fully selected with the specific job requirements in mind, and
34
that those who request such duty should be considered.
4. On a rank ordering basis, the officers indicated, that of
all their functions, the emphasis had been given to counselling
and guidance first, to clerical and staff work second, to discipline
enforcement third, collateral duties fourth, and lastly, leadership
... 35
training activities.
5. As to possible conflict between the disciplinarian and
counselor roles, the responses ranged from one extreme to the
other. The literature in this area clearly indicates that they not
only can be compatible but that the counselor must have a basis of
authority from which to counsel from. However, this activity
requires individuals of astute perception and understanding as well
as maturity. 69.0% of the cadet respondents felt that the two
roles were incompatible, but 66.6% of the officers saw no conflict,
34
See Appendix A, p. 66.








the remainder criticizing it in varying degrees. This would tend
to indicate that, as in-Jthe study of five years ago, that Company
38Officers still tend to dominate interviews and that cadet contact
is not yet sufficient.
6. 86,6% of the officers stated that they allowed cadets to
39
operate with a minimum of direction from the Company Officer. On
the other hand, only 68.9$ of the cadet respondents agreed with
this, and 48.3$ indicated that the Company Officer shows an interest
in improving cadet leadership. 41.4$ felt that Company Officers
41
were helpful. 46.6$ of the Company Officers indicated that tight
class schedules were a hindrance to contacting cadets. With the
increasing diversity in the academic curriculum, the need for
increased cadet contact will become more apparent. Collateral
duties might therefore have to be reduced if these figures are to
be improved.
37
See Append b A, p» 74.
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This error in underestimating the degree of dominance in
various phases of counselling is well known in the field of
personnel counselling. For further college level discussion,
see: Gladys C. Murphy, "Counselor Dominance'* (Doctoral dissertation
presented a New York University, April, 1958), Dissertation
Abstracts , XVIII, No. 4, (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press,
1958) pp. 1358-1359.
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7. On the average, the Company Officers do not feel that
any of the cadets are adequately counselled - the "unsatisfactory"
cadets with 89.9$ adequacy and ranging down to 17,0$ adequately
43
counselled for "above average" cadets *
8. At the time of assignment, 86.6$ felt they were inadequately
prepared with specific background in guidance and counselling
procedures, 53.4$ inadequately prepared in leadership training tech-
niques, 33.3$ felt they lacked some understanding of the basic
objectives of the Program, and 60.0$ felt that they did not know
44
specifically what was expected of them. A majority indicated a
need for added preparation in basic psychology (66.6$) and in
45
guidance and counselling techniques (80.0$).
9. Responses as to the general effect of the Program were:
33.3$ indicated that "it definitely improved the quality of the
Corps," 60.0$ that the "Program, while conceptually good, has
vacillated in policy too much since inception to gain a solid
footing in the overall scheme of things." Only 6.7$ felt that it
46
actually "hindered accomplishment of the Academy program."
43
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10. 53.4$ of the officers in this category indicated insuff-
47icient support from other departments, and 73.3$ that Academy-
staff personnel in general did not have an adequate appreciation
48
of the role of the Company Officer.
11. 40.0$ of the officers indicated that selection for
49
Company Officers is not sufficiently refined, and nine officers
indicated possible structure weaknesses effecting the system.
12. As to significant changes in the Program since its
inception, the following were listed?
a. Sells Coast Guard better to cadets.
b. A more sensitive "elimination" procedure has been
developed.
c. Counselling activity has greatly increased.
d. Program is slowly increasing in importance as the
sole remaining link with military atmosphere.
e. Cadet entertainment by officers in their homes has
increased. Encouragement from Superintendent level.
f
.
The Program has eliminated the likelihood of hazing,
47
See Appendix A, p. 91.
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See Appendix A, p. 96.
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See Appendix A, p. 100.
See Appendix A, p. 102.
See Appendix A, pp. 98-100.
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g. Information exchange (communications) with other
departments has increased.
h. The total program has become less militarized,
i. The adaptability rating system has been further
refined,
j. Record keeping procedures have been streamlined.
k. Program has brought Regulations more into line with
the changing reality of cadet life,
1, Increased staff reliance on the Company Officer,
perhaps excessively,
m. Establishment of the Cadet Activities Fund and its
operating machinery.
n. Operating concept has been altered from "command" to
"administer,"
o. Company Officers were restricted from collateral
duty assignments from outside the Division, and then, after a time,
opened up to them again*
p t, The Company Officer r s offices were moved out of the
company areas* ' ••' 's -dm; <
q, Standards for uniforms were raised and stabilized.
r« Exchange weekends with sister Academies inaugurated,
s, Deemphasis of class distinctions,
t. Mandatory study in the evening eliminated.
u. Cadet liberty hours have been greatly increased,
33

v. Mandatory cadet involvement in athletic pursuits two
out of three seasons per year.
w. Corps now largely decimated during weekend reviews
due to increased "away" group activities.
13. 65.0% of the officers considered their billet to be more
significant to the Academy mission than other Lieutenant level
52
billets at the Academy. 30.0% felt it was equally significant.
26.7% found it more challenging, and 60.0% equally challenging
53
with other billets in their experience.
14. 66.7% indicated a need for additional clerical assist-
54
ance.
15. Of those Company Officers who had served in both a
Company Officer* s and an instructor's billet, all felt that their
job as a Company Officer was less clearly defined. 71.4% felt
that being a Company Officer demanded more of their time, was
55
more challenging, and more personally rewarding.
16. All the Company Officers indicated that the Program
gained an increase in acceptance by the Corps during their tours.
52
See Appendix A, p. 111.
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54See Appendix A, p. 113.
See Appendix A, p. 117.
56See Appendix A, pp. 119-121.
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17. With regard to psychologist* assistance (available on
request), 21.1% felt it was indispensable, 42.1% quite helpful,
en
36.8% somewhat helpful. Of the statistical records generated
through the psychological testing program, 9.5% felt it was
indispensable, 52.4% quite helpful, 19.0% somewhat helpful, 19.0%
58
negligible. Further, 57.9% indicated that additional staff
59
psychologists would have helped them in the counselling function.
Company Officers reported an average estimated correlation of
approximately 64.5% between initial psychological test results
and witnessed subsequent cadet performance.
18. As to Company Officer attitudes relative to Executive
Board appearances; 33.3% felt that therir opinions were given
heavier consideration than the record, 28.6% equal consideration
with the record, 19.0% less consideration than the record, and
19.0% felt that the Board often considered neither as being
60
pertinent.
19. Opinion was split equally among these officers as to the
ideal tour length for a Company Officer; half chose three years
and the other half, four - giving sole consideration to the
accomplishment of the mission. When asked to look at the tour
57
See Appendix A, p. 121.
58See Appendix A, p. 122.
Ibid.
See Appendix A, p. 124.
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length strictly from the personal viewpoint, 6.6% felt that two
years was "ideal", 60.0% chose three years, and 26.6% chose four
years. One man chose one year. Only 26.5% had been cadets under
the Company Officer Program.
20. Given a hypothetic choice of assignment between the
billets of Company Officer and Instructor, 53.4% of the Company
62
Officers chose the Company Officer billet.
21. Ten officers submitted comments solicited under the
6"?
final question, "Do you have any other comments?"
Ill, SUMMARY OF DATA FROM APPENDIX B
The following is a surmiary in brief of the survey data submit-
ted By cadets of the first and second classes (]965 ani 1966)*
1. 58»6% of the cadet respondents indicated that most of the
cadet contacts with Company Officers were initiated by the Company
Officer and that the reasons for contact, in order of decreasing
frequency, were:
a. Adaptability
See Appendix A, p. 124.
%ee Appendix A, p. 127.
See Appendix A, pp. 129-135.
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Company and Varsity athletics
On the other hand, they felt that the Company Officer placed
emphasis as follows i (a. = greatest, f. = least)
a. Adaptability interviews





f Direction of company activities
2. A slim majority (51.7$) of the cadets felt that the
Company Officer understands both sides of the question where adapt-
ability was concerned, and greater majorities prevailed in conduct
and academics.
3. As in the survey of five years ago, the cadets indicated
strongly that interviews were not frequent enough and that the
Company Officer was usually unavailable when they wanted to see him.
There was sufficient indication that Company Officers still dominate
64
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66interviews more than they realize. 41.3% felt that in some way
(as indicated in the transcripts), the Company Officers were
67functioning improperly.
4. A majority felt that the Company Officers were following
the cadet chain of command and allowed cadet officers sufficient
freedom in the direction of company activities. Less than a
majority indicated that the Company Officers did not offer con-
structive criticism in leadership procedures (agrees with Company
Officer's feelings concerning inadequate backgrounds), and showed
little interest in assisting and improving cadet leadership. 79.3%
felt that Company Officers were not sufficiently highly selected
for the job.
5. 55.2% of the cadet respondents indicated that they felt
69
there were weaknesses in the system and so indicated.
6. As for the beneficial features of the Company Officer
70
Program, the cadets cited the following:
a. Provides the only readily available source of officer
contact for information about the Service or service life.
b. Provides cadets with an officer he can see without
infringing on his other duties.
66
Murphy, loc . cit .
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c. Is a useful record keeping system with academic,
conduct, and adaptability feedback for cadets.
d. Provides a counselling mechanism.




Provides an officer contact who has been through the
system before and has an understanding of a cadet 1 s life and
problems
•
g. Is the only means of prodding the first class to
insure that they do their job.
7. On the average, the cadets feel that the Company Officer
billet is equally significant with other Lieutenant level billets
on the Academy staff.
8. The respondents also indicated that the ideal Company
Officer should have as diverse a background as is possible after
71
graduation and prior to assignment in the billet.
9. The cadets, by and large, feel that the Company Officer
should be an administrative assistant to the Commandant of Cadets
with limited disciplinary functions. They felt that he should be
a staff officer, issue staff advice, staff counsel, and operations
assistance up and down the line, but not in the line . While the
foregoing was perhaps the average comment, extremes were also
not.





10. 51.7$ of the cadet respondents indicated a desire to be
assigned as a Company Officer - in spite of their criticisms. In
the same proportion they preferred assignment as a Company Officer
73
to that as an instructor.
11. In response to the question, "As of now, do you intend
to make the Service your career?", 10.3% answered "Yes," 58.6%
answered "Probably Yes," 24.1% said "Probably No," and 6.9% said
"No" - or a total of about one-third of the first and second class-
men polled were on the "No" and "Probably No" side of the question.
Since this question was not asked five years ago, there is no way
74
of evaluating its future significance.
12. In response to the question, "Do you have any other
comments?", the responses were sufficient in number and feeling to
indicate further extreme sensitivity to the Company Officer Program,
Perhaps the greatest benefit of an attitude survey is not so much
the specific comments as is the assessment of the impact of the
Program on cadet thinking.
72See Appendix B, pp. 156-167.
73See Appendix B, p. 174.
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IV. SUMMARY DATA FROM APPENDIX C
The respondents in Appendix C, officers trained under the
Company Officer Program but who have not served in its adminis-
tration, appeared to have "softened" their feelings regarding the
Program since graduation. While some saw the "ideal" Company
Officer as a counselor-advisor, others felt that he should be a
disciplinarian first and serve the other functions secondarily.
Several indicated that he should, ideally, serve a functional
staff purpose, while others felt that he should be directly: in the
chain of command.
The significance perhaps, of this portion of the survey, may
well be that the Company Officer should be bojth disciplinarian
and counselor-advisor with equal emphasis, realizing that cadet
sentiment will probably continue for a time to be at least some-
what at odds with the former. Possibly as our graduates mature
with commissioned service, added appreciation for the necessity
of the disciplinarian role is gained. In any event, ultimate
success or failure within the Program is a function of the
individual Company Officer primarily.
These officers, except one, saw a definite need for adequate
cooperation and communications between all departments for mutual
and mandatory mission benefit. They indicated however, that there
is not sufficient appreciation of the Company Officers role among
staff in other departments.
41

It was also the opinion of these officers that diversity in
background experience is most desirable for Company Officers.
Their assessment of the beneficial features of the Program
paralleled essentially those indicated in the previous appendices.
They however criticized the apparent lack of definition in the
Program and the exact functions of the Company Officers.
V. SUMMARY DATA FROM APPENDIX D
Appendix D is the verbatim response to a questionnaire which
briefly probed a category of officers considered to be represent-
ative of the operational Officer Corps which had not had contact
with the Company Officer Program either in their own training or
in Program administration.
The questions, as might be expected, drew occasional blanks,
and some fairly critical remarks. Nearly all of those who did
respond to the particular questions did so with the reservation
that this was mostly "hearsay" and they had no experience of
their own to draw upon.
There seems to be a definite need for published data regarding
this Program available to the Officer Corps generally. If select-
ion procedures for Company Officers are to be improved, at least
to provide a requirement that selectees be personally recommended
by their last commanding officers, then those commanding officers
must have some knowledge of the billet they are making the




The Military Academy (according to reports of Army Tactics
Officers a few years ago) operated under a system which required
officers assigned to be recommended by their commanding officers.
Reportedly, every officer assigned to the Academy was assured of
a minimum fitness mark of 145 on the Army f s OEI (officer Efficiency
Index) whose scale ranged from 50 to 150. Field Commanders, mindful
of this, hesitate to recommend an officer for a West Point billet
unless he is already grading the man as outstanding . Perhaps some-
thing along these lines should be inaugurated for the Company
Officer assignments. It is noteworthy that respondents in all
four questionnaires commented on the selection procedures for
Company Officers.
To reiterate a bit, cadets do not see the Superintendent very
often but they certainly feel his presence because of the extreme
importance of his job for each one of them. The impact of the
Company Officers, by commission or omission, is even greater. The
Company Officers are the Administration 1 s "front line" for cadet
contact. It is to be expected for any reasonable man to use his
best tools for the most important job. The comments solicited in
this survey indicate that formation of cadet attitudes to be in
line with "career desire" is the mosjt important job of the Academy.
We should therefore put our best men in the "front line" and devise
77
whatever procedures are necessary to achieve this.
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A GUIDE FOR THE COMPANY OFFICER
I. STATEMENT OF THE OBJECTIVE
The Need for a Guide , The questionnaire survey responses as
indicated in the appendices show great diversity of opinion relative
to nearly every facet of the Company Officer Program. The responses
also indicate that the administrators of the Program have not as
yet arrived at a common perspective as to the role of the Company
Officer. As indicated in the "Research Plan" of the proposal for
for this study, a "guide" is herewith devised, with the benefit of
the data received, for new personnel assigned to the Program admin-
istration. It is written in the form of a "direct address" and was
a primary objective of the study.
II. MANAGEMENT AND THE COMPANY OFFICER
The Experience of the Program initiators . Initially, you
must be many things to many cadets. In the occasional past, some
Company Officers either tended to be disciplinarians, or counselors,
or advisors, or commanding officers of their companies. Some devel-
oped a "fat;her-son" or a "father-confessor" approach. Some consid-
ered themselves as serving purely a staff function - others serving
staff functions but also being "in the line." They did these
things according to their perceptions and understanding arising
out of perceived successes or failures. They were "initiators"
44

and had little in the way of Program experience to guide them.
Success evaluation in the role . Very quickly the neophyte
Company Officer finds that for him, success evaluation is a relative-
ly immeasurable quantity. One can never really know within the
space of the tour whether or not he really accomplished a lasting
good. This is a reality of the billet that must be taken "as is,"
otherwise you may tend to develop a sense of frustration. If you
have misgivings as to your willingness or ability to function well
in these circumstances, you should ask to be transferred from the
billet. There will be no penalty attached to the request.
In some fashion, this job perhaps bears some similarity to
that of a loran officer f s job, or that of a division officer, or
even the commanding officer of a patrol boat. It can, in part, be
likened to a shipboard department head f s responsibilities. But
there is a distinct difference - or differences. You must assimi-
late those differences if you are to be effective.
Dealing with uncertainty . This is perhaps your first real
step into the "management" phase of your career. You will be
78
dealing exclusively with "people" as opposed to "things." Your
success will not so much be measured on a fitness report as on some
intangible scale which will describe the relation of future Coast
Guard accomplishment to the thoughts, aspirations, and abilities
of the men who will be so responsible. In any event, you will have
78
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no real way of knowing if you were a contributor at all.
You will have to make judgements and decisions daily regarding
your behavior in particular circumstances. You will grapple with
the problem of "how" to get through to particular cadets, and the
problem of "how" to understand them. You will, by example, teach
cadets self-discipline, and respect for established law, custom,
tradition, and regulation. Others of the staff too have this
responsibility but your billet makes you most observable - and also
"most criticizable."
You will ideally, be all of that mentioned at the outset of
Section II. of this chapter - at one time or another - and sometimes
simultaneously. There is no policy that says you must be a shoulder
to cry on; but nonetheless, that shoulder might, in the right cir-
cumstance, be the salvation of a career and the reason why an import
tant decision affecting the Coast Guard might one day be made.
There is no explicit rule that says "In all cases, you shall enforce
the letter of Academy Regulations.", but there will be times when
you will enforce them to the limit - again depending on the circum-
stances. There will also be times when you will look the other way
to achieve a greater good within the organization, or perhaps a
lesser evil. Is that not what a commanding officer might do when
he awards a warning at mast and the offense clearly calls for a
more severe punishment?
Authority , the basis for counselling . You will give advice to
46

your cadets, and hope your experience is adequate. You will study
your cadets - trying to find out what makes them tick as individuals,
what their interests are. You will want to be a good counselor,
and learn how to conduct interviews successfully. Before long you
will find that a counselor must have a status of authority as a
79prime requisite. Your authority, now soundly established in
the psychology of counselling and interview techniques, will provide
you with the first step toward effective counselling, but the sub-
sequent steps are up to you.
Acquiring the subordinate *s confidence . To be an effective
counselor (and you won*t be perhaps for many months), you must have
the confidence of your cadets. You do not get it by virtue of the
stripes or uniform you wear. At the outset, you are on the "other"
side of a perceived barrier from the cadets, percisely because you
are an officer and they are not - a point which may at first be
difficult to comprehend. You will have to prove yourself to them
before you can help them prove themselves to the Coast Guard. You
may not criticize their attitudes and opinions openly, because
their perceptions are as much "reality" to them as yours may be to
you.
The approach to the role . There is in fact no "step by step"
procedure to performing the interpersonal functions of the Company
Officer, Whatever they are, they vary with the individual. What
79
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works for you may not work with your fellows. The steps depend on
the Company Officer* s particular talents, his point of view, his
ideals, and to a great extent, upon his personality. If his pers-
onality is outgoing, all other things being equal, he can "get his
foot in the door" much faster. But once "in the door," make no
mistake - the path is narrow and somewhat precarious. The stability
of your relationship with your cadets can be easily lost. Instruc-
tors, coaches - yes, all other administrators can afford slips with
less loss than yourself - because their primary function is not
first line cadet contact . In the terminology of the management
scientist, you are a first line supervisor who administers a cadet
company by counsel, advice, and discipline. To do your job best,
you will have to maintain a foot on both sides of a perceived
superior-subordinate barrier - a very difficult thing to do.
III. COMPANY OFFICER BEHAVIOR
The importance of "Availability" and Rapport Achievement with
Cadets . Your task is not simple. Your biggest challenge is to
successfully combat the frustrations involved with dealing with
uncertainty. You will have to be sometimes easy, sometimes firm,
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at other times wary, and always, available and interested . As a
new Company Officer, you are encouraged to scan the Appendix of
the study of which this address is a part. It is a verbatim trans-
80See Appendix B, p. 166.
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cript of solicited but confidential comments made by officers and
cadets who preceded you regarding the Company Officer primarily.
Those comments range over a wide spectrum of attitude and opinion
from "highly complementary" to "highly critical." The great
diversity in the views expressed evidences the constant possibility
of error creeping into the minds of human beings in an organization.
They cannot all be right. Your task is to comport yourself well,
design your approach, to convey necessary information, and to
adequately respond to questions in order to allay the void of cadet
curiosity that gives rise to adverse opinions and attitudes which
result in discouragement „ Various of the opinions expressed
undoubtedly were generated by careless and wel] meaning remarks or
the behavior of Company Officers, instructors in the classroom, or
perhaps the "anticipations" subsequently unfulfilled in the minds
of entering cadets „ However specifically stated, one should
endeavor to read between the lines searching for the clues to basic
problems of these young men who seek high ideals in a milieu which
is ever less than ideal.
You may also identify certain behavior patterns which the
Company Officer should at all costs avoid. You, as a Company
Officer, must realize that being "respected" by cadets and being
"liked" by them are two entirely different things. They may exist
simultaneously, separately or not at all - and in any event you
will never achieve the former with all of your men. You must gain
their respect if you are to become an effective counselor, Popularity
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alone (although it may well be tied to "respect") will not help
much in this area.
You will find that you will have much in common with many of
your cadets, and little in common perhaps with others. As a
counselor you must first find that "common ground" to each cadet
which gives him a reason for confiding in you. An expression of
interest possibly, in a subject which may appeal very little to you,
might be the only way to show a particular cadet that he "counts"
with you. Again, to be effective, you must do this even if you
have a personal dislike for a given cadet,
"Availability" was mentioned earlier. This, with consistency,
are perhaps the most important factors toward success in the job.
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Your fundamental purpose is to be there when needed. Your cadets
must feel that you will leave no stone unturned to help form the
way for them to successfully complete the difficult job of accepting
military attitudes, completing the academic course successfully, and
achieving skill in group performance. It is a big part of your job
to be an "explainer," to clarify in the midst of confusion, to anti-
cipate their difficulty in the acceptance of change, and to decide
best how to introduce it. To be available, you should establish
periods each day on a firm and published schedule when you will be
in your office. Ideally, your office should be located within the
Company area so that the cadets must first become accustomed to
having him around. Gradually they come to "know" him as an indivd-
ual, and he, them.
81„See Appendix A, pp. 64-65, 140, 166.
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Through the predictable presence of the Company Officer the
cadets will come to realize that this officer can be a worthwhile
confidant, and a source of sound information and advice. You should
review the class schedules carefully to find those periods when your
cadets will have study periods. After lunch is a popular time for
cadets to stop in with quick questions. Lunch early or bring it.
Because of the increasingly diverse academic schedules, evenings
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might possibly be given to this purpose. Try to avoid making
appointments you cannot keep, and never keep a cadet waiting long
outside of your office. Largely, a "lack of availability" is a
sign of "disinterest" to your cadets. They know little of your
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collateral duties, nor do they care. They have troubles and
demands of their own.
The Company Officer and Coaching . The survey gave some
indication that coaching duties can actually hinder Company Officer
84
effectiveness. Coaching, and particularly in sailing because it
is a two-season sport, takes the Company Officer away from his
company 1 s activities for many of the useful hours during the week
and on Saturdays. While it is true that for some few cadets in
the company your observations will be increased, it is also true
that it places others at a disadvantage or will be perceived as
such. There is nothing that would prevent a Company Officer not
so assigned from appearing at varsity or JV sports activities just
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See Appendix A, p. 71.
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See Appendix B, p. 176.
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See Appendix C, p. 191.
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for the purpose of gaining observations and expressing interest.
Collateral Duty Effects . Your cadets will care little that
you may be assigned as Mess Treasurer, Aide, or as command duty
officer. Your absence at a time when they need you might speak
louder than any verbal explanation you can make to them. It will
be an "up hill" job to establish and maintain rapport with your
cadets. The initiative for establishing and safeguarding your
position of "privileged communication" with your men is your own.
Do not depend on the cadets to come to you. In the beginning at
least, you will have to go to them.
Dealing with the Cadet Mentality . For the most part, your
experience has taught you how to handle enlisted personnel. Those
who depend on you now respond more quickly and require less explan-
ation generally than what you may be accustomed to prior to this
assignment. Remember that on the average they have the same mental
capability as yourself. They are good salesman and can be expected
to seek concessions to "soften" cadet life. Try not to go to extremes,
Be neither "rigid" nor a "soft touch." Grant everything they ask so
long as it does not dilute their purpose in being there. You will
often weigh short range benefit against long range goals.
The Importance of Being Reasonable . Try to gain a reputation
for being reasonable. Be alert for good ideas. The cadets really
run the Corps. You are there for guidance. Maintain your sense of
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humor. There is a very definite place for it here. Do not get
"tagged" as an "easy mark." If you do you will hazard your effect-
iveness as a counselor. The cadets will make you think you are the
most popular fellow on the reservation and yet have no respect for
your judgement. When you say "No," say it with a reason - and give
them adequate opportunity to explain their position. We cannot
expect youngsters just out of civilian family life to immediately
stop asking "Why?"
A past Commandant of Cadets was a master at this technique.
He would listen with a wealth of patience and serious demeanor to
cadet proposals. He usually listened longer than was necessary to
get the point across. Given the chance, the cadet proposer would
continue talking. Before long, the ridiculous aspects of the pro-
posal, if any, would become obvious and the Captain would grin and
say, "Well, you tried." The humor of the situation overrode the
disappointment of the Captain f s "No."
The "Spirit" vs . the "Letter" of the Regulations , For the
Company Officer who may tend toward inflexibility in his manner of
applying the Regulations - a little discussion. All military men,
and those involved in other highly structured organizations like
General Motors or the Roman Catholic Church, for example, must first
abide by the spirit of the Regulations, and secondly, the letter.
However, while in the training situation, when the habit of respect
for regulation, rule or law is being developed, the emphasis most
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often must be on the letter of the rule, regulation, or law. This
is why we have an Academy where the punishment (demerits and/or
restriction) is generally not lasting in the sense that it follows
a man into his career service record. We are only interested in
cadet performance insofar as it indicates potential performance
after commissioning - where performance is really all that counts.
But one must not become so inflexible as to miss the opportunity
for a greater good by blind adherence to the "letter" of the law.
One rather senior respondent to the survey said, "The Company
Officer must mete out punishment appropriate to the offense."
The Regulations themselves, in spite of continuous updating,
cannot wholly discriminate as to degree, intent, or organization
reaction in every given case, A certain discretion must always be
exercised,. Discretionary actions not in accord with the Regulations,
must however be the exception rather than the rule in the training
situation - otherwise cadets will be encouraged to violate the
Regulations as a matter of course* In any event, the bounds of that
discretion are described by the Commandant of Cadets - and must be
so - for if the bounds were set by Company Officers, instructors,
or coaches, chaos will result*
IV. THE COMPANY OFFICER AND THE ADAPTABILITY RATING SYSTEM
The Hazard of Peer Rating . This section would not at all be
complete without some discussion of the adaptability rating system.
If those who administer this system, and counsel from its results,
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do not have a healthy appreciation of its capability and its limit-
ations, it can be a loaded "bomb." Newcomers to the system are
often highly impressed with the neat machine runs, the correlations,
and the accumulation of paper "proof" generated. It is an easy
matter for a Company Officer to take what he finds in an accumulation
of "Forms for Remarks" as "gospel" and "read off" a cadet during an
adaptability interview. The best precautionary advice that can be
given is, "Beware,* You are playing with fire."
Typical Cadets are "Achievers" . Let us examine a typical
cadet. For the most part his psychological tests will indicate that
he is above average on the "achievement scales." This indicates a
"need" for achievement or a need for a sense of achievement which
is above average. This should not be surprising. Most of the
people who get things done in this world are those who have a "high
achievement need," and they can be typed as "achievers." The
achiever tends to have a higher than average level of anxiety.
Adaptability "cases" most often are the high anxiety types which
when combined with a lower (than average in his peer group) level
of maturity wind up making error after error. The more mistakes
they make, the more their need for achievement is unfulfilled and
sharpened. The result is that their anxiety and propensity for
error becomes even higher. We must remember that most of our




The Need of the Adaptability Failure . Spillover effects occur.
The error might have initially been in the academic world, or in the
barracks, or perhaps on a team. But these youngsters tend to worry
about failure more than the average of their age group. Perhaps the
worst thing a Company Officer can do at this stage is to read to his
"case" the verbatim comments of his contemporaries. One need only
read the verbatim comments in this survey to realize that even first
and second classmen tend to go to extremes when writing comments.
Without continual guidance from you, they will feel bound (psycho-
logically at least) to say something nasty about a classmate or
junior merely because the forced rating system requires that he
put the man in the bottom 10%. Nine out of ten adaptability cases
need some sense of achievement most of all to get them out of their
troubles. You as a Company Officer would do well to summarize and i
soften the comments. Then try to set up, if you can, some way in
which that particular young man can be complimented or publicly
rewarded for accomplishment. While the adaptability system is
difficult for cadets, and thus of great interest to them, it is your
"critical path" to lending real assistance through sound counselling
technique and thus gaining the respect of the cadets. The Company
Officer is the "key" figure in measuring the system 1 s success.
The Pressure of Peer Ratings . Cadets really feel the pressure
of the adaptability system more than anything else. This is a pers-
onal, almost private thing with them. You can learn even more about
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cadets perhaps from the way they write out "forms for remarks" than
you can from the forms written about them. The pressure of the
system accustoms cadets to functioning under continuous pressure.
This is good. But "halo" effects do occur. The existence of the
system is the fundamental reason why you require the maximum time
for observation - to get to know your young men by direct contact
rather than through "form for remarks" or the conduct sheet.
V. THE COMPANY OFFICER - CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Observing Subordinates for Evaluation . On the plus side of
your own career, there is perhaps no other job for a Lieutenant
which will so sharpen your ability to observe subordinates and thus
be able later to write meaningful fitness reports as a Commanding
Officer. As a junior line officer, you will not find a better -,
billet for training for future management - but, as earlier indic-
ated, you can also "stumble" and fail.
Necessary Qualifications for the Billet . Partly because the
Program of which you are a part is still somewhat in its adolescence,
and partly because of the continuing expansion of the Academy
generally, you will find that unless open communication is maintained
with other departments to "advertise" your role and the role of the
Program, there will be an increasing deemphasis of the significance
of the Company Officer in the organization which will "spillover"
to the cadets and detract from counselling effectiveness. For a
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number of years yet your own superiors will be meeting the
challenge of managing a Program the full promise and significance
of which they only slowly come to understand because they had not
themselves been bred within it. Some instructors harbor the
misconception that only limited skills are required by Company
Officers. You are assured, that whatever it is that makes an
instructor truly outstanding in the classroom is a "24-hour per
day stock in trade" requirement for the Company Officer. As the
respondents to the survey strongly indicated, Ideally, the Company
Officer should come to his job with much better formal qualifications.
Would that each Company Officer earned his Master 7 s degree in
Personnel Management before coming to the billet I As an aside,
think how much more attractive the billet would become for cadet
aspiration I A fruitful hour of exposure to a good Company Officer
is considerably more beneficial for the Service than a fruitful hour
in the classroom - although both are necessary.
Sharing in the Management . You will have to be somewhat of
an "educator" too. It is important that you have the ability to
help the Commandant of Cadets achieve a functional rapport with all
departments. You can best do this by demonstrating to your contem-
poraries in the other buildings that you can be of assistance to
them. They will see the Company Officer Program through you. As
far as the need for briefings or any other form of staff training to




to keep the Commandant of Cadets informed.
Interdepartmental Cooperation is a "Must" . The Company Officer
is in for a difficult time of it if by omission or attitude of the
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staff he is made out the "villain." If it should become the rule,
it will reduce the Company Officer's prime function as a counselor
and advisor to a level of ineffectiveness, and would serve to identify
the aeed for a greater emphasis on interdepartmental communication.
The Academy is expanding. As an orgainzation expands, the parts tend
to be set off by themselves. Management responsibility then involves
procedural streamlining to increase communications efficiency between
departments. As a Company Officer you must keep yourself informed
and your cadets. Keep the "mess deck" rumors to the minimum.
Suggested Division Aids . A list of published works is shown
in Appendix E as a recommended "starter" library for the use of the
Company Officers. A few hours in a good basic psychology book and
in a text on organization theory can go a long way toward deepening
the Company Officer's understanding of the atmosphere in which he
works. With it also is a list of "Commandments of Good Organization"
which, though prepared by the American Management Association for
executive application, may also provide the Company Officer with a
point-by-point self-appraisal outline. In reading over this appendage,
one may readily draw parallels to the Company Officer. Ultimately,
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perhaps a set of "Commandments for the Good Company Officer" might
be devised.
Summary . It is hoped that some of the salient basics under-
lying the billet of the Company Officer and the Program in which he
is involved, have been examined in sufficient detail to give new
personnel assigned some added insight into the billet. If it does
at all, then this study will have been worth the effort that went
into it. The survey data reflects the nearly universal opinion of
the respondents that the Company Officer Program is critical to the
Academy mission. If so, it must be nurtured and managed well, not
so much to survive, but because of the potential loss to the Coast
Guard if it is not. The system is not of value solely because it
is at the heart of the military life at the Academy, but more
because of what it can give to each cadet as he passes through,
on a face to face basis. Ideally, those officers sent to work in
the Program at the Academy should have some background for it prior
to their arrival. The lasting effects of the behavior of the officers
in this Program will not permit the neophyte to spend the first year
of a tour making mistakes while learning so that he will be better
at it the second year. Company Officers make quite an impact on
cadets. You can take advantage of it. Our Academy is truly the
"cradle" of the Coast Guard. The Academy "is" the cadets. In them
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES EXECUTED BY COMMANDANTS OF CADETS,
ASSISTANT COMMANDANTS OF CADETS, AND PRESENT AND
PAST COMPANY OFFICERS
Survey parameters . The field of inquiry for this part of the
survey is all officers below the rank of Rear Admiral who had
previously or are now serving in the billets indicated above. Three
officers failed to respond. Since the number of officers in the
first two categories is as yet limited, their responses have been
integrated at random into this section in order to preserve their
confidence. The researcher did not complete a questionnaire in
order to preserve maximum objectivity.
No attempt was made to chronologically order the responses -
.
partly for reasons of confidence and partly because such ordering
could not, in all cases, be identified.
Occasionally tally totals herein reflect that all questions
were not, in every instance, responded to by all officers. As with
all questionnaires, some of the questions proved irrelevant or did
not apply to certain individuals.
Since this is, in the main, an attitude survey for management
purposes, recording of the verbatim responses seemed appropriate.
It may be noted that, as in any orgainzation, it is the perceptions
of the members in the organization, and not perception accuracy
necessarily, that largely determines individual modes of behavior.
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It is hoped that this section will produce data for the
Commandant of Cadets that he could not otherwise acquire through
ordinary organizational means.
Item 1 - In this item the Company Officers were asked to check
which of 18 listed categories of functions they performed while
in the billet and then to rank order them in two different ways;
first according to the percentage of their working time given to
the function, and secondly according to the degree of importance
they would attach to the function in terms of their primary mission.
In tabulating the results, the officers were divided into two
survey groups according to the point in time at which they were
assigned. The first group, titled the "EARLY" group consisted
of the first eight officers to be assigned, and the second group,
consisting of the latter seven, titled the "LATE" group. This
division was made for purposes of determining if significant trends
in attitude and/or application exist. The third pair of columns
is an overall compilation.
A discrepancy of five rank order numbers between "perceived
importance" of the function, and the "percent of time given" to
it is arbitrarily identified as "meaningful" and underscored.
These items are those which perhaps most deserve some attention.
A certain amount of redundancy was deliberately built into
the questionnaires in order to achieve some idea of consistency
in the responses. The reader will note that some inconsistency
does exist which further identifies the differences that can
exist between "perception" and "reality."
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TAD Trips for the Division










1 1 2 1 1 1
3 2 5 2 2 2
2 3 6 3 3 3
4 17 4 9 4 13
18 9* 14 4* 17 5
9 13
4
9 15 8 16
5 8 11 7 6
15 14 10* 13 13 15
10 18 12 16* 9 17
16 12 15 14 16 14
7 10* 12 12 11
7 6 18 8 10 7
12 9*
8
13 7 14 8
11 17 16* 15 12
14 11 7 10 11 10
17 16 16 18 18 18
6 5 1 4* 5 4
8 15 3 6 6 9
Legends * - Indicates a tie
% - Indicates opinion of percent of time given
I - Indicates perceived importance of the function
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Item 2 - Officers were asked to list their collateral duties, indicate
whether they were significant or not significant to their primary




























































AVERAGE 4.93 2.0 17% 2.93 27.6%
= Estimate of percent of time given
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Item 3 - To determine the workload of Company Officers assigned to
cruise vessels as Commandants of Cadets. Officers were asked to
indicate the average number of non-interview working hours per day
plus the number of interviewing hours per day for the EAGLE and
CUTTER separately. Unfortunately the question did not discriminate
between long and short cruise. The resultant figures are therefore








Item 4 - Question; How do you conceive the ideal role of the
Company Officer?
Response - The ideal Company Officer would be one who is always
available to cadets for any reason what-so-ever. An officer cadets
would look up to and willingly come to for advice and assistance.
An officer of varied service background and at least the rank of LT.
Response - First, as "supervisor" of a company of cadets, and second,
as a member of the staff of the Commandant of Cadets. The latter
role is fairly clear-cut, i.e. to advise on matters of policy, perform
special projects, etc. Regarding the first, I feel that the Company
Officer is rather like a Commanding Officer. He is responsible for
the performance, discipline and training of his company (non-academic).
The cadet company commander is like his XO, advising him on matters
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of policy, implementing policy, responsible for actually getting the
job done. Other first class cadets are as department heads, division
officers, etc. I do not believe that cadets should set policy or
hold final responsibility while the Company Officer stands aside and
advises. Cadets are not capable of meeting such responsibilities
due to their lack of experience and maturity. (They are hampered
by having to work with "classmates.") Their first jobs after
graduation are like their last jobs at the Academy, i.e. to run a
segment of an organization the way some one else wants it run.
This is what the company officer should teach them. The company
officer should be in command.
Response ; A reasonably experienced officer who should provide
leadership example, guidance and counselling to a company of cadets.
One who encourages his cadets in descending order of rank to do
the same. Realizing no system is perfect or ideal, he must of
necessity be a disciplinarian and require obedience to the regul-
ations through inspections. This also provides him with an
indication of the results being achieved.
Response : A counselor who maintains close contact with all the
cadets in his company and with all other officers who have contact
with cadets. To attain this, detailed records must be maintained
on all possible phases of his cadets" lives. Conselling should be
limited mainly to the adaptability and conduct areas. Direct
activities in his company as required.
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Response s The ideal company officer should be one who deals
directly and only with cadets. He must be free at all times for
consultation with the cadets, to be present at intercompany athletic
events, etc. He can not have too many collateral duties which
detract from his primary mission. As far as the individual is
concerned, he must consciously set an example for the cadets to
follow in all areas, i.e. personal appearance, conduct, consistency
of purpose. This is all important if the company officer is to
be successful.
Response ; In a nutshell I think the company officer ideally
should insure that each cadet is given the fullest possible
opportunity to demonstrate his usefulness to the Coast Guard and
that the Coast Guard is given the maximum opportunity to exclude
those cadets who cannot meet the standards for minimum service.
To accomplish the first the company officer must guide, counsel,
correct, and in some cases "mother" until each cadet has had a
full opportunity to demonstrate his abilities. To accomplish the
latter the company officer must be able to expose the cadet to
a variety of evaluative situations, and therefrom initiate action
to eliminate those who do not meet the minimum standards.
Response ; A general line officer, sent to school for one year
and training for educational, guidance psychology and general
counselling courses, a three-year assignment as a company officer
following. Primary duty as counselor with collateral duties only
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within the division having to do with cadet activities. He should
be a counselor in conduct but not the primary enforcer of such.
To offset collateral duties he should be required to attend all
events of his company in intercompany competition. He should be
provided quarters at the Academy suitable for entertaining cadets,
formally or informally, and be able to entertain cadets and their
fiances and parents for which an allowance is provided. He
should be chosen for the duty for his enthusiasm, personal dynamics,
and be a man respectful of and in possession of high ideals.
Response : Train cadets in leadership and responsibility. Develop
self-discipline. Advise on a professional career.
Response : Advisor - Counselor. One who brings to the job a
service background of knowledge and experience such that he can
assist cadets in their transition to service life and instill in
them a desire to pursue a service career. Collaterally, to
"weed* out" those who cannot adapt or respond to advice or counsel.
Response : To counsel cadets as necessary to mold their attitudes
with regard to the Coast Guard.
Response : A staff officer in close proximity to the cadets who
guides, trains, counsels and disciplines. By being close, is
able to provide a meaningful evaluation of any cadet in his charge.
The role should be such that as much time is spent helping "good"
people to improve as is necessarily spent trying to salvage the
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"bad apples" or others having troubles, i.e. conduct, academics,
adaptability, etc.
Response ; Command a cadet company. Let the company officer
(within the framework established by the Superintendent) run
the show. He is supposedly picked for ability - let him demon-
strate it. Differences between company officers are good for
cadets - allows them to evaluate different methods.
Response ; The cadet company commander should run the company I
I have charged, with success, my company commander, with enforcing
the regulations on his classmates as well as the underclass. I
have told all the company commanders that if I become aware of any
first classman in Company committing a Class I offense that
the following day the Company Commander would become a platoon
guide. I reason that if he dicing know that his classmate was
going over the hill or committing other Class I offenses, that
he wasn f t doing his job by not knowing what was going on in the
company. If he did know and did nothing he is not the man I want.
They have all been willing to perform with this hammer over their
heads. Consequently only one first classman in Company has
received a Class I this year. I envision my job as an advisor
and supervisor with the idea of not being an enforcer - this is
the company commander's job - but as counsellor for and to my




Response ; The company Officer should be intimately familiar with
his cadets in the fields of adaptability and academics. He should
be the Executive Board* s chief advisor in these matters and the
right hand man of the Commandant of Cadets in fulfilling the
"mission" of the Academy.
Response - Based on my experience, the Company Officer must be
more capable than the average instructor at the Academy. He must
constantly deal with uncertainty in a milieu which calls loudly for
consistency. In this regard he must have the highest of ideals but
also be sufficiently flexible to adapt to change over which he has
no control. As the initial point of contact with cadets, he must
be a "super" salesman. He has to ease adoption by cadets of changing
policy, cause them to respect him and admire him even though he
knows they will not all like him. He, more than any other officer
assigned at the Academy, must be vigilant to never do anything that
will cause him to be suspect by the cadets. The cadets must feel
that he can be their confidant - will respect personal matters
and their efforts to make the grade professionally. The best way
to do this is to be available - even to calls at home if the cadet
feels this is necessary. In this regard it is ray opinion that
Company Officers should be complete free agents. They definitely
should not be on hours . He should have a reputation for being
in his office during the bulk of cadet study hours, he should
lunch early (or perhaps bring his lunch) so that he is available
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during the noon hour every day, should appear at as many of the
intercompany contests involving his company as possible ( at least
80$), should reserve at least two nights per week (on a scheduled
basis) when he will be in his office until 2200. There should
be no requirement by the Commandant of Cadets for him to be in at
0800, 1000, or any other hour. The Lord knows that when the close
of an adapt period or a summer cruise is coming up, that he will
be working 12 and 14 hours per day anyway (if he does the job right).
Ideally, he should reside on board the Academy reservation,
entertain cadets frequently, have a free hand to grant permission
to his cadets on an individual basis to come over to the house
any evening of the week. As the Corps of Cadets grows the
Commandant of Cadets and his Assistant must necessarily become
more remote from the cadets as individuals. There will be no
possible way then for these officers to run the show efficiently.
The bulk of the effort will be squarely in the hands of the
Company Officers or chaos will result.
What I have described above is a highly squared-away individual.
Unless the selection of Company Officers is considerably improved
that ideal will not be approached. Contrary to the belief of
many officers, any good line officer does not and will not make
a good company officer. The talents required are quite particular
and in any event some training in sound interviewing procedures
and in psychology is mandatory.
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Response - The ideal Company Officer should be one who would be
marked, on his fitness report, as excellent to outstanding - in
other words, he must be exemplary in his performance in all
categories. He must, above all, be military in manner and in
bearing. It is essential that he be understanding and have some
knowledge of personnel administration and interviewing techniques.
The ideal Company Officer must be objective and be able to com-
municate with cadets. As to discipline - he must set high
standards of conduct, make these known and understood and con-
sistently and firmly mete out appropriate punishment (demerits)
for lapses.
Response - My idea of an ideal Company Officer is the same as
my idea of the ideal Coast Guard Officer. He is an officer with
a strong loyalty to the Coast Guard and the people in it and
with an intense drive to perform the CG mission in an outstanding
manner. His leadership characteristics would include a strong
belief in the military system as the only way to operate the CG
efficiently, and he would demonstrate these beliefs in all his
dealings with his seniors, juniors, or peers. He would be firm,
fair, and consistent in handling his men. The example he sets in
his own performance on the job and in his personal life would
earn him the respect of all who know him. He would have a
Christian way about him and be concerned about the welfare and
training of his juniors and would lead them to understand that
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true joy and happiness comes from a job '*well done," particularly
in our "humanitarian" Service.
Response - (1) As a valuable member of the Academy staff.
(2) As a competent trained officer who evokes
respect from the cadets through his attributes of personal and
professional life.
(3) Acts as a "point of contact" with the cadets
of his company - this point of contact in the form of a
commanding officer and all that that duty prescribes and requires.
Item 5 - This question asked the Company Officers to rank
(from 1 to 6) six general functions according to where they spent
the most time. (1 = Most time, 6 = Least)
GENERAL FUNCTION RANK
Counselling and Guidance Work 1
Leadership Training Activities 5
Enforcement of Discipline 3
Administrative Work (clerical, data accumulation) 2
Staff Work (meetings and special assignments) 2
Collateral Duties 4
Item 6 - Do you feel that the Company Officer's duties as a
disciplinarian and counselor conflict, and thereby decrease
effectiveness in these two areas?




Response - They obviously conflict, but the only way to eliminate
the contradiction would be to eliminate one or the other and this
would cost more than it would produce gain.
Response - I do not personally feel that they conflict. However,
cadets have been brought up to believe that they do. This false
belief is built up during our fourth class year indoctrination.
It is definitely a false impression but one we have not been able
to combat up to this point.
Response - Discipline is not synonymous with vengence. Nor is
counselling synonymous with softness. There is a common denomin-
ator - respect. If the cadets respect the Company Officer, he will
be effective in both roles. Conversely, if the cadets do not
respect the company officer, he will be effective in neither role.
Response - The opposite has been true. The authority of all
junior officers has been so reduced in the eyes of the cadets by
limiting their disciplinary authority and failure to support the
officers in conduct matters that the feeling of respect for
seniors is not instilled in the individual. This attitude is
apparent in recent graduates.
Response - By nature, a company officer must enforce the
regulations. If he does not and fails to discipline his company,
he is being a poor leader and will lose the respect of the cadets.
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Response - The answer to this lies largely in the personality and
maturity of the officer primarily and to a lesser extent to the
same characteristics in the cadet. I do not feel that there is any
automatic effect between these two functions. Danger does exist
however if the company officer allows the enforcement of discipline
to become too personal or if he becomes too intimately involved
in the counselling situation. This is a delicate balance which
an overly enthusiastic or uninitiated company officer could
destroy.
Response - It takes an exceptional man to be able to place a man
on report for an observed transgression, counsel the same man, and
maintain a position of "privileged" communication in order to
counsel effectively.
Response - The greatest conflict in this regard was in relation to
my collateral assignment as a coach.
Response - There is a conflict because of the age group with
whom the company officer works. It is difficult for the 17-year
old to understand that discipline is necessary later in his role
as a commissioned officer. Once the impression exists it is
difficult to counsel later in his cadet career.
Response - No conflict. This is a basic relation that starts in
childhood with parents filling both roles. It should extend to
service life as a leader such as the Commanding Officer of a
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ship. For these reasons, the cadet should learn to respect the
officer in the dual role, preparing himself for his own future.
Response - As the duties of the Company Officer were so implied^
i.e. more guidance and less disciplinary action, I feel that the
roles were compatible. Once the cadets realized what the situation
actually was, they were able to assimilate the difference.
Response - Presently we seem to be losing sight of the value of
discipline and demerits as an effective training device. The
amount of needed counselling varies inversely with consistency
in policy and positive motivational cadet education.
Response - The company officer must act very much like the
father of a teen-age boy. Without the role of disciplinarian
counselling would not be very effective.
Response - A person trained in the military will soon understand
that discipline is a very necessary part of the military system.
When you have men that are disciplined (self or otherwise) then
you have little need for disciplinarians to make people do things.
Discipline has to come first and is the "rock foundation" of the
military. A good leader can counsel and discipline both if your
basic system is military. If it is a "Joe College" system then
you can T t.
Response - No. Any officer does this all through his career.
He is used to the role and the cadet becomes used to it. From
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his experience with it, he develops his own techniques.
Response - No.
Response - Although this is a difficult task, any anomalies
which exist can be overcome by good leadership. Guidance and
counselling establish the patterns of conduct and self-control
required for a Cadet if he is to become an effective officer;
consistent and firm application of disciplinary methods is the
tool for their achievement.
Item 7 - In directing company activities, (e.g. intercompany
sports, company drill, etc.) indicate the type of policy used.
Results
Policy Response
Maintained tight control and supervision (0.0%)
Directed and controlled, primarily through
cadet officers and the first class 2 (13.3%)
Allowed cadets to run activities with a
minimum of direction from you 13 (86.6%)
Item 8 - Do you feel that too much of your time was spent in
purely clerical work?
Results
YES's - 12 NO's - 7 PROBABLY - 1
Response - Only insofar as collateral duties were concerned.
Response - It's a bit hard to remember years back. I know
we had some; I don't recall that it was overbearing.
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Response - I'll let you figure out how I should have answered
this one. As you know we spent a lot of time on our typewriters
and records which could have been done by a yeoman. However,
it served a useful purpose. It left a more lasting impression
and a clearer a picture of each cadet's progress. From this
standpoint it was not too much. By the same token I can see no
useful purpose for having to document interviews so thoroughly.
It should be sufficient to record the fact that an interview was
held and at the most, one sentence setting forth the pertinent
facts and the cadet's reation and progress. In this area we
spent too much time on clerical work. Possibly the effort that
goes into summaries for the Executive Board was excessive. I
question the weight the Board members ever attached to them.
More reliance could be placed on the verbal report of the
company officer which is recorded in the proceeding anyway.
A YN recorder should be assigned to take testimony instead of
the poor commander.
Response - The main part of clerical work is keeping individual
records and summaries. This can only be done by the counselor.
Response - I do not see a way to avoid the clerical load on the
company officer. Certainly an operations staff for the Commandant
of Cadets, exclusive of the company officers, could take much of
the clerical work from the company officers.
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Response - But I can afford no solution. Clerical workload is
inevitable in this work.
Response - Company Officer puts more relatively unproductive
time in on clerical work which is a shame because face to face
contact with cadets is as yet inadequate.
Response - Too many records to be maintained by one officer.
This is necessitated by the emphasis placed on detailed interview
records.
Response - There is an overriding feeling that much of the
record keeping bears no useful purpose. The system is factually
not primarily for eliminative purposes. Records on poorer
prospects are therefore excessive and we spend too much time in
relatively unproductive meetings.
Response - I "refused" to do any. Never touched a typewriter;
kept minimum records in ink. Worked fine.
Response - The amount of record keeping does seem excessive but
every so often it serves the useful purpose of providing necessary
paper support to counter highly sophisticated cadet appeals to
Executive Board action - which probably does not in itself justify
the workload judging from appeal results. The best system would be
to assign one YN3 to work for all the company officers primarily
and to assist the cadet office when (as often happens) their load
drops off. Functionally, this is the way it should work.
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The company officer »s records of cadets I should all be located
centrally with the YN. Officers should have dictaphones and
record verbally what they wish recorded. The YN then daily takes
the recordings and accomplishes the formalization of the record,
sending the sheet (or record) back to the company officer for
initialling, corrections, or additions. The Machine Records
section should be reoriented to keep cumulative grade cards and
adapt records. If this were done (and it will almost have to be
once the Corps reaches the 900-1000 mark), the Company Officer
would be free to spend more time with the cadets. As it is,
following an interview, the officer must now immediately record
the occurrences during the interview - which time might be the
only available time over a two (or so) day span in which to inter-
view another cadet. Central record keeping would also bear fruit
during summer sessions during cruise absences for some Company
Officers.
Item 9 - From your experience, do you feel that the tight class
schedule and daily cadet routine made it difficult for you to
contact a cadet promptly when you wished to talk with him?
Result:
YES»s - 7 (46.6$) N0»s - 8 (53.
<
Response - Most cadets were engaged during the 16*00 - 1800
period when I was coaching. The tight class schedule from 0800
to 1600 made it difficult to see them at this time also.
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Response - The time is available. However, the cadet attitude
towards company officers discourages prompt reporting.
Response - Few matters were of such urgency they could not wait
for a scheduled study period.
Response - Interviews are important enough in the overall picture
to warrant the use of cadet study hours. Give the Company Officer
the option of conducting after supper interviews with the provision
to take off the following morning providing his presence was not
otherwise necessary for scheduled conferences, etc.
Response - At times, yes. Overall, no. Proper planning by the
Company Officer can eliminate most of the difficulty.
Response - Not at the present time. Ultimately, if a split
curriculum materializes this will become much more difficult as
electives will make it necessary to maintain individual cadet
class schedules versus section schedules.
Response - This problem is not unique and will not lend itself
to any reasonable solution.
Response - This is inevitable since academics are of primary concern.
Response - This was the most discouraging part of the duty.




Item 10 - Which classes did you tend to keep the closest overall
watch over?
Results ALL - 1 2/C - 2 4/C - 9
1/C - 11 3/C - 1
Item 11 - From your experience, using "100%" as the basis of
your concept of "adequately counselled," indicate below the




Below Average Cadets 48.3%
Average Cadets 20.7%
Above Average Cadets 17.6%
Response - Above average and average cadets need very little
counselling; therefore one can say they are adequately counselled
Unsatisfactory cadets usually can't be helped so again one t s
counselling is considered adequate. Borderline cadets are the
most susceptible to help. How successful one was is difficult
to determine.
Response - It seems that one spends 90% of his time dealing with
10% of his people. This is not right. Every cadet should be
developed such that his potential can be approached. While the
above figures represent what I did, the reverse listing is more
nearly what I should have done, but couldn't.
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Response - Looking back, the above figures may bring out a
fallacy in our system which tends to neglect the average
»
It is very possible that better results could have been obtained
by more concentration on the "average" cadet.
Response - Time is not available to spend the proper amount
of time with average and above average cadets to even discover
if there are any areas in which one's counselling would be of
assistance. Too much time is spent on the unsatisfactory cadets
due to the existing reluctance to separate them early in the
program.
Response - I saw every cadet at least once per semester. I
saw the "Unsat's" many times (monthly if necessary).
Response - The percentages I indicated are not good, Due to
collateral duties, special projects for the Commandant of Cadets,
and staff meetings, I feel that there are no adequately counselled
cadets in my company.
Response - I feel that it was necessary to spend entirely too
much time with Unsat f s, Borderline's, and Below Average cadets
and not enough to benefit those average or better (where the
real pay-off would be for the Service).
Item 12 - Do you feel that you had adequate training and/or




YES YES $ NO NO $
Guidance and counselling procedures 2 (13.4$) 13 (86.6$)
Leadership training techniques 7 (46.6%) 8 (53.4$)
Understanding the basic objectives of 10 (66.7$) 5 (33.3$)
the Company Officer Program
That which was specifically expected of 6 (40.0$) 9 (60.0$)
you as a Company Officer
Item 13 - In which areas, if any, do you feel that officers
assigned as company officers need additional preparation?
NUMBER PERCENT OF
GENERAL AREA INDICATED RESPONSES
Basic psychology
Guidance and counselling techniques
Structuring and management problems in
larger organizations
No added preparation needed
Added Responses as indicated below
Response - Just plain leadership - the practical application
of the first three above. The Petty Officer Leadership Schools
at Alameda and Groton have made some real progress in that area.
While I do not advocate that company officers attend these schools
I do believe a training program along similar lines could be of
immense value! Being an officer of some experience does not
guarantee that leadership is good or properly and fully developed.
I cannot overemphasize my feeling that prospective Company
Officers should be carefully and fully trained and selected for








Response - As varied a professional background that can be
gained in 4 years since commissioning. Assignment of officers
with at least 8 years of commissioned service would help.
Response - A short, two to three days perhaps, period of
indoctrination on the specific aims of the program and the
approach the Commandant of Cadets desires to be used in obtaining
or reaching the goal.
Response - Company Officers require specific knowledge as to
what the Coast Guard is doing in all fields. An interpretive
course as to where current developments will lead would be
helpful also.
Response - A good, stable, mature officer who himself is
service oriented and desirous of service life. ("Gung Ho" helps.)
Response - Understanding of the aims, objectives, methods, and
techniques of the program.
Response - "Need" is a strong word. It would be advantageous to
have had previous training in the first two categories above.
Response - There is a crying need to select tog officers highly
motivated toward this duty. All other things will follow.
Item 14 - Indicate your opinion of the effect of the Company





Definitely improved the quality of the cadets
as a Corps 5 (33.3$)
Had little or no effect on the quality of Cadet
Corps and the Academy Program (0.0$)
Hindered accomplishment of the Academy Program 1 (6,7%)
Program conceptually good has vacillated in
policy too much since its inception to gain
a solid footing in the overall scheme of
things 9 (60.0%)
Response - Since I was connected with the program for only one
year, its first year, my answer is based primarily on hearsay
and limited observation of the product (recent graduates). You
should perhaps, discard it.
Response - (Referring to #3 above) My own opinion of the purpose
of the Academy. This opinion has proved to be the minority
however
.
Response - After only the first year of the program, it was
hard to evaluate. The cadets certainly did not like the program
or the company officers as a whole, but I don't feel that we
hindered the Academy program.
Response - I want to indicate "yes" for the first item but can't.
It has been successful in improving "some" of the Corps. What
percent, I don't know. It could be so much more.
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Item 15 - To what degree does the Company Officer Program
rely on the support of other department for effective mission
accomplishment?
Response - Since the Academy is in the business of educating
men as well as producing officers, the academic and company
officer systems are inseparable. Failure in the one area effects
the other to a marked degree. By "failure" I mean on the part
of the administrators, instructors, company officers, and more
particularly department heads, and the Superintendent. For many
of us the Academy is the first relatively large orgainzation we
were attached to. The necessity for strong leadership and
direction from the top becomes painfully clear there. By "top"
I refer to the Superintendent. He in fact has to be the boss
and everyone must know it. Chains of command which actually
skirt the Admiral to Headquarters have decidedly poor effects
on the entirety of the organization and the most damaging effects
are felt in the company officer program with the cadets. If
the Commandant of Cadets is properly reporting only to the Admiral
and some other department head has a continual straight line into
Headquarters we can never expect company officers to be very
effective because they will be hamstrung with the cadets.
Individual department heads become defensive and start looking out
only for their own bailiwicks and do not then act in the best
interests of the organization^ objective - that of producing
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Coast Guard officers, -inconsistency in lower level policies
results.
Response - Other departments must cooperate wholeheartedly with
the system. This is particularly true in the conduct area.
Any program must be enforced by all members of the Academy staff/.
Response - To a great degree. The leadership training and
disciplinary standards established by the Company Officers
(i.e. Commandant of Cadets) will be for naught unless all
others at the Academy give this wholehearted support.
Further, other departments must assist the Company Officers
in identifying problems (individual and collective/general).
Response - (1) Informing company officers of cadet attitudes
in their respective areas of responsibility, and
(2) Areas and opinions as to why a cadet is
experiencing difficulty.
Response - Information gained from other officers, instructors,
and coaches is invaluable in individual counselling. Their
cooperation is therefore imperative.
Response - To a very small degree with the exception of
consulting instructors for purposes of academic interviewing
and counselling.
Response - I feel that the company officer and the academic
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staff members are co-contributors to the end product. Neither
can complete the job alone. In this way the system is dependent
on the academic staff for at least 50% of the end product.
Response - Feedback from instructors is necessary regarding
individual cadet attitudes and performance in class, appearance,
and conduct. This year particularly the company officer cannot
observe the standards of dress of the cadets. This would appear
to be approaching the point of reducing the discipline aspect
of the company officer* s function. It in fact results in
"gripes" from instructors that our Division is not doing its
job. Education of instructors is lacking.
Response - It will only be effective if the entire staff is
working toward the same goals.
Response - A great degree. All departments are interrelated in
producing an end product - commissioned officers!
Response - Training in leadership and discipline should be
universal throughout the Academy. Instructors should not
divorce themselves from maintaining disciplinary standards.
Response - The first year of the program we were sort of




Response - No more than any one department needs the cooper-
ation of any other department. The Superintendent had failed
to draw other officers and faculty into the "whole cadet"
idea. All must train! - both academically as well as in the
military sense, even if the military aspects do not appear to
mesh well with the perceived primary mission of the department.
Response - Relies on both academic and athletic departments
to a significant degree.
Item 16 - In your opinion, does the system gain sufficient
support from other departments?
YES's - 7 (46.6$) NO's - 8 (53.4%)
Response - Staff members from other departments seem to feel
that they have no responsibility towards cadet training except
in their particular area. I suppose that this tendency could
have been expected when the system was instituted.
Response - Sufficient support is given by Academy graduate
officers. From most instructors and coaches - not I do not
feel that the concept of the duties and responsibilities of
the company officer are understood by these others.
Response - Most instructors refuse to place cadets on report.
Response - Instructors and coaches must not only understand
the methods and goals of the Cadet Administration Division,
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tbut follow and enforce the regulations endorsed and published
by the Superintendent. There presently is little understanding
of either. Instructors quite often hesitate to enforce
regulations (which are binding on cadets and staff alike)
because they feel it inhibits a healthy classroom atmosphere.
When some do and some do not, it does inhibit that atmosphere
but the solution is not to eliminate regulations altogether
from the classroom! Company officers ideally should maintain
the "privileged coramunication" circuit which is adversely
affected under these conditions by their role as disciplinarian.
The ideal solution is to have first class cadets assume this
role; however, they are cadets among classmates in an inperma-
nent lineal list, and will never, I feel, be as strict as the
administration will desire.
Response - A purely subjective and argumentative question
which I cannot answer - truthfully.
Response - Some instructors feel that their relationship with
the student is hampered if they hand out demerits.
Response - Cannot tell since I was in the program for only
one year.
Response - Qualified by time frame t About 19 I felt
that lack of understanding by all concerned contributed to
non-cooperation (company officers as much at fault as others).
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However, by 19 cooperation had improved with the exception of
the P.E. department.
Response - No. But the cause is at the top.
Response - Depends almost completely on their support. Unless
there is complete confidence in the system, at all levels, and
mutual support, including the free exchange of information and
ideas, the Company Officer will find himself isolated and operating
in a vacuum with neither the tools nor the information to perform
his tasks.
Response - Not much. Cooperation among the departments, yes.
But as for support, otherwise - not much.
Item 17 - How significant is the role of the Cadet Administration
Division relative to each of the other departments at the Academy?
Response - Very significant since much of the scheduling of
essential functions is done in the Cadet Administration Division.
Response - The main (and perhaps only) purpose of the Academy
is to train Coast Guard officers. Cadet Administration is what
differentiates the Academy from a civilian college. In this
sense Cadet Administration is the most important.
Response - While no department is insignificant or unnecessary,
the Cadet Administration Division is the most important. It is
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the essence of a military academy; otherwise we could as well take
graduates of civilian schools, commission them and do away with
the Academy. It is the Cadet Administration Division that makes
our graduates military men rather than just educated men or
athletes.
Response - Equal in importance to the academic and athletic
departments.
Response - (The Cadet Administration Division is) the most
significant in the development of an effective officer (versus
a scholar) which I feel should be the primary aim of the Academy.
Response - The Cadet Administration Division is the hub of
all activity at the Academy. Other departments are spokes of
the wheel with the focal point in our division.
Response - During my period I felt that we were considered
equals of the academic departments and shared influence as
such, on decisions affecting cadets and/or the Corps. All
other departments were, in a way, subordinate.
Response - I feel that this Division, charged to prepare a
cadet for military life, should be emphasized 60% compared to
40% for academics. I believe the emphasis is now less than in
former years yet is still the predominant factor of cadet life.
The inconsistency of basing final class standing (linear number)
on academic performance is incongruous with this view and I
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feel it should be changed.
Response - The Academy could not operate if any department
were just eliminated.
Response - With respect to producing an end product (CG
Officers), I feel it is very significant. In regard to
significance per se, or importance for the sake of importance
itself, I feel the question to be purely argumentative.
Response - It is a major department in the training role and
would preferably be a center about which other departments
operate relative to the cadet.
Response - Don f t know. However I feel it should be high, since
the mission of the academy is to "make" CG officers and not
primarily to educate young men.
Response - On a par or somewhat above, but losing ground all
the time.
Response - Equal in significance but not all important.
Response - It is undoubtedly the most important of roles at
the Academy if it were properly used. It is far more important
than any academic course, for it is in the Cadet Administration
Division that cadets should learn the military way. If a cadet




Response - Equal to - more important than some, but all are
needed.
Response - Equally significant with the academic.
Item 18 - In your experience, did you find that Academy
personnel had an adequate appreciation of the role of the
company officer?
YES's - 4 (26.755) NO's - 11 (73.3$)
If NO, how can the situation be improved?
Response - Make them a company officer.
Response - Better intradepartmental communications concerning
goals and duties. Through instruction concerning responsibilities
of all officers towards cadets.
Response - While support was good, appreciation of the role
seemed poor. Therefore education of other departments in the
role of the Cadet Administration Division is required. This
of course, further requires that the role be clearly defined
and firmly established .
Response - Use only Academy graduates as instructors! These
men should be trained in the field and educated in their
subject before being assigned.
Response - The situation can be improved through better indoc-
trination of instructors upon reporting to the Academy.
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Cooperation of department heads with the Commandant of Cadets
is vital.
Response - I don*t know. Publicizing what I think is currently
done is admitting acutal job emphasis to be approximately 30%
to the primary job and 70$ to collateral duties.
Response - With strong leadership at the top and clearly defined
specification for the end product.
Response - Once again - a purely subjective, argumentative
question which I cannot answer
I
Response - Yes, if the Superintendent would place more emphasis
at the beginning of each fall term.
Response - Brief each new officer assigned on our mission. The
Assistant Commandant of Cadets to conduct the briefing. Get
Department Heads to cover it also in their departmental briefing
each year.
Response - By distributing a copy of the cadet regulations to
each Academy officer and civilian faculty member and by demanding
that they be familiar with and enforce them. We are forever
getting calls from officer and civilian staff members asking




Item 19 - What significant changes took place affecting the
Company Officer Program during your tour? How would you evaluate
those changes?
Response - Closer inter-class relationships were permitted.
I was not a company officer long enough after the change to
evaluate its significance.
Response - Placed more responsibility in the hands of the cadets
- excellent
l
Response - The program was in formulative stages only. Its
growth pattern seemed good the first year - moving in the right
direction.
Response - I feel that no real changes took place in the
program. However, there were changes in attitude at the
Superintendent level which directly effected the success of
the program. To be specific... the support given by him.
If he was right down the line the program was more effective.
If he vacillated in dealing with the cadets, the effectiveness
of the company officer program was retarded.
Response - Continued deterioration of the effectiveness of the
company officer due to excessively liberal policies toward
cadet conduct standards. Imbalance in stress placed on
academic areas and not enough on the military aspects.
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Response - Less direct contact with cadets through downgrading
of daily inspections by company officers. More meetings to
discuss ways and means to effect new policies. More direct
responsibilities for cadet leaders. The most beneficial is
the direct responsibility for cadets to deal with only major
problems. However, the barracks have deteriorated because of
less frequent inspections by company officers and the first
class is prone to slack off on the minor regulation infractions.
Response - Because I participated during the first two years
of the program no meaningful answer to this question can be made.
It took us more than a year to settle down on a specific program.
Response - For first year of my tour compared to understanding
of company officers as a cadets
Counselling function - increased, cadets seen more often
Disciplinarian n - decreased, company officers inspect
only once each week
Intercompany athletics - support by company officer decreased
Clerical load - increased.
Response - We reorganized the Corps from a Battalion set up to
a Regimental organization and deemphasized close control over
the first class cadet officers. Evaluated as good policy change
affording better opportunity for leadership development.
Response - The most significant is the most recent - that of
"stepping back" and allowing the first class cadets to have
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much more responsibility. If the system remains intact it will
be a great asset when 1968 reaches their first class year.
Response - Orginally, the task of the company officer was
"to command a cadet company." This changed to "administer a
cadet company" without a formal written change in the mission.
Evaluation: The company officers lost their sense of direction,
lost initiative, and effectiveness fell off.
Response - A near complete transfer of responsibility from the
company officer to the cadets. The idea is good but at the
same time all supervision by the company officers was removed.
Being "popular" now is the rage - rather than being "respected."
Response - The major change during my tour was the inception of
the system. Company officers were put on a full time basis.
We had one half of the 000*8 being stood by company officers.
These changes improved a vacillating system of Cadet Administration.
Item 20 - Do you feel that Company Officer are sufficiently
highly selected to best serve the mission?
YES's - 12 (6056) N0»s - 8 (40%)
Response - (To a YES reply) - based on a very limited observation.
Response - (To a YES reply) - Except that longer commissioned
service would be desirable.
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Response - (To a NO reply) - I don*t believe they are any
more highly selected than any other billet in the Coast Guard.
Response - (To a YES reply) - for the most part.
Response - Usually.
Item 21 - Do officers assigned as Company Officers reach the
billet at the proper stage of their careers?
YES»s - 18 (90$) NO's - 2 (10%)
Response - (To a YES reply) - most do.
Item 22 - What would you consider to be the ideal background for
potential company officers?
Response - (summarized) - Two years on a large vessel in routine
JO billets, qualified whatchstander at sea and in port. A year or
more at CO of either a loran station or a 95-footer, and if
possible duty at a base or in a District Office. He should have
been an outstanding performer not only technically but administra-
tively as well. He should have asked for duty involving training
of cadets and be highly oriented toward a service career
because he fundamentally believes that being in uniform is a
necessary and honorable way of giving an accounting of one's self
in life. He should have the ability to express himself well so
as to be able to express his prime motivations through normal
daily discourse with cadets* Essentially, as best can be determined
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at this stage, he should be identified as being future top
leadership material. In this connection, the tour of duty at the
Academy is too long for shore duty. Many young officers are
married into families in the area. Prime motivation for asking for
Academy duty after three or four years at sea might rather come
from the wife rather than a sincere desire to instill the meaning
of a career into the minds of cadets. And most definitely,
filling billets of company officers should be given utmost
care and consideration - much more so than for instructors as is
presently being done.
Item 23 - In your opinion, were/are there any organizational
structure weaknesses now or formally existing in the system?
If so, what were/are they?
Response - A lack of authority of the Company Officer over
disciplinary problems that arise.
Response - The Assistant Commandant of Cadets should be THE
reporting senior for the Company Officer. He is however, too
much tied down with paperwork. Solution - establish an
"operations" billet to relieve the Assistant Commandant of
Cadets of many of the planning and programming collateral
functions within the department. Make him a voting member
of the Executive Board and have testimony recorded by a YN.
Use him to help balance the Board which is now greatly out of
balance. For example, by having both the Director of Athletics
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and the Head of the PE department as voting members, plus all
academic department heads only two of which are regular Coast
Guard (operational) officers, the operational Service is
getting (quite naturally) the short shift in the management of
cadet training. Since people are human with human imperfections,
they tend to seek decisions favoring departmental objectives
which might be to the detriment of the overall Academy mission.
One need only look to what has happened at the Navy and Air
Force to see this. I would predict that unless some changes
take place very soon at our Academy, that we in the Coast Guard
will be suffering a continually deteriorating retention problem
among our junior officers. In the Coast Guard we have a much
better opportunity to control this because nearly all of our
career officers are Academy graduates. Even if we accomplished
little else (which is taking it to the extreme), we should
first and foremost sell our cadets on a service career.
Competition for popularity among staff members is definitely
not the way to do this. If anything, we are selling the cadets
on civilian careers, teaching careers, or the benefits of being
specialists (commissioned professors, etc.) first, and line
officers suceeding to command second. What is needed is
honesty up and down the line and stop telling the Commandant
how wonderful things are at the Academy. What is happening there
now is what had previously happened at most Ivy League schools
some time ago, followed recently by the military academies. One
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will note the recent backing off from emphasis on athletics
for instance at Harvard, Princeton, etc. and reemphasis on their
primary function - scholarship,, In our case the primary function
is instilling desire for service and training for fitness for
service in the "real" Coast Guard. The Commandant of Cadets
badly needs an "officer rep" in the PE department - not for
training cadets but for training the PE department. We are
gradually building "winning" athletes and "losing" CG officers.
The horror of this lies in the fact that the people who should
speak out can*t without jeopardizing their careers. Even the
Admiral is placed in this peculiar position. It would be like
speaking out against motherhood. What must be recognized is
that what is happening is not somebody 1 s diabolical plot for
empire building but a most natural occurrence arising out of
expansion which, again quite naturally, was not previously
envisioned. What we must hope for is an enlightened Commandant
and an enlightened Superintendent who can take control en toto
in fact - not just on paper. Without the former, the latter
may not exercise full control. Pardon me for going on like
this - I probably won f t be the only one but remember to respect
our confidence if these remarks are incorporated into your
thesis. I should think some people would take exception to them
- at least initially, until they think about it a bit. I do
not intend to take pot shots. I too firmly believe we have
crackerjacks as Athletic Director and Dean, but they* re not being
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used in the CCs interest - and so left to use themselves in their
own best interests. The two are not synonymous.
Response - A lack of authority of the company officer over
disciplinary problems that arise.
Response - Formally there was a dual chain of command but
that was alleviated this year. That was the main weakness.
Response - No opinion on this. I feel that the organization at
the start of the program was good. I'm not sure how it r s
working at present.
Response - Presently the company officers are staff workers
for the Commandant of Cadets and prepare a sufficient amount
of departmental work to occupy a great deal of their time. This
is work that must necessarily be done. But I believe the present
staff organization should be two-pronged under the Assistant
Commandant of Cadets; one the one side an operations officer
and two staff assistants (a LT and LTJG), and on the other the
six company officers. I think this will become more obvious
with the added expansion of the Corps anyway.
Response - The Commandant of Cadets should be on an equal
level in the chain of command with the dean but senior to




Response - In the past, before present day conferences,
communications were lacking in the dual chain of command.
Response - None
Response - Yes. I feel that the organization should include
and operations/plans outfit off to one side of the Assistant
Commandant of Cadets as a staff function. This would free
Company Officers of the time spent in areas of Summer Program
Plans, cadet movements, etc. Possibly one officer and one
enlisted man could handle the job.
Response - There are nowl The Assistant Commandant of Cadets
effectively has been downgraded to the cadet level!
Response - No truly significant weaknesses.
Response - The role of the Assistant Commandant of Cadets in
relation to the Company officers was not clearly defined. The
authority of the Company Officers over cadets was not firmly
established. (It was perhaps, too early in the program for that;
it whould be well established by now).
Response - Most assuredly. The top management of the Academy
is not balanced in the best interest of the operational Service.
For example, everyone would naturally give lip service to the
premise that the Academy* s reason for existence is to provide
a militarily trained product to serve ultimately as the heart
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of the Officer Corps. But here the Executive Board is entirely
out of balance between the military, the athletic, and the
academic sides of the house. One would have to be naive indeed
to not recognize that any individual tends to act in his own
best interests - even when his motives are high. The very first
move to correct this would be to reduce the Board content to as
follows
:
Military - Commandant of Cadets and his Assistant
Academic - Dean and senior department Head
Athletic - Director of Athletics and Head of the
Physical Education Department
All of the above should be voting members plus the Admiral
whose very job requires administrative skill in overseeing the
total organization objectives. One must remember that the
Superintendent is a mere man and as head of an institution which
is academic as well as a military training command he has at the
least, a difficult time of it. He does not have the benefit of
the usual past experience of a college president and so must
rely on his academic advisors to a considerable extent.
Academicians build personal reputations on the scholarship of
the institution to which attached. They would naturally tend to
optimize in this direction. So too for the current management
in the athletic area. Neither can be expected to act at all
times in the best interests of the long range goals of the
Academy. In this regard one should note that for purposes of
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the Board rank ought have no meaning - only the position a
particular officer occupies. Under the present set up the
Board is, beside the voting imbalance, psychologically loaded
against the Commandant of Cadets. It's pretty tough to be a
loner - even when you* re right
I
Item 24 - What would you consider as the beneficial features
of the Company Officer Program? (List in decreasing order of
importance)
Response - Eliminated poor prospective officers - a negative
but essential job.
Response - (1) Sells the Coast Guard.
(2) Leadership
(3) Counselling made possible
Response - (1) The assignment of officers to the primary duty
to instruct and supervise military training.
(2) The fact that there is one officer who is
interested in and familiar with all aspects of
cadet performance. He has (or should have) the
full and accurate picture.
Response - (1) Better guidance for cadets
(2) Closer observation of cadets progress in
leadership.
(3) Better overall cadet evaluation.
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(4) Provide cadets with better opportunity to
learn about duties and life in Coast Guard.
Response - (1) Weeding out weak or undesirable cadets early
in the four years
«
(2) Counselling and guiding those who can benefit
from it.
(3) Only remaining bastion of military and disciplinary
aspects.
Response - (1) The opportunity to demonstrate a heartfelt
desire to make things better than they are.
(2) To motivate cadets towards excellence at an
early stage of their service career.
Response - (1) Close supervision of the Cadet Corps adminis-
tered by the first class
(2) Elimination of "hazing," study hour "businesses,"
etc,
(3) Identification of the poor cadets.
(4) Counselling opportunities.
(5) Meaningful reports to the Executive Board.
Response - These included % Freer exchange of ideas and information
with other department; attempts to inform all departments of the
purpose and mission of the Company Officer Program; increased
reliance on first class cadets for discipline and control; modif-
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ication of the "fourth class system"
;
greater reliance on Company-
Officers for performance of their missions; the establishment of
firm criteria for selecting regimental officers; the recommendation
(not implemented) to establish a "Commandant of Cadet's List"
(similar to a Dean's List but for military excellence).
Response - We changed or almost changed from a limited military
system to one which is even less military (hardly seems possible
that this could happen but here we are).
Response - (1) Formalization of an adaptability rating; eval-
uation and separation procedure.
(2) Increased emphasis upon the Company Officer's
role in the conduct of the Academy's mission, i.e. reliance on the
Company Officer at Board meetings, assignments as cadet advisors
for extra-curricular activities.
(3) Establishment of the Cadet Activities Fund and
the machinery of its operation.
Response - They could be innumerable but they aren't.
For examples (1) A cadet could be trained to be a military man.
(2) He could aspire to be a competent CG officer
like his Company Officer.
(3) He could develop a real desire to "get out and
serve."
(4) He could be self-disciplined to want to make




(5) The Company Officer could teach a cadet to
respect "Honor, Loyalty, and Duty,"
(6) Etc.
Response - A graduate who is better fitted to take his place
in the officer Corps. He is more likely to be a contributor,
act only as a learner in the beginning. I would say, the
graduate of today is an officer, not a postgraduate cadet - thanks
in great part to the Company Officer System.
Response - (1) Increases meaningful educational, training, and
administrative experiences of the cadets.
(2) Provides meaningful data for cadet evaluations.
(3) Affords Company Officer valuable experience for
command early in his career.
Item 24 - Do you consider the billet of Company Officer to be
MORE, LESS, or EQUALLY significant to the Academy mission
relative to other billets at the Academy calling for LT rank?
MORE - 13 (65%) LESS - EQUALLY - 7 (35%)
Response - The "most" important.
Response - More than any other billet it molds attitude and
leadership characteristics and detects military aptitude or
lack of it.
Response - I served as an instructor before assignment as company
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officer and I feel that both contribute equally to the end
product - each in a different way. The "whole man" is what
the Coast Guard is interested in.
Response - The Company Officer represents maximum officer face
to face contact opportunity with cadets. He makes an impression
one way or the other in greater proportion than any other junior
officer type.
Response - The most - and therefore we need the best, most highly
motivated and dedicated officers for assignment in this billet.
Response - Without question - THE most important JO billet!
Response - Without a doubt - much more significant. Those officers
must be peeled off the top of the heap. - out of the hide of the
operational Coast Guard if necessary. The marginal return per
talent invested in this billet beats that of any job in the Coast
Guard for junior officers
I
Response - The Company Officer billet is more significant because
the officer who fills it must be better-rounded, of high all-
around ability, in all areas of service life than his contemporaries
filling billets where specialization in one or two academic fields
may be the controlling factor.
Response - Primary effort (mission) is to produce officers -
education and amenities come after leadership and maturity.
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Response - The Company Officer teaches the military way of life
(theoretically, that is).
Response - Academics are fine, but our young input "requires"
molding into officers.
Response - Contact hours with cadets are generally more - thereby
exerting a greater influence on the individual cadet.
Item 25 - Relative to other billets to which you have been assigned,
do/did you find the Company Officer billet to be: (Choose One)
CHOICES NUMBER CHECKED
More challenging than most 4 (26.7%)
Equally challenging with one or more 9 (60.0%)
Less challenging than most 2 (13.3%)
Most challenging (0.0%)
Item 26 - Was/is the clerical staff in the Division sufficient?
YES's - 5 (33.3%) NO's - 10 (66.7%)
Editor's Comment: Plus nine written comments, seven of which
indicated a need for clerical help.
Item 27 - How do you view the "dual chain of command" (i.e. cadet
company commander through company officer to Comdt of Cadets,
and company through regiment to Commandant of Cadets)?
Response - Essentially good. The cadets should have some contact
with the top administration of the Academy.
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Response - No good. This year (1964- f 65) it does not exist.
Cadet chain to the Commandant of Cadets is all that is in use.
The cadets run the Corps directly with the Commandant of Cadets.
Company Officers are advisors only - big improvement over past.
Response - No regimental organization during my tenure; however,
the thought of two chains of command alarms me since it megates
the purpose of the chain and undoubtedly produces conflict in
policy and performance.
Response - No problem. However, it does require supervision
at the Commandant of Cadets level to insure that neither the
the regimental commander nor the company officer is by-passed
when he shouldn't be. Is consonant with the idea that company
officers are "staff assistants 1 * (which is what I think we were)
to the Commandant of Cadets. Also requires regular briefing by
the Commandant of Cadets to Company Officers. If the latter were
not done there would be BIG PROBLEMS!
Response - Poori It happened too many times that the Company
Officer didn r t know what was going on in the regimental policy
business or why. A position of a commissioned officer between
the Assistant Commandant of Cadets and the Company Officers would
help here. This officer, free of much of the paper work of the
Assistant Commandant of Cadets should work directly with the
Company Officers and report (for this area only) direct to the
Commandant of Cadets. Regimental (cadet) officers should also
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report to this addxt^ snal staff assistant.
Response - The "dual chain" as we in existence previously has
been altered greatly by the use of frequent staff conferences
and the gradual clearing up and the organization^ arrival at
what a company officer should be. It is not that much of a
problem.
Response - Posed no problem to us since the communications
between the Commandant of Cadets and the Company Officers was
excellent. Generally I felt we were in accord on policy matters
to the degree that the possible source of friction (i.e. cadets
going over the heads of the company officers) simply did not
exist. I can see that if this rapport between the Commandant of
Cadets didn f t exist, or if an immature company officer is
involved, problems could result. Relative to the latter I would
note that the same problems could result if rapport was lacking
between the Commandant of Cadets and the Superintendent.
Response - Presently I see no conflict.
Response - Has worked better this last year than previously.
Response - No problem as long as the matters rightfully transmitted
by each respective chain are differentiated and limited to the
proper chain.
Response - Has been virtually eliminated due to staff meetings
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(2 per day). First, Company Officers with Commandant of Cadets,
and second, same with addition of the Regimental Commander.
All word is passed at the same time, having been discussed at the
earlier meeting.
Response - I don f t like it but haven* t though of any alternatives.
Response - With disdainl Let's put the Company Officer back as
the commander.
Response - The Commandant of Cadets should have few day to day
decisions to make. If he would hold up the Cadet Regulations and
say to both cadets and company officers alike that this was his
policy the amount of special requests would be considerably reduced.
The Assistant Commandant of Cadets should have the authority to
grant or not grant most requests. I would recommend the chain
of command to be; Regimental Commander to Assistant Commandant
of Cadets to Commandant of Cadets. The Assistant Commandant of
Cadets should be functioning as the executive officer like on
board ship.
Response - Necessary but dangerous. Must be carefully handled by
Commandant of Cadets and his assistant.
Response - I see no objection - the Company Officer must see that




Response - It exists and should continue to exist unless the
whole concept of training is to undergoe a radical change. The
Company Officer should, as far as is practical, liaise, i.e. guide,
counsel, and exhort, in an effort to direct the chain of command
through the Regimental Commander. Failing in this he must step in.
At any rate ultimate responsibility rests with the Commandant of
Cadets.
Response - It is ok - same idea as on a CG unit - duty officer versus
division officer chain versus collateral duty responsibility chain.
Response - Complicated organizationally, but affords cadets experience
in military command and responsibilities to a high degree.
Response - It is entirely satisfactory if properly used.
Item 28 - If you served in both an instructor's billet and the
billet of a Company Officer, which of these wass
COMPANY OFFICER INSTRUCTOR
More clearly defined (0.0%) 7 (100%)
More challenging 5 (71.4%) 2 (28.6%)
Demanded more of your time 5 (71.4%) 2 (28.6%)
Was more personally rewarding 5 (71.4%) 2 (28.6%)
Item 29 - Choose one of the following as that which most clearly
describes your concept of the most efficient organizational
structure for the Cadet Administration Division %
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(a) No. Checked Comdt of Cadets
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Asst Comdt of Cadets
1
1
1st Batt Co. Officer
|
2nd Batt. Co. Officer
1
1




Asst Comdt of CadetsT
Senior Company Officer
Other Company Officers





(Checked - 2) Comdt
1
of Cadets !
Asst Comdt of Cadets
1










(Checked - 1) "For Military Training"
COMDT OF CADETS
Set policy only - details
carried out by Asst Comdt
of Cadets and Company
Officers




Response - (Regarding (a)) - As long as there are no more than
six or seven companies.
Response - (Regarding (a)) - For present size of regiment.
(Regarding (b)) - If we go to 8 companies.
Response - (Regarding (b)) - Parkinson's Law
(Regarding (c)) - What is a senior Company Officer?
Item 30 - The Company Officer Program has now been in effect about
seven years. At the 2-year point LCDR John D. C0STELL0 USCG
conducted a study of the system. In part he concluded that at
that point in time the system had achieved a kind of "cautious
acceptance" within the Cadet Corps. Would you say that as of now
or at the conclusion of your tour (please indicate year) that
this conclusion still holds true? If not, how would you modify it?
Response - My tour ended at the one-year point. I would term it
then "an unnecessary restraint."
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Response - My tour was concurrent with Jack Costello's and I agree
with him. No knowledge since.
Response - I would conclude that as of 1962 the Cadet Corps had
"resigned itself" to the fact that the Company Officers were
here to stay.
Response - 1963. At the end of my tour I felt the program was
generally more accepted by the Corps than when it began. I felt
this was more true in some companies than in others. The degree
of acceptance seemed based upon the manner in which the respective
Company Officers conducted their program. Wide disparity seemed
to exist.
Re spon se - 1964, By June of 1964 the system had reasonable
acceptance. At present (April 1965) the Company Officer position
has been reduced to one of pure and simple paperwork. The only
effect he has on cadets is personal influence - none through title
or position
.
Response - January 1964, I would remove the word "cautious." At
that point the system was accepted.
Response - 1961, Accepted as part of the system.
Response - 1963. The system has been thoroughly accepted by the
cadets. They still do not understand thoroughly the Company




Response - 1965. There is definite acceptance of the Company-
Officer system in effect. The cadets accept us; they try to
find ways and means of improving "our" image.
Response - 1965. More acceptable.
Response - 1965. Accepted as disciplinarians onlyj
Response - 1965. By the first class, yes. By the tinder class, no
- due to fear and lack of understanding of the Company Officer's
function.
Response - 1965. Yes.
Response - 1964. In my opinion, it has been accepted by the Cadet
Corps as of 1964.
Response - 1962. I think the acceptance was better than just
"cautious" by this time.
Item 31 - The assistance of the Academy psychologist has been
utilized in varying degrees for both statistical reasons and for
counselling. In your experience, would you say that this avail-
ability has beens
Indispensable - 4 (21.1%)
Quite helpful - 8 (42.1%)




Response - Limited only by the man f s other tasks.
Response - Mostly for statistical purposes.
Response - The man tends to be overloaded. But I found that when
he could spare the time, he was a veritable wealth of good sound
advice and assistance to the Company Officer. Also the Company
Officers can (and should) be of great assistance to his Machine
Records section by giving due time and attention to the
"organization" of adapt polls and later insure (if the records
people themselves do not make errors) that poll results will be
available on time. It definitely takes planning. The machines
canH.) think. They can only perform the earlier thinking done
by humans but many times faster and many times over. My feeling
is that we need a "clinical" psychologist on the staff for our
real problem cases and free CAPT Williams for statistical research,
admissions duties, and statistical advice.
Item 32 - With regard to the statistical and other records made
available through the psychological testing program, has that
information been:
Indispensable - 2 (9.5$)
Quite helpful - 11 (52.4$)
Somewhat helpful - 4 (19.0$)
Negligible - 4 (19.0$)
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Item 33 - With regard to the staffing of psychologists for
counselling purposes i Would it help/have helped to have
additional psychologists designated specifically for this
purpose?
YES»s - 11 (57.9$) NO»s - 8 (42.1$)
Item 34 - In general, with regard to your cadets, what degree
of correlation have you found between indicated characteristics
and tendencies of the initial psychological tests and subsequent
cadet performance? (Choose One)
Result; 20$ - 1 70% - 2 AVERAGE - 64.5$
40$ - 1 80% - 4 (of 11 responses to
50$ - 2 90% - 1 the question)
Added Remarks:
Response - Too much time elapsed to comment.
Response - I canH answer this one.
Response - Can T t choose. I do not ever remember seeing the
results of the psychological tests.
Response - These results were only available on request. I had
only checked on 3 cadets.
Response - Unknown.
Response - Don T t know.
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Response - Can T t do
I
Response - Don T t remember, sorry.
Item 35 - Through the Company Officer Program much more pertinent
information regarding each cadet is available . As a Company
Officer you have had the responsibility not only to assist in the
accumulation of much of this data, but also to compile it,
summarize it, and present it by personal appearance before the
Executive Board. Your opinions were frequently solicited. In
your experience, was it your impression that your opinions (with
regard to the final decision of the Board) were weighted :
(Choose: One or more may be applicable)
Result: Heavier than the record - 7 (33.3%)
Equally with the record - 6 (28.6%)
Less heavily than the record - 4 (19.0%)
Often considered neither as
being pertinent - 4 (19.0%)
Item 36 - Strictly in terms of the mission , the ideal tour length
for a Company Officer should be: (Choice of 1 through 5 years)
Result: 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years
No. Checked 1 10 10
Item 37 - From the personal viewpoint , the ideal tour length for the
Company Officer should be:
Result: 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years
No. checked: 19 4
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Item 38 - Were you a cadet under the Company Officer Program?
YES»s - 4 (26.5$) NO»s - 11
Item 39 - What experiences in your background best fitted you
for the role of a Company Officer?
Response - (1) XO of a CG vessel - However, I believe that CO of
an isolated station might be better preparation*
Response - Commanding Officer and Executive Officer experience.
Response - CO and XO billets of small vessels.
Response - This is difficult because they are almost all weighed
equally but here goess
(1) Division officer on a 327* cutter. (Most)
(2) XO of a 125-footer.
(3) CO of a loran station. (Least)
Response - Executive Officer on a buoy tender.
Response - ? I was available.
Response - I think my assignment to loran duty best prepared me
for the Company Officer assignment because it gave a year of
practical experience in the leadership position.
Response - First as a cadet in the position of regimental commander
since I was then able to see the differences between administration
views and those of the cadets. Otherwise as a personnel and
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administrative assistant on NORTHWIND and CO of a 95' WPB.
Response - Loran.
Response - Of the limited assignments prior to being assigned as a
Company Officer - my tour as XO of a tender widened my experience
and general service knowledge the most.
Response - Loran commanding officer, i.e. working with people.
Response - ?
Response - General shipboard service - shipboard duty - travel.
Response - Command assignments.
Response - The normal leadership positions of a typical Coast
guard officer.
Item 40 - Did you meet with any professional difficulties or
frustrations (not personal) that may have hindered your mission?
If YES, please elaborate.
YES»s - 3 (20%) N0»s - 12 (80%)
Response - (with a "NO" response) Except perhaps that in the
formulative or planning stage of the program (when I was an
instructor) there didn f t seem to be enough time to translate
ideas into action.
Response - I feel that I was not as effective as I might have been
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in counselling if I had had the opportunity for some training
(in this area) before my assignment. Recognizing the problem but
being less effective then I might have been was frustrating.
Response - Lack of common ground with cadets. Ideas of the
administration cannot be "sold" to the cadets. Their hesitation
to accept administration ideals whereas many cadets feel that
all their ideas should be bought by the administration. Cadets
seem to have no appreciation of the fact that their training is
best administrated by officers - not by themselves.
Response - Only my own professional limitations which all officers
share to one extent or another.
Response - Many times a tremendous difference of viewpoint.
Item 41 - Assuming that officers were assigned to the Academy not
knowing beforehand which department they would be assigned to,
and given a required choice between accepting an assignment as
either Company Officer or as an instructor, which would you
choose? Why?
Result; Company Officer - 8 (53.4$)
Instructor - 7 (46.6%)
Response - I had an interest in mathematics and preferred to
s t)each this subject.
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Response - A counselor's job is more important here and one I
am more qualified for.
Response - I consider it (company officer* s billet) more important
and significant to the service, a greater personal challenge, and
more in the nature of professional work.
Response - The opportunity for making a more profound effect on
the ultimate product, (in company officer , s billet)
Response - (with "instructor" choice) The mission is clearly
defined. Limits of failure or unacceptability are more or less
standard. The ability of a cadet to be satisfactory is easily
measured and standards of acceptability are firmly outlined
by those who judge the instructor.
Response - (with "instructor" choice) As far as the individual is
concerned, one^ own ends would be furthered through the additional
study required in the subject area you would teach plus the
actual experience of teaching itself.
Response - Since I have been both I cannot fairly answer this
question. The instructor can quantitatively measure his accom-
plishments at the end of each semester. The Company Officer can't,
- he never really can achieve the same degree of assurance that
he is "getting through, and yet each of these assignments was a
satisfying experience to me - one I would take again.
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Response - (with "instructor" choice) Shorter tour (3 years
versus 4 years for the company officer) . More time available
to pursue courses for personal benefit while our of contact with
the operational Coast Guard.
Response - I don*t think I would be able to instruct well but
the Company Officer job is more of a challenge.
Response - (with "Company Officer" choice) More freedom of
thought and action insofar as the 'moulding" process of cadets is
concerned. More chance to make of the job what you want to -
greater creative opportunity.
Response - More tangible results. The Company Officer's job is
by nature frustrating. If you aid in setting a cadet straight
he generally doesn f t recognize your help - only your failures
make the headlines, (with "instructor" choice)
Response - (with "Company Officer" choice) Because of the
challenge - the opportunity to shape cadet ideas and build
motivation.
Response - (with "Company Officer" choice) The feeling of making
a significant contribution and the prestige.
Item 42 - General Comments
s
Response - It has been five years since a I was a Company Officer
and may of my recollections arc a little vague. You will notice
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that I didn f t answer some of the questions for that reason. You
would be well advised to put less weight on my questionnaire
than on some of the more recent company officers.
My biggest complaint of the Company Officer was this: The
most important function this officer performed was to collect
enough data on undesirable cadets to enable the Academy to get rid
of them. This was not what was conceived of at the beginning of
the program I'm sure. However, at least for me, this is what it
boiled down to in its practical application. This is a very
negative approach to life and personally, I would prefer to be
involved in my positive duties.
Response - I believe the Company Officer is too involved with
assignments outside of his main responsibility. The Company
Officer is not accepted mainly because of the lack of communication
between cadets and officers. This feeling is one that has been
passed down through the years. ("Officer's are not on my side
or have my best interest at heart.")
Response - The effective, producing officer has a blend of
technical competence and dynamic leadership ability. It is
difficult to say which (if either) is more important, and
probably doesn't matter - because the fact is that both are
essential if an officer is to serve well. The Company Officer
Program is the means of providing dynamic leadership ability,
which itself is a compound attitude, experience, devotion,
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aggressiveness, and a myriad of other attributes. Therefore a
firm, productive and recognized Company Officer Program is
equally important with the academic program of the Academy.
Without an excellent Company Officer Program the Academy must
inevitably fall short of its mission to graduate men with
"honor, loyalty and obedience (and) trained initiative and
leadership."
Response - The lack of military procedure and discipline is
noticeable in recent graduates. Questioning of authority and
lack of a sense of responsibility is widespread. The cadets
are essentially little more than college students. They are
college students in fact and will act in the same manner as
college students everywhere. But more is required to be a cadet;
namely, acquiring a proper military outlook toward procedure
and discipline. A tighter disciplinary organization is necessary.
Response - If I can sum up my feelings about the program I
think it means to me th moulding of the non-academic portions
with the academic in such a way that we get a look at the "whole
man" during the four years. Before we had beautiful quantitative
and qualitative evaluations of cadets academically - but practi-
cally no meaningful non-academic evaluation method. Now we have
the same degree of accuracy in the non-academic areas. Further-
more, under the Company Officer Program we give, or at least try
to give, each cadet a sense of individual identity simply because
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we pay attention to him and his problems. Ideally we should
produce a better "product." Realistically - ? The study
should give us some indication of this.
Response - I feel that the Company Officer position could be
made attractive. Be assigning a prospective Company Officer to
school at Wesleyan or UCONN perhaps for a year to study courses
which will aid him in the counselling of cadets and affording him
opportunity to gather credit hours toward a Master ? s in Personnel
Management, I believe that officers with inclinations toward
management would apply for the Company Officer position and a
better qualified officer would fill the billet.
Removal of most of the collateral duties now assigned to
Company Officers would free them to counsel more thoroughly and
to observe more frequently inter-company competition - thus
observing cadet reactions more fully in group efforts. This same
freedom might permit them to pursue courses at the Academy or
their associate college to work toward a degree. They would
certainly be in an ideal position to prepare a thesis as they
have many records and access to a computer. Their studies can
result in direct and immediate benefit to the Commandant of Cadets
and the Director of Admissions. If this was so it would serve
enhancement of our end product - officers for the Coast Guard.
Response - Some company officers are sadly lacking in an
appreciation of the good they can do. Perhaps it*s not their
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fault - they shouldn r t have been sent here to this job. This
"counselling" function is a rare opportunity indeed for the
individual (if he's the right one) and the Coast Guard. It's
true that the gradual evolvement of the system, mostly due to
external pressures, is increasing detraction from this important
work and diluting the major good. The disciplinary function
did not detract from my ability to counsel. I actually think
my position of authority helped. I know however, that for
company officers who are inept at counselling and interviewing
(because they don't know what it's all about) use the
disciplinarian-counsellor conflict as an imagined "excuse,"
Others, because of coaching and other time consuming collateral
assignments, do not have sufficient contact with cadets in their
company to achieve the "confidence level" (and respect) necessary
to be an effective counselor. The best thing the Coast Guard
could do is train prospective company officers for six months to
a year in psychology and interviewing procedures so that they
would have some "poignant" appreciation of the known intricacies
of human behavior before they tackle the job.
Response - Perhaps more than any other Academy assignment, the
personality of the Superintendent and of the Commandant of Cadets
influences the overall effectiveness of the Company Officer
Program. This is discontinuity because of the above. The Super-
intendent directs the Commandant of Cadets to carry out his
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interpretation of the mission. Consequently, the Company Officer
gets his guidance second hand. This is more apparent in the
Company Officer Program because we are dealing with intangibles,
(leadership) as opposed to the "2 4-2 = 4" academic side of the
house. The result is vacillation, confusion among company officers,
confusion among cadets, loss of interest, and finally, mediocrity!
I am really happy to see another study being done. Leaving the
Company Officer billet and then later experiencing Ensigns on
board ship causes me to conclude that we are failing in our
program. It's not that the Company Officers aren't trying. The
major problem is far above them.
Response - The job affords such possibilities! The system has
changed in that the cadets have a much greater share of responsibility
- which is good, but cadets also have a greater part in swaying
the mind of the Commandant of Cadets than we do. The system is
rapidly approaching one of personality and popularity. We hear
the terms "Company Officer Imaged "Improve your halo I" I
personally don't feel this is an election - not a popularity
contest. We are approaching a democratic society at the Academy
- bad news! I just hope that someone responsible soon sees the
light.
Response - The administration at the Academy should be alert for
and periodically review requirements of administrative and collateral
duties assigned to Company Officers - for there has been a tendency
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to pile up such a work load for them that it detracts from their
primary task of instructing, guiding and counselling cadets in
his company.
With regard to the earlier question relative to selectivity
of the Company Officers - I put "NO" down because of officers
being selected as Company Officers who have no desire or
aptitude for such a specialized assignment. The "needs of the
service" are many times stated to "explain" why certain officers
were not assigned to the Academy. The "needs of the Service"
include as well the same professional competence, interest and
desire for the duties of the Company Officer as for other CG
tasks and duties.
I consider the Company Officer as being in a position of
great influence with the cadets in their daily lives, and therefore




RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES EXECUTED BY CADETS
Survey parameters * Thirty cadets were contacted by question-
naires to a company, to be divided approximately equally among
first and second class cadets. One first class cadet did not
respond.
This section of the survey attempted to view the Company
Officer Program through the eyes of the cadets, and to determine
if substantial differences in perception exist within the Corps,
and between the Corps of Cadets and the officers who have been
working with the Program. As in Section I, this section provides
a question by question verbatim transcript of questionnaire
responses.
The reader will note that the opinions and attitudes
expressed herein are diverse but considered representative.
They also serve to point out the continuing need for adequate
communication and to the level of skill required by the Company
Officer.' In this regard, a reading of these responses should
provide a neophyte Company Officer with a basis for appreciation
of the private and personal views of the cadets, and perhaps a
sense of what produced them. These views are perhaps not obtain-
able by any other means, and they provide the Company Officer
with a perspective from which to adapt his particular talents
to the difficult and highly demanding task of establishing a
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working raport with the individuals in his Company. The
assignment as Company Officer is inadequately described as being
like no other of similar rank status at the Academy.
It is interesting to note that cadets have opinions concerning
nearly every facet of Academy operations - whether or not they
are asked for it. Accuracy of their perceptions is not so
important - only that they tend to influence cadet response to
or identification with a particular operation, program or
policy. Hopefully, by fore-arming the reader with this inform-
ation, his approach to implementing change, policy, or regulation
within the Company will be more efficient and more palatable
to the cadet - and still meet the objectives of the Commandant
of Cadets.
For readers who already have some experience at the Academy
- a respectful word of caution. You will be alternately pleased,
annoyed, amused, or in some way reinforced - depending on your
particular subjectivity. Perhaps the only way to view these
responses is to first gird one*s self, if possible, with a kind
of dispassionate objectivity, keeping in mind the management
premise that change in any one sector of an organization in some
way affects every other sector, however direct or remote. The
Academy has been going through great change throughout the
history of the Company Officer Program.
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Item 1 - Who initiates most of your contacts with the Company
Officer?
YOU - 11 (41.4$) YOUR COMPANY OFFICER - 17 (58.6%)
Item 2 - From your personal experience, rate the following types
of cantacts with your company officer in order of frequency!
(1 through 6j 1 being the most frequent, 6 the least frequent)
Results AVERAGE





requests, etc ) 2
PERSONAL MATTERS 5
COMPANY &• VARSITY ATHLETICS 6
Item 3 - From your experience, indicate the order of emphasis you
feel the Company Officers place on the following. Rate 1 through




PROCESSING REQUISITIONS, SPECIAL LIBERTY,
OTHER SPECIAL REQUESTS 5
ENFORCEMENT OF DISCIPLINE 2
ADAPTABILITY INTERVIEWS 1




Item 4 - In his interviews in the following areas, do you think
or feel that the Company Officer understands both sides of the
question?
INTERVIEW AREA % YES's YES NO
ACADEMICS 75.9% 22 7
CONDUCT 62.1% 18 11
ADAPTABILITY 51.7% 15 14
Item 5 - Does the fact that the Company Officer does/did enforce
discipline within the Corps make you more reluctant to seek
assistance from him?
YES* s - 19 (69.0%) NO's - 10
Item 6 - Do you feel that the Company Officer* s efforts with you
have helped you to see what is required of you as a cadet?
YES's - 12 (41.4%) N0»s - 17
Item 7 - From your contacts with the Company Officers, indicate
your feelings on the following^ Check any you fee] apply,
a. Company Officer really not interested in me 5
b. Interviews are too frequent 1
c. Interviews are not frequent enough 17
d. Company Officer/s have increased my desire to succeed 10
e. Company Officer has no effect on me 8
f
.




g. Contacts with the Company Officer have increased
my pride in being a member of the Corps 5
h. Company Officer over-infringes on my study time
through interviews 1
i. Company Officers are usually not available when I
want to see them 17
j. Company Officer does aost of the talking during
interviews 11
k. Some of the information given to me by the Company
Officer which came from "Forms for Remarks" has
been helpful 8
1. I feel strongly that the Company Officers are
functioning all wrong and have so indicated how
it should be done belows 12
Ed. Notes Items b, and h. checked by the same cadet.
RESPONSES :
Response - I feel as though the Company Officers should try to
present an image of what a Coast Guard officer really should be.
The Academy tends to create a general illusion that is not at all
like the Service itself. I personally think that Tactics Officers
should guide, rather than discourage, by their actions.
Response - I feel there is a need for only two Battalion Officers
and an Administration Officer. Most of the Company Officer (work)
is now done by the First Class (interviews, counselling, Chase
Hall Duty Officer, picking of set-ups, and discipline.
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Response - Provide a good example for cadets and help in
selection of the cadet's choice of billet and specialty.
Response - I feel that the Company Officer should be a counselor
first and a disciplinarian last. Under the new system, the first
class are capable of maintaining discipline within their own class
as well as the three under classes. I also feel that more
counselling interviews with the fourth class should be held.
Response - I feel that the Company Officer should be more of a
liason between the cadet and his future career as an officer and
less of a displinarian. The problem of discipline and administrative
work could be left to the Cadet Regiment to handle.
Response - Company Officer should be a counselor in an advisory
capacity only. He should have no part in discipline and should
not be allowed to place cadets on report. He should remain out
of the barracks. Should treat cadets as potential officers rather
than reform school boys. He is necessary in administration for
signing leave papers, etc. His main function as far as 1 am
concerned right now is to tell me twice each year what my
adaptability rating is and decide whether or not a 21 year old
junior in college should be allowed to buy another 3 sets of
skivvies. Also he is (or was until this year) to be avoided
since he is the main source of demerits for upperclassmen.
Company Officers should not write adapts on cadets. Since
you are to talk freely to a Company Officer, what you reveal to
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him may be used against you on the next adept poll* For example,
if you had serious doubts on the advisability of a Coast Guard
career, you don't tell this to your Company Officer because you
would get hit on the next adapt poll for poor attitude or lack
of desire. Ideally however, the Company Officer should be the
one to talk to about a problem of this sort.
Response - Not all wrong but I feel strongly that with the new
system and the changed way of handling their duties it will take
nothing but time until the Tactics Officer functions well, i.e.
the present first and second class mainly remember the Tactics
Officer as a discipline guiding officer while the 3rd and 4th
classes do not. This feeling makes the first class and second
class reluctant to seek counseling from his Company Officer.
Response - A new system has supposedly been started here at the
Academy whereby the cadets run the Corps and the barracks. The
Company Officers - or at least part of them, have failed to
accept this. I feel as if they think they have lost their power
and position. In a sense they have - but in another sense they
have a great deal more chance to practice leadership - not
command. I don f t want ever to see six psychologists in Chase
Hall - but I do feel that if the new system as initiated by
CAPT Wagner, Commandant of Cadets, this year is to remain and
prosper, the tactics of the Company Officer will likewise have
to change. I believe the job of the Company Officers has been
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changed (to their dislike I feel) from a job of command to one
of counsel and administration. Many of their jobs have remained
the same - such as counselling cadets concerning their adapts
and conduct - and I strongly believe the officers should spend
more time and strive to devote more effort to these jobs. As of
yet I have been unable to notice any such trend , Cadets need
advice as well as criticism - and at present the great majority
feel they can f t turn to their Company Officers for this. The
truth in this I am certain varies with the officer, cadet, and
the situation.
If the system now on trial is to remain, the Company Officers
as well as the Cadets involved must accept it and work toward its
betterment.
Response - The recent change in relations (more relaxed) between
cadets and tactics officers, is a great improvement over the old
system.
Response - I was looking forward to a so called "new era" in
tactics officers this year when commissioned officers were
removed from Chase Hall and Company Officers were to act more
as guidance counselors than as disciplinarians. It was a very
unique idea on paper, but I have noticed no real change in the
Company Officers. I thought the change was really taking place
when at the first of the year I was called down and actually
praised for doing such a good job in adaptability over the past
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summer, but the company officer seems to be back in the old rut
of seeming non-interest or interest only in reprimands This was
more disappointing than the former system.
Response - The Company Officers are not functioning all wrong
but could do their jobs better with regards to cadets. It is
my opinion that the Company Officer is one of, if not the last
person a cadet would go to if he had a problem - and this is
what the Company Officer is for - to help cadets.
Response - I feel that the way the Corps is set up now that the
purpose of the Company Officer should be more to counsel,
especially upperclass about their service future, trying to help
them get started in a set direction before they leave.
Response - They should have nothing to do with the conduct system.
Response - Company Officers should have much closer contact with
the first class, realizing they are willing to learn and accept
help, rather than waiting for them to make a mistake to let them
know how useless the first class really are. (plus regarding No.
9, "availability" - ) They are always playing bridge.
Response - In general, they should try to get as close to the
cadets (primarily the first class) as possible. Of course this
would depend upon the officers personality (as well as the cadet's)
Response - If a cadet could have a more personal relationship
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with his tactics officer I feel he could more effectively motivate
the cadet to success.







Follows the cadet chain of command
Allows cadet officers freedom in
direction of company activities
Offers constructive criticism in
leadership procedures
Shows interest in assisting and
improving cadet leadership
Item 9 - Do you feel that Company Officers are sufficiently highly
selected to best serve the interest of the Division mission?
(Cadet Administration Division)
YES»s - 6 (20.7%) N0»s - 23 (79.3%)
Item 10 - In your opinion, are their any organizational structure
weaknesses in the Company Officer System?
YES»s - 16 (55.2%) NO's - 13
If YES, please elaborate.
Response - Ideally Company Officers are not needed. The Regiment
of Cadets should be run by cadets entirely. The Regimental
Commander acting as liason between Administration and Corps. The
Company Officers should be separated from this chain of command
and should serve in an advisory capacity.
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Response - Too many Company Officers
,
Response - The problems are those of possessing disciplinary and
counselling functions simultaneously - but the present Administration
is doing a lot to alleviate a lot of this situation.
Response - They (the Company Officers) do not work together. You
cannot know what to expect.
Response - It should be made known that any cadet can see his
Company Officer at any time without following the chain of command.
Response - Cadets are not kept informed as to what is being
planned and why.
Response - Other than the changing duties of the Company Officers
as elaborated upon earlier, I feel the greatest weakness is lack
of uniformity within the six officers. Whereas one tells a cadet
one thing - the next will almost contradict him - very confusingl
Response - For some reason beyond my observation, the Company
Officers seem too busy to adequately counsel the cadets of their
company, I don't know what their silly duties are but I think
they blatantly shirk the counselling duties which should be their
major responsibility.
Response - The Company Officer is in a position which should be
between the Administration and the cadet. It is a delicate position
and takes a great deal of leadership ability to handle it. The
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selection of Company Officers should be very stiff and only the
best allowed to become Company Officers. It appears at times
that this was not done in the past.
Response - The majority of the Tactics Officers are only worried
about the officer administration relationships and not the cadet
officer aspects. I get the impression they think we are ...dirt...
(editors notes Kinder work inserted.)
Response - There is really not enough for them to do under the
present system. They are controlled too much by the Commandant
of Cadets.
Response - I think the dual role the Company Officers are required
to follow - that as disciplinarian and confidential advisor, is
unrealistic and unworkable.
Response - Too many. Two would be sufficient. Should be closer
with the cadets.
Response - The Company Officer is in a contradictory situation.
He is a paradox of disciplinarian and confessor (or advisor).
Response - Company Officers don't seem to have enough freedom
from Assistant Commandant of Cadets in using their own initiative.





Item 11 - What do you consider as the most beneficial features
of the Company Officer system?
Response - With the double workload of military duty and academics,
the Company Officer System distributes most of the external dealings
involving cadets to the officers. It would be rather unjust or
improbable for a cadet to make decisions concerning another cadet's
future with his limited background (Sub-boards, etc.)
Response - An officer to help relate young officer assignments
and duties to the first class.
Response = Source of contact with functions of commissioned
officers, their problems and solutions.
Response - Provides an officer a cadet can see without infringing
on his other duties and get some first hand information about
the service.
Response - It is good training and, or could be, for informing
cadets about their future career. However, it doesn't seem to
be used to its fullest.
Response - At present the Company Officer is useful only for keeping
track of your record and signing requisition slips, leaver papers,
etc.
Response - Fourth, third, and second class year - to read my forms
for remarks once or twice a year if I am interested enotr^h to go
down to have them read.
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Response - The System gives the cadet a chance to talk to someone
who not only has served in the service, but also has encountered
many of the problems that present cadets have.
Response - Obviously, with the increased size of the Corps, the
Commandant of Cadets cannot counsel the entire corps. They (the
Company Officers) also provide a means to express ideas (cadet's)
to the Commandant of Cadets.
Response - As it now stands - it is merely the best and simplest
official filing and recording system the Coast Guard has devised.
It has great potential for witnessed leadership - but I personally
feel it weak on that point at this time.
Response - Being able to find out and discuss one's weaknesses and
adaptability as shown on "Forms for Remarks." The System also
lends assistance to cadet officers when questions or problems
arise in their duties.
Response - It provides a cadet with a contact with the service so
that he might get information on the life in the Coast Guard. It
provides someone to enforce discipline in the case of continual
conduct offenders. Someone who has a record of the progress of
each cadet and can find out what is wrong with the man who is
showing signs of having trouble.
Response - I may sound extremely bitter, but I have always been
quite perturbed at Company Officers in their dealings with cadets.
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I really can't think of a beneficial feature. Maybe the only
one is the boost the cadets have in morale after poking fun at
them.
Response - The Company Officer is in a position where he can
guide and counsel a cadet - especially in what the Service is
like after graduation.
Response - I hate to show it but it shows different methods of
leadership. In otherwords, I think he shows us more what not
to do than what to do.
Response - As the system is now, the cadet is able to approach
the Company Officer as a counselor rather than a disciplinarian.
I think the lifting of the "cop" tag from the Company Officer
better enables him to deal openly with the individual cadet.
Response - Presently the Company Officers are little more than
figureheads sitting in their offices typing to find something to
do. The Administration has taken away most of their duties so
I don't really know what the good features are.
Response - It provides an excellent source of Service information
to interested cadets. I think it could be a far better source of
guidance if it were utilized correctly toward this end.
Response - It has the potential of giving cadets the chance to
benefit by the counselling and experience of these officers. This
potential is not realized.
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Response - It is a place to turn to in case of difficulty.
Response - An officer personally interested in the Company. This
interest must be expressed and the Company Officer must extend
himself into the social and recreational activities of the cadets*
He is in a perfect position.
Response - He*s there if you need help, although not many persons
would go to see him.
Response - If used properly the Company Officer can guide the cadet
in his difficulties.
Response - The Company Officers are available and they've been
through our system once before. If we have a real problem perhaps
they can help.
Response - The Company Officers are there to give the first class
a prod and to make sure they are doing their job. Someone above
the first class is needed to impress things on the underclass in
certain instances.
Response - One gets an idea, when talking to the Company Officer,
of what to expect in the Service.
Item 12 - As a cadet, do you consider the billet of Company Officer
to be (MORE LESS EQUALLY) significant to the Academy mission




MORE - 9 LESS - 9 EQUALLY - 12
(31%) (31%) (41.4%)
Item 13 - What would you consider to be the ideal career back-
ground for a potential Company Officer?
Response - Regular line duty - white cutter - 95-footer -
loran.
Response - First year to two years aboard white ship as JO.,
some time in command of own ship or loran station, postgraduate
school in Management (with psychology training).
Response - Each should have a different background so as to bring
the widest scope of service to the Academy.
Response - (1) Academy
(2) 95-footer
(3) Loran
Response - Sea duty aboard 311 » and 95» or 125' and a land billet.
Response - Academy graduate. PG work in Management or comparable
field. Fairly good record as a cadet (many company officers were
not exactly ideal cadets themselves)
Response - A person with a specialized field (engineering, etc,,,,)
with a good enough amount of sea tour to give a good professional
leadership account to cadets.
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Response -Academy graduate, relatively young officer with
excellent fitness reports, and one who can be used as a good
example as a cadet and officer. No one wants advice on conduct
and adeptability from an officer who went over in demerits
while here or has done a poor job since leaving. Also he should
be open-minded and be able to think objectively and not hold up
the image of a Coast Guard career officer as a silver saint to
which all cadets should strive to be without question or doubt
(and without positive incentive or one damn good reason why he
should be either)
.
Response - (1) Academy graduate
(2) High adapts as a cadet
(3) Good appearance
(4) Not overly gung-ho but a good career officer
(5) An officer who will stick up for a cadet to
another officer when the cadet is correct.
Response - (1) Was an average cadet
(2) Served aboard a major cutter
(3) Expressed a definite desire to be a Company Officer.
Response - The first duty at sea is good in that the young officer
can experience dealings with matters of administration with enlisted
men mainly by others. Following that I believe loran duty and
direct dealings with problems it furnishes would be the best -
then to the Academy, But.*,., selected on a high standard so as




he will be - (well liked is not the word) - able to carry out his
duties on an easy going, yet meaningful manner.
Response - Isolated duty (Icebreaker or loran). A command (95 f
or 125'). PIO - (a great opportunity exists to sell the cadets
who are hesitant). Post grad school.
Response - Having graduated from the Academy in the top part of
his class in adaptability.
Response - I don't feel that there is any one ideal background
for not being a Company Officer. The normal career encountered
by junior officers in the Coast Guard seems to be sufficient.
Response - Frown what I've seen of Company Officers, I don't feel
that officers of that rank can do a good job counselling unless
they have had some post graduate work in psychology or management,
etc. I don't know if this could be possible however. I think
isolated duty such as loran does more harm than good but this
experience is good in counselling cadets about their careers.
I think courses in actual college counselling could be a great
help.
Response - 1st 18 months - sea duty
2nd duty - 95' patrol boat
3rd duty - loran or other requiring leadership
4th duty - Academy as Tactics Officer
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Response - A good background in general line officer work.
Response - After an initial period at sea, I would think the
potential Company Officer would best benefit from his own command
such as a 95* patrol boat or a loran station. These tours are
ideal training grounds for one who is going to impart the
knowledge of leadership to future officers.
Response - I can't really say since the actual job of the Company
Officer has not been made clear under the new Administration.
Response - (1) 4 years of sea duty
(2) 2 years of Management training in school
Response - Two years on an OSV, loran duty, CO of a 95' patrol
boat, and a year of functional psychology.
Response - (1) Division Officer on OSV
(2) CO of a loran station
(3) CO of 95^footer
Response - About four years of service. I don't believe any
standards as far as background goes are necessary - merely a
good knowledge of the service.





Response - Successful in his work with other men. Good allround
officer; friendly attitude
2
Response - (1) Loran
(2) CO of 95=footer
Response - Loran (have experience at handling men at a shore billet).
Response - There isn't much choice in the first four years before
coming back. I think they should have some extra instruction in
psychology.
Response - White ship, 95-footer, loran, Company Officer.
Item 14 - Indicate what in your opinion would be the ideal job
description of the Company Officer both in general terms and by
listing the specific functions and duties. (Do not ask others.
Put down what you think J)
Response - Administrative Assistant to the Commandant of Cadets
would be the general job description of the Company Officer. Most
of his duties are collateral duties, meaning than an awful lot of
his time is diverted from cadets to these duties. The time
remaining for working with cadets should be spent in helping cadets
to see their company officers willingly. This would entail
creating a new image of the Company Officer.
The Company Officer should act independently - not a part of
a block continuously voting against the cadets. This implies

that they act as policy makers. They should work with cadet
officers to help advance the Academy both internally and
externally.
Response - (1) Advisor and counselor for cadets with adaptability
and academic problems.
(2) Operations Officer for Commandant of Cadets Office.
(3) Liason and advising officer for cadet activities
within the Regiment.
(4) Limited disciplinary endeavors.
Response - Since you left that position great changes have taken
place. The first class are in charge now - not only in name but
in practice. Company Officers no longer come into the area
without being escorted by the Cadet Company Commander. They are
involved less and less in the conduct system because the cadets
are taking care of it now since the removal of the Chase Hall
Duty Officer and establishment of the Command Duty Officer (a
cadet) and a larger watch. The first class now have a mast type
proceeding instead of the old regular way and are no longer really
involved in the normal conduct system. I am well satisfied with
my Company Officer. I feel that it would help him and the Company
a good deal more if he took an even greater interest in Company
activities such as I.C. sports, social events, etc. He has done
a good job though.
Response - Advise, not lead, the Company. Be conscious of class
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distinctions when making decisions. Be consistent in relations
with cadets. Keep close tabs on the 4/c to keep them from
going too far astray. Think of the Coast Guard rather than
the Academy when making decisions.
Response - (1) Assistants to the Commandant of Cadets in formalizing
policy and regulations which are not decided by the first class.
(2) Counselling (leadership and career patterns)
(3) Weekly meetings with l/c to discuss policy, etc.
(4) Bi-weekly meetings with 2/c to discuss same.
(5) Correlary duties (safety, clothing, etc.)
(6) Adaptability and Academic Interviews.
Response - (1) As a group they initiate and formulate disciplinary
and administrative policy through the Regimental set-up.
(2) To interview and counsel cadets in academic,
adaptability, and conduct problems.
(3) To carry out certain administrative duties pertaining
to the cadets.
(4) To act as liason between the cadets and their future
careers as officers and to portray a professional attitude of the
same to him.
Response - (1) Sign leave papers, keep personal records, keep a
running check list on adaptability, academics, and conduct.
(2) Assist those in trouble by arranging for them to
come and see the Company Officer and give good advice, not "you
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have to do better or else." Should tell how he can do better;
try to find out why he isn't doing better.
(3) Be available for consultation with any cadet
upon the cadet's request. Should be relied upon for helping
with personal matters, doubts about the future, etc.
(4) Take no part in discipline.
(5) Be a go-between from cadets to administration and
represent the cadet's viewpoint.
Response - (1) Should call down every member of the company
personally and confront him with results of each adapt poll.
(2) Should call down each cadet with a tree each
evaluation period.
(3) Before disapproving any letter or request he
should speak to the cadet concerning and get his exact story.
(4) Make a walk-through inspection of the Company
area once each month.
( 5) Should appear at Company meetings a couple of
times each year.
(6) Should not be able to place cadets on report.
(7) Should present an image and a reputation so
that cadets seek his help and consultation.
Response - The Company Officer is liason between the Cadet
Administration Division and the Regiment of Cadets. He keeps
cadets informed as to their performance in academics, conduct,
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and adaptability o If a cadet is having a problem which cannot be
handled within the Corps , the Company Officer is the immediate
heir to the problem. Company Officers are usually assigned
collateral duties also. He also keeps the Commandant of Cadets
informed as to the general performance of cadets in his company.
Response - (1) Administrative duties that cannot be handled by
the cadets themselves, i.e. cadets of the first class mainly.
(2) Adaptability consultation - not only a reprimand
after a poll but frequent sessions with the company men to try
and straighten them out.
(3) Contact with parents on a sort of confidential
basis so that they may know exactly how a cadet is doing - not
to scare them in the extreme case. The parents deserve this!
|
Response - (1) Administrative - Should be prompt, thorough and
neat - as a cadet is expected to be. Hypocracy is despised even
by the hypocritical.
(2) Critic and Official Reprimander - Should strive to
make criticism and reprimands meaningful and keep from "flying
off the handle" as much as possible. Once a cadet loses respect
for an officer's bearing and control, a great deal is lost by
the officer.
(3) Counsel to the Cadet - Every cadet has a number




Response - (1) Keep a close watch on each cadet's academics and
adaptability (including conduct) and try to motivate those who
are faltering in one or the other or both.
(2) To act as advisor to cadet officers in the
performance of their jobs, i.e. act not as directors.
(3) To become acquainted with any personal problems
which a cadet may have or acquire while at the Academy, and try
to assist said cadet to overcome his problems.
Response - To act only as a guide to cadets in helping to solve
their problems . To answer questions about the Academy and how
it should be running and about the Coast Guard and what it has
to offer the Commissioned Officer and what the Officer will have
to do in return for the Coast Guard. To act more as a counselor
and less as an enforcer of discipline. To help cadets that are
having trouble in academics, adaptability, conduct, etc. - find
out what is wrong and what can be done about it.
Response - I think the main duty of the company officer is to guide
cadets in his company so that they may be better prepared for their
duties as a commissioned officer. I think that he should take a
very keen interest in these cadets and really get to know them -
their good points, bad points, etc. I think he should make his
relations with cadets as informal as possible so that cadets will
want to come to him with their problems. I think he should get
together with his company en masse at least 2 or 3 times a year
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and talk over such areas as intercompany competition, academics,
company policy, etc. I think the company officer should be
responsible for indoctrinating his cadets in what they'll actually
be doing when they graduate. He should probably get the cadets
together by classes., explaining to the underclass what they'll be
doing next year in leadership positions, and with the upperclass
explaining to them what they can do to prepare for being a new
ensign. I think that a Company Officer can do a sufficient job
only when he gets to know and understand the cadets under him, thus
gaining their confidence so that they can benefit by such a relation-
ship. As an after thought, I think this would be easier accomplished
if company officers would forget what demerit slips are.
Response - The Company Officer should help and guide the cadet.
He shouldn't be two-faced or be afraid to compliment a cadet if
he's doing a good job. I believe that a cadet or anyone for that
matter will do a better job if he knows that the company officer
is behind him rather than always on the lookout for something that
he's doing wrong. The company officer should be strict - but
he should always try and let the men in his company know that he's
trying to help them - and is backing them up.
Response = I think the job and duties he is assigned would be the
ideal description of his job if he would do it instead of always
trying to ...brownie... (ed. notes a more palatable work inserted)
with the administration, I will admit that most of the tactics
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officers follow the regulations to the utmost but they often
seem to forget the gray areas. They seem mostly concerned with
how a job is done and not with the results turned out.
Response - The Company Officer should insure that his Company is
striving for excellence in all areas - academics, athletics,
military - and be at all times sensitive to the morale of the
Company. This would call for frequent consultations with the
Company Commander. He should try to speak to individuals of all
classes, as time allows, and spend more time with cadets who are
high in adaptability, rather than devoting it exclusively to the
"bottom ten" (means bottom 10$). I do not think that he should
be the disciplinarian that he has been, nor should he project the
father image. I think many of his Academy Collateral duties
should be eliminated, so he can devote more time to being a
Company Officer. I believe this should call for the most capable
men possible, because the Company Officer can do much toward
influencing the prospective officer.
Response - The Company Officer should be there first as a counselor
for all classes. One big function he should try to serve is to
help fourth and third class cadets resolve their problems. To do
this he would probably have to initiate the talks and also show
genuine interest. He should also try to be himself instead of trying
to present a "bad guy" attitude one day and then be friendly the
next. He should offer guidance to upper class on their futures.
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He should try to be a true mediator between cadets and the
Administration. He necessarily must act somewhat of a disciplinar-
ian but not overly so. Most of his time should be spent in inter-
views •







No connection with discipline.
Response - (1) Retain the present number of Company Officers and
split their functions in twos One half for line functions and one
half for "service" functions (as follows)
s




b. Disciplinary problems - and also enforce
discipline
B, Services three officers to administer six companies in these
areas s (these officers should not write adapts)
a. Adaptability
b. Career advice (particularly for cadets
uncertain of their potential)
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c. Leadership instruction = aimed particularly
at handling enlisted men.
Response - Closer contact with the entire first class as a group.
Come up into the wing more often, especially during evening study
hour. Offer constructive help to the first class. Counsel the
underclass, with them in mind, rather than using the underclass to
find out what the first class is doing wrong. The Company Officer
should know exactly what is going on in the wing.
Response - I like the present system.
Response - The Company Officer should be a counselor, and an advisor
in matters where the cadets have questions. He must be a person
who can be talked to i one who presents a very good military
appearance. He should be a man who can lead by example, and thus
be living proof of his preaching and advising. Yet he must be
understanding to the needs,, aspirations, problems and trials of
cadets. He should be a matter of fact disciplinarian (when he
observes an offense, no questions asked), but he should not treat
cadets like children at play, cat and mouse J He should instill
the idea 'that "crime and punishment" go hand in hand. He must
award punishment with realistic reasoning, understanding what they
mean to cadets. And he must be an administrative aide to the
Commandant of Cadets.
Response - (1) Advisory only.
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(2) No disciplinary power (except oral reprimands,
etc, - no demerits)
(3) Let the cadets run the Corps more freely, without
fear of an officer breathing down his neck.
(4) Take a more direct interest in the Company's
competition and drill.
Response - Merely a guidance counselor.
Response - A Company Officer should be available to all men in the
Company; he should make frequent visits to the Company area and
hold bull sessions with the first class in some room. He might
possibly invite first class out to eat at his house. But I feel
that more personal contact is needed. He should go out of his
way if need be to see his men. Counselling alone should not be
all - he should be able to ask questions - he should be able thus
to see in his own mind how the men are progressing.
Response - He should be like a scout master. In other words he
should participate in Company activities. He should be the type
of a guy that the cadets would like to have around. He should
be pretty well checked out so that he can intelligently answer
the cadet's questions. He should have more of the cadets out to
visit him at his home so that cadets can observe the way in which
an officer lives. He should be single (more time to devote to the
job). Cadets should do all the Company work under the supervision
of the Tactics Officer. He should be a recent graduate (about
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2 years out). He should be the kind of individual that the cadets
would want to have living in the wing, (That would require a few
modifications t& the regulations 5 however),,
Response - Try to work more with the men in the Company Let the
first class discipline the underclass* Treat the first class as
junior junior officers, I donH think now that there is enough
personal contact.
Response - Ensign HERR (Class of 1964) wrote and article for CAPT
WAGNER on this subject which expressed my views completely, I
could not find a copy of it. If I do I will send it as it is very
good.
Editor 9 s Notes Not received but it is suggested that that article
be inserted into the transcript at this point once the report is
received at the Academy,
Item 15 - As a cadet, do you feel as though there exists any
significant policy differences at the Academy that seriously hampers
the ^overall mission of the Academy? If so 5 please cite specifics*
Avoid names or personalities* Try and direct your response to
interdepartmental policies*
Response - The mission of the Academy is to prepare young men to
become both officers and men, I feel as though both are lacking
at present. If anything it is the personalities and actions of
the Company Officers that provide this negative impetus. Policy
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should be geared to each successive class as a distinct entity,
not on the basis of how the preceeding class was. Privileges
should go hand in hand with responsibility and accomplishments.
Response - Several instructors carry the conduct book too far.
They create anxiety on the part of cadets who want help in a
subject but are afraid to ask for it for fear of being placed
on report for some minor infraction. The academic atmosphere
changes from class to class depending on the instructor.
Response - Not enough professional subjects are given and the
"Power" department does not warrant all the time it receives in
the academic program. However, this is the state of flux also in
the near future - two degrees instead of one will be offered.
Response - My biggest complaint is the lack of distinction between
the first class and the underclass. The more distinction there is
the more the underclass look up to the first class (also some
distinction must be provided by the first class). This leads to
better discipline and gives the underclass something to look forward
to.
Response - Grading in the Professional Studies Department is not as
fair or meaningful as the academic departments. Interpretation of
the regulations by the Commandant of Cadets, the Company Officers,
and the first class varies too much to be satisfactory.
Response - The basic policy differences, I feel, are mainly concerned
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with social and professional attitudes. (1) The Academy does not
present to the cadet the true professional picture of what the
actual Coast Guard is 'like, and (2) The many social mores forced
upon a cadet are, in most cases, detrimental to his years as a
junior officer.
Response - Because the majority of the Academy instructors (and
particularly coaches and those assigned to the PE department) know
that they can worm their way into the confidence of the cadets by
permitting them to openly commit minor infractions of the regulations
without fear of being placed on report, and because a good majority
of the classroom instructors leave discipline and enforcement of
the regulations to the Cadet Administration officers, the Company
Officers and the few instructors who do carry out the intent of
the regulations are automatically pictured as the bad guys in the
whole organization. No matter what the Commandant of Cadets or
the Company Officers try to do about the military training side
of our training they will be ineffective with the majority of the
cadets - in spite of the fact that some of them are truly outstanding
officers. I'm a little older than my classmates and frankly I am
disgusted with the lack of backbone in the Coast Guard for letting
this school go to pot. I don't see any reasonable way out now.
Response - No! I am not aware of what the Service actually is and
therefore am not qualified to comment.
Response - The mission of the Academy is in part "to graduate young
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men with that high sense of honor, loyalty, and obedience which
goes with trained initiative and leadership". The Regulations of
the Corps with their tight reins on a cadet* s every move make it
impossible to practice initiative as an underclassman; and the
Regs also provide a very impracticable budgeting of a cadet's time.
Each of the Academic departments seem to disregard each of the
others in its homework assignments, exam dates, and the like.
Response - Yes. There is the age-old complaint of strict regulation
of study time and the "lights out" policy. The purposes of the
Academy include to mature , educate, and militarize a man - I feel
in that order , - and this policy does not effect the military part
as much as that maturation part.
Response - A troublesome problem has arisen this year between the
academic departments and the medical department. A Cadet will make
an appointment for 0800 on order from a doctor - keep the appointment
but have to wait until 0900 to be taken care of. Fail to stay -
be bounced by the doctor - come late to or miss the 0900 class -
bounced by the instructor. Neither side has made a visible effort
to correct this condition. The cadet, so restricted, sees the Coast
Guard as a haven for lost confusion and conflicting policies.
Response - Each academic and professional department seems to think
that "it" is the most important part of a cadet's academic life.
This sometime leads to overloads of homework by one department (i.e.
Navigation) without regard to other departments. Some athletic
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events are sometimes not given due consideration by the academic
departments although cadets feel events such as these are needed
as a necessary break in the routine.
Response - The lack of physical exercise as a disciplinary measure
for the fourth class. This has led to much more disrespect for
seniors among cadets, especially the lower classes.
Response - In the three years I've been here I've noticed a change
in the military system, the fourth class system, etcetera, etcetera.
It all seems to be becoming more lenient every year. After ,c - eins
Annapolis and the Air Force Academy, and seeing what just this has
done to the caliber of officer those Academies graduate, I sincerely
hope this Academy will not take the same path. I'm convinced CGA
is the only Academy that graduates gentlemen, teaches such things
as respect, table manners, etc. and hope we'll keep those standards
in the future, The people running the Academy need a lot of
education themselves before they will see what they are doing to
the Coast Guard.
Response - No* The ration is to produce officers and everyone seems
to be doing what they think is best to acccr gr this mission. This
however sometimes produces a conflict of opj.uj.on as to what's best.
Response - Since I've been here I've been in various stages of
confusion as to just what the Coast Guard expects of the Academy.
Now I'm no longer confused about at least one thing - that confusion
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royally exists in this institution. The only thing that seems
consistent now (but not three years ago) is that Academy spirit is
many times more important than Coast Guard spirit. Most of the
officers seem to equate the two - I don't. There are fewer people
in my class "sold" on a career in the Coast Guard now than there
were two years ago, but most of them think the Academy spirit is
improving greatly. Seems like there's been a total loss of direction
to the Academy effort.
Response - The overall mission of the Academy in my eyes is being
hampered by the current academic emphasis, but I realize this is
necessary for the needs of the Service* At this timc^ I think the
most misdirected department is the P.E. group, who at times wields
too heavy a hand with the demerit slip c I think the concept of
the physical education program should be changed.
Response - I think the one big problem is that the ideas on how the
Academy should be run is not unique. Some think one way and some
think another resulting in a lot of compromises which badly effects
morale.
Response - No.
Response - I think that Saturday morning classes, where only one class
is held for the particular year cadets concerned, do hamper the
mission of the Academy. This is primarily from the instructors
standpoint - they do not like to lecture particularly to a group
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which has been decimated by athletics and other trips. Thus the
lectures are only a source of hard feeling to instructors and
boredom time wasted on cadets. I feel that this is policy, not
scheduling, since the classes could be held on other days. In the
case of two scheduled classes on Saturday I do not feel that they
should be changed.
Response - Too much enforcement of conduct regulations upon under-
class by some academic departments
.
Response - No.
Response - Lack of real coordination between preparatory subjects
and later ones (real emphasis is not placed upon the areas that
you f ll be expected to retain in later courses). This has been too
often the case. It will be presupposed that you know and understand
something which was given prior emphasis. Also cadets should be
kept up to date on activities in the real Coast Guard (what's
happening in the field today) and have these things tied in with
the curriculum.
Response - Keep the demerit system out of the academic buildings.
Response - No.
Response - Cadets first class do not have enough contact with
enlisted personnel. I would like a chance to be put on a detail




Response - There could be greater harmony between the barracks and
academic departments. People are often late to class, fail to get
homework done because of other projects. Everybody seems to blame
all their troubles on what goes on in the barracks. As a result
that area gets a sour name.
Response - Should leave disciplinarian system out of the classrooms,
Item 16 - Would you like to be assigned as a Company Officer?
YES»s - 15 (51.7%) NO»s - 14
Item 17 - Assuming officers assigned to the Academy did not know in
advance which billet they would be assigned to, and given a choice
between accepting a billet as Company Officer or academic instructor
(unspecified), which would you choose?
COMPANY OFFICER - 15 (51.7%) INSTRUCTOR - 14
Item 18 - As of now, do you intend to make the Service your career?
YES's - 3 NO's - 2 PROBABLY YES's - 17 PROBABLY NO's - 7
(10.3%) (6.9%) (58.6%) (24.1%)
Item 19 - Should the Regimental Commander or any member of his staff
report directly to any of the Company Officer in any capacity?
YES's - 9 (31%,) NO's - 10 (69%)
Response - In those situations concerning specific collateral duties
of an officer because he would naturally be most experienced.




Response - On matters pei-caining to that officers collateral duties,
such as OinC Cadet Uniforms.
Response - Regimental Ops to Ops Officer to carry out ops.
Response - Any time they feel they need advice I Any time he feels
they need advice - I feel advice is a very personal thing.
Response - He should not have to report as such, but be able to
obtain advice at all times.
Response - Only as a cadet in the company the officer is connected with.
Response - I don*t know if I understand this question, but I think
the Regimental Commander should work more clearly with the Commandant
of Cadets and his Assistant, and Company staffs should work with
their Company Officers in managing the Corps.
Response - The Company Commander should keep the Company Officer
up to date as to what's going on in the Company.
Response - I think the Regimental Operations Officer could benefit
from the superior management experience of a commission officer. I
feel that other officers in the Regiment would benefit more by a
coijtsultative rather than a direct report relationship.
Response - They do now and this is a severe breakdown in the chain
of command. The Regimental Commander should run his staff and
distribute the work load.
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Response - Regimental Ops to Operations Officer. Regimental
Commander to officer in charge of drill . Cadet Supply Officer to
Supply Officer.
Item 20 - Do you have any other comments?
Response - I feel the Tactics Officers are creating a bad image. By
casual observance it can be readily seen that their work load is
very limited in a majority of the cases. The "coffee cup" image
they have created tends to make a cadet lose respect for them. They
are all good officers but their job is not very challenging and is
not bringing out all their potential. As I wrote in an earlier
statement, I feel they should be cut in half in numbers. The first
class now carries much of the previous workload.
Response - The past year has seen a tremendous change. To help you
best realize this change would be to write a book and I do not feel
your study would be accurate without a full realization of the past
year f s results. I would suggest that if possible you return for a
day or two and interview CAPT WAGNER, CDR HIGH, all the Company
Officers, Class advisors, and cadets of the first and second classes
at random. It is amazing how things have changedl I think you would
be extremely pleased.
Response - Somehow it seems like CGA is becoming like a museum where
old grads show how tough they used to be by sitting on cadets. The
real CGA lies in the hands of every cadet and the officer should
nurture and guide this feeling, not stamp it out.
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Response - Some Company Officers are, in my estimation, in the
bottom 10$ of the Coast Guard. At times they seem apathetic to
cadet wants and needs. They often take the easy solution when
dealing with cadets instead of the most fair or the most efficient.
They are often late for appointments they make with cadets.
Response - Although I do not plan on a service career, I still feel
strongly enough about the Academy and the time that I've spent here
to be interested in how well it does its job. Right now I do not
feel that it provides the motivation that it should in order to do
its job adequately and completely. Most cadets, when they come here,
were not directed to the Coast Guard, and it's up to the Academy to
either motivate them toward or away from a Service career.
Response - The situation has changed for the better this year.
However, there still remains many things which make a cadet's life
more miserable than it should be. The planned expansion of the
Corps can do nothing but make conditions worse at the Academy. I
do not feel that the need of the Service is so urgent that the
enlargement could not wait until the physical facilities at the
Academy are built for the new bodies.
Response - The change of policy put through this year is very good
in many aspects. The Company Officer is not standing Chase Hall
Duty Officer and this is good. There is nothing so childish and
absurd as keeping 600 cadets in the Wardroom at the noon meal for
50 minutes because someone made too much noise during the meal.
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Also it provides the first class an opoortunity to actually do
something rather than follow policy set by the Administration., eg.
the trip for Hoover's funeral and the inauguration were cadet
organized, backed and run as well as football trips, etc. This
is very good learning and provided the cadet officers with often
enough and thoroughly enough to let each first class get his hands
on something to do. Even the "con" man in the class became an
Ensign. He should not be denied cadet rank because he is low. I
feel this is the point in the FINAL first class make to appoint
actual earned positions. Having rambled on long enough I 1 11 close
with one final statement; ....431 Days to Go I
Yours Truly,
»66
Response - I hope this is of some help. For the first time since
I've been here I feel my true opinion has been asked for!
Response - I think that it is almost inoperative that selection for
Company Officers billets be well-screened in order that only officers
be chosen for the job who have an outlook on cadet life that will
permit a more or less "father-son" type relationship between the
Company Officer and the cadet. This seems to be the trend at the
Academy at present, and it really seems to be working for both the
benefit of cadets and the officers. However, when a tactics officer
doesn't geet along with cadets, or better yet, when cadets don't
get along with a tactics officer, there should be some system
whereby the officer's supervisor could find this out. This could
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possibly be done by having special forms required by cadets (unsigned)
to be written on the Company Officer. In short, officers who have
personality conflicts with cadets should be removed.
Response - There are some good company officers and some poor ones.
The good ones are a great help, and the bad ones are twice the
detriment. But this is the way it will be all through life, so I
guess it has its place here as part of the preparation for service.
Response - The Company Officer should try and show a genuine interest
in his company and not treat it as some job he doesn't really want.
Sometimes it seems as if a few of the Company officers are taken
from the bottom of their class and aren't really interested in what
happens to the men they are responsible for. Of course this is not
true in all cases - for there are some Tac Officers who really seem
to try and help their men. Little things too, like if the Company
Officer shows up for a few of the IC games really help Company morale.
Response - You apparently want us to just give a general overall view.
This places the filling out of this questionnaire in a fairly
difficult position. Some of the Tactics Officers I feel are doing
an excellent job (two to be exact). The other four I feel are not
doing their job. This I realize is merely my point of view. Maybe
if I were in their position my ideas on the way things should be
run would shift 180 degrees. I hope not. The main reason I would
like to become a Tactics Officer is to see how my ideas on running
the outfit would work.
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Response - The big problem - not the specific - is that "consistency"
we ain f t got. It f s time some Admiral decided to stop playing
mumbly-peg with the future of the Coast Guard and decided to stop,
take a stand, and give it a chance to stabilize. "People changes"
sometimes take a long time to become routine - problems have to be
solved gradually. I like some of the changes as well as the next
fellow but I sometimes wonder if we aren't getting a bum steer in
the long run. I like new "goodies" as much as anyone else but I also
know that the next year they'll be routine and cadets will be
clamoring through the opportunities for "privileged communication"
with top brass for more freedom, more liberty, less regulation,
fewer demerits. Are we going to be misfits in the reality of day
to day Coast Guard service after graduation?
Response - I think that the recent changes in the Regimental and
Chase Hall organization give the first class an excellent opportunity
to share some responsibility. I also feel that this is a step
farther away from other Service Academies which are still under the
old "first class vs. the officers" system. However, it has some
potentially serious drawbacks s (1) The first class must be expert
at self government and self-discipline; this is the biggest problem
and one which will never be solved to complete satisfaction. (2)
Company Officers cannot exercise control in certain areas where
they could be of assistance such as advice concerning leadership.
These drawbacks have not been serious during the past year, but





Response - I think that more advice should be given to cadets
beginning with second class summer, in i±e proper way to integrate
the letter and the spirit of the Regulations. For although this
is something that must be learned through trial and error, and
varies with the individual, it is of such importance (in my mind)
in the development of a well-rounded young officer, that more
advice and ideas should be presented to afford a better basis
for the individual cadet's individual choice.
Response - Things have changed this year so that Company Officers
were out of the barracks and spent more time working on their
counselling, bridge playing, and coffee drinking. This seemed to
work pretty good as it put more of a load on the first class who
seemed to have arisen to the occasion.
Response - No.
Response - (1) Most Company Officers do not trust cadets.
(2) Most cadets do not trust Company Officers.
(3) Most Company Officers would rather discipline the
poor cadets in lieu of giving the good cadets a break.
(4) Most cadets think that officers are either good or
bad.





RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE EXECUTED BY OFFICERS
TRAINED UNDER THE COMPANY OFFICER PROGRAM
AND WHO HAVE NOT SERVED IN ITS ADMINISTRATION
The officers queried in this questionnaire had previously been
exposed to the Company Officer Program as cadets. Now that their
ideas and attitudes perhaps had an opportunity to mature in an
operating Service atmosphere, the chance to question them concerning
the system of Company Officers seemed appropriate to this attitude
survey. Although some extremes are also notable in these responses,
the reader will note that a certain "softening" has occurred - at
least as far as the institution of the Company Officer billet is
concerned. Most now feel that the billet has middling to high
significance in the development of officers for Coast Guard service.
Item 1 - How do you conceive of the role of a Company Officer (i.e.
command of a cadet company, disciplinarian, cadet advisor, counselor,
a combined function, etc.)
Response - I see the Company Officer as I see the XO of a ship.
The Cadet Company Commander is responsible to him like a division
officer on board ship. Serious offenses should be reported through
him to the Commandant of Cadets but he should not be the crying
shoulder type for cadets - especially underclassmen. Spend less
time being a "hard-—" and more as an advisor (not a good guy!)
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Response - A combination of an advisor and an evaluator.
Response - Should be cadet advisor and counselor, not command or
discipline (of underclass). Should exercise some disciplinary
action for serious offenses of cadets and the first class should
administer discipline to underclass.
Response - I feel that the advisor, or counselor, role should
receive the greatest emphasis. The Company Officer should limit
the disciplinary role to larger offenses (reduce the nit-picking
attitude to a minimum) or those necessitated by scheduled inspections.
The cadets should command the company with only general suggestions
or intrusion as necessary.
Response - (1) Cadet advisor and counselor.
(2) A stabilizing influence to prevent upperclassmen from
getting carried away with their authority.
(3) Be a representative of the "real" Coast Guard.
(4) Provide for realistic military training.
Response - His primary purposes are supervisor of the Company, its
officers and members and their conduct first, and that of counselor
and advisor second (both equally important). However he should
take care not to become a second chaplain.
Response - A combination of advisor to cadet company officers in




Item 2 - How do you conceive of the Company Officer system as a
contributor to the overall mission of the Academy? How significant
is the role of the Company Officer relative to that of any other
Academy departmental or divisional assignment of relatively equal
rank level?
Response - The Company Officer is needed for a proper chain of
command. This should be his primary duty with collateral duties
taking the back seat.
Response - Very important. It gives the cadets a close view of the
type of individual the Academy is trying to produce. Perhaps the
most significant role.
Response - In the case of my class I believe it had a very little
effect as a contributor.
Response - The Company Officer contributes mightily to the cadet's
impression of an officer and in general, the officer Corps. This
impression is gained through repeated contact under a variety of
circumstances and is, in many cases, a permanent impression. I
sincerely feel that the Company Officer should be the best the Coast
Guard can supply in a given grade.
Response - The Company Officer System should provide cadets with an
understanding of what their jobs will be as officers. This role is
therefore as important (or more) than that of other assignments in
that it would help cancel misconceptions that automatically develop
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in contact with the other departments and prevent future dis-
illusions and dissatisfactions.
Response - After the instructors they are the primary contact has
as a "reference group/ 1 These officers are also the primary source
of information. As a result I would say that aside from academics,
he plays about 80$ of the contributory role of the total Academy.
Throw in academics and it adds up to about 30$.
Response - A very important part of the cadet's military training.
Just as significant as academic subjects in that they will be
applied in the military atmosphere. I think it safe to say that
this role is the one we come to appreciate after graduation - not
before. Non-military aspects tend to be overemphasized at the
Academy and we find after graduation that we do not live in either
the academic or athletic world but in the practical world of the
Service.
Item 3 - To what degree does the Company Officer System mission
accomplishment depend on the support from other Academy departments?
Response - Departments should keep the Company Officer advised as
to the academic achievement and conduct of the cadets in his
company. Other than that I see no need for contact.
Response - Completely - the Company Officer should be an extension
of the other departments. There should be no contradiction between




Response - As far as the specific functions of the Company Officer
go (exposure to cadets, performing the disciplinary function,
counseling, routine administrative matters, etc.) the other staff
members cannot do this or help him do this. But the back up by
their specific behavior is all important if the cadets are going
to see consistency from the top. I am referring to instructors
standards of appearance, dress, personal conduct, similarly enforce
the Academy regulations, etc. It 9 s question of bodies. There are
more faculty people than company officers. If the instructors
abandon the regs almost completely feeling that the "company
officers do it", then confusion develops - at least I was confused.
I admit that my admiration for the company officers had increased
a lot - about as much as I've lost for some of the "friendly"
instructors I had.
Response - I don*t know.
Response - None. Academic and military goals should be separate.
A militaristic education is static and rigid, while an academic
approach to military training can be degenerative.
Response - Almost entirely. Without the support and cooperation of
the other departments, their hands are tied. The officers could
carry out a small part of their mission without support, but with
little effect. The only reason it succeeded in its conception is
because the Admiral supported it and pushed it.
Response - Instructors and departments should keep Company Officers
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advised on the progress of individual cadets academically plus
trends on other problems.
Item 4 - To what degree do other departmental missions depend
upon the support of the Cadet Administration Division?
Response - Whether they realize it or not, almost entirely. At
the moment and probably since the Academy's inception, the Commandant
of Cadets or his office is the lubricant of the entire academic and
otherwise machinery at the Academy. True, the academicians allot
the given number of hours to courses in each class. The other 95%
of the work, changes, substitutes in schedules, cadet availability,
the manner of cadet responses, provision of the atmosphere for
study, keeping cadets physically mentally, and spiritually receptive
to the academic atmosphere is purely the effort of the Commandant
of Cadets. I think a lot of this should be the Dean's bailiwick.
Part of the reason why the Commandant of Cadet's Office comes under
so much criticism is because they do 95% of what is criticizable.
Looking back I now have very little feeling for some of my ex-heroes
teaching in the classroom who used the Commandant of Cadets operation
for a ladder into our confidence. But then I don't like that trait
in anybody.
Response - Same as previous item. (Complete interdependence)
Response - I think its obvious that neither can complete their
mission without the other.
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Response - I don't know.
Response - The Cadet Administration Division should simply insure
that cadets are physically able to study and keep up with their
classes. If cadets are too tired - other departments will suffer.
Response - (1) Academics - approximately 15$ - study time could
be adversely affected by officers.
(2) Extra-curricular activities (especially music)
approximately 60$ - extra time can be filled rapidly and stop
activities rapidly.
I tem 5 - in your experience, did you find that the Academy staff
outside of the Cadet Administration Division had an adequate
appreciation of the role of the Company Officer?
Response - No. The Cadet Corps was in a like position.
Response - Yes. I had the impression their views were appreciated.
Response - Possibly, But when other staff people had to knock
contemporaries it was usually the Commandant of Cadets, the Company
Officers, or the duty officers in Chase Hall.
Response - No, but it didn't matter much.
Response - No. They failed to comprehend or attempt to comprehend
the purpose of the officers, making them fill so many collateral
duties that they couldn't get to us enough.
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Response - No. Nor will they ever unless the Superintendent himself
always shows extreme interest in the Company Officers. The Company
Officers can't spell out their jobs in one sentence like the
instructors. Their' s is a complex administrative task - not laid
out like an instructor's duties so that any officer can understand.
The Commandant of Cadets had it made with the first Superintendent
I suspect because of what I've heard since I graduated.
Response - Not, I suspect, until the end of my cadetship.
Item 6 - Do officers assigned reach the billet of Company Officer
at the proper stage of their careers? If not, how would you modify it?
Response - Not familiar.
Response - I believe so.
Response - Yes.
Response - I assume all Company Officers are Lieutenants, and if so
I think this is the correct grade. The Company Officer should be
an Academy graduate with no less than 4 years service and no more
than 6 years upon reporting.
Response - No. They should be junior LCDR's. This should provide
officers with very mature judgement and offset tendencies toward
petty military training.
Response - The billet structure calls for LTJG's, ENS's and LT's.
This is both unrealistic and undesirable. The officers assigned
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rather should have had at least 4 billets of varied experience
prior to assuming his duties.
Response - Yes.
Item 7 - What would you consider the ideal career background for
a Company Officer prior to assignment to this billet?
Response - A minimum of 6 years service, Academy graduate, general
line, had command or XO of an operation floating unit and a tour
of shore duty in a District or Headquarters.
Response - General line officer with general command experience.
Response - (1) A tour in a white ship.
(2) A tour as CO of a small unit.
(3) Perhaps a shore billet.
Response - Two years on a white ship as division officer and either;
(a) 1 year 95 f WPB and 1 year of Loran
(b) 2 years 95» WPB as CO
(c) 1 year 95 1 WPB and 1 year buoy tender XO
Response - General line with a keen understanding of all officer
billets. Company Officers should have served ashore, afloat and
on isolated assignments.
Response - (1) 2 years at sea
(2) 1 year as CO of 95-footer
(3) 1 year CO of loran or 1 year PG School
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(4) 1 - 2 years as XO on buoy tender
Response - Normal general first four years as CG officer. Sea
duty (OSV, SAR, OAN) and loran duty. Shows cadets a general idea
and pattern for initial tours.
Item 8 - In your opinion, are there any organizational structure
weaknesses in the Company Officer system? Please elaborate if
your response is affirmative.
Response - The Company Officers are usually assigned as coaches
with various teams and through this position some friendships with
cadets develop which can cause unfair relationships between officers
and cadets at the expense of others. The Company Officer so
involved limits his field of view which naturally contributes to
his particular bias and definitely affects adapt standings. Even
the truly exceptional officer would suffer from this because even
if he could maintain his perspective some of the cadets would not
look at it that way. The Commandant of Cadets can f t afford this
without destroying some of the effectiveness of the Company Officer.
I personally believe that some of the less talented Company Officers
sought this association because they couldn't grasp the implications
of their primary function but know they could find their way
around a football.
Response - Not that familiar with the structure.
Response - They (the Company Officers) take too much responsibility
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from the first class cadets. Cadet handling of responsibility-
is esential to good development as an officer. When I was a first
classman the Company Officer took control almost completely out of
the companies and the first class were left out of decisions.
Response - I am not that familiar with the organizational structure.
Response - No.
Response - Yes. First, no defined organizational structure was
set forth in writing. Second, cadets were not informed of what
to expect of officers - no set guide was available. One officer*
s
jj^ehavior at the Academy contradicted another. However, there was
more consistency among the Company Officers than among the
memenibt rs of the faculty.
Response - No, not aware of any.
Item 9 - What do you consider the most beneficial features of the
Company Officer System?
Response - (1) Should allow the first class to come into closer
contact with commissioned officers for a better understanding of
service life.
(2) The cadets with problems know exactly who to go to
when they have problems or need counseling and advice.




(2) Liason between cadets and the Administration.
Response - The cadets have someone to discuss CG officer life, their
problems, major decisions and in general, service life.
Response - The immediate availability of an experienced, mature
officer to provide counselling, advice, and a model for cadets to
pattern their attitudes, appearance, and leadership qualities on.
Response - (1) An opportunity for the Administration to understand
cadets better through the much closer observation of the Company
Officer.
(2) An opportunity for the cadets to get a better (and
perhaps only) insight into the more practical aspects of what they 1 11
be doing and how they'll be living after graduation.
(3) A chance for the Academy to eliminate (by better
evaluation) doubtful cadets - particularly the brighter cadets
who can't tie their shoes without gumming it up.
(4) The best system yet devised to provide a counselor
for cadets. The Company Officer tends to be a good counselor because
to be a good counselor you must also have a good understanding of
the problems of the counselee.
(5) An opportunity to counter the non-CG (non-military)
influence of the athletic and academic programs and so prepare the
cadets better to accept military life.
Response - (1) Simplicity of the basic system*
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(2) Availability of an experienced officer to serve
as advisor (even if not available at best times)
(3) Guidance to cadet officers immediately provided.
Response - Cadet counselor and advisor and an example for a
typical CG officer close at hand for the first time in the Academy's
history.
Item 10 - Do you have any other comments?
Response - I simply do not believe that it is necessary for one man
to control 100 cadets. It seems that one for each 200 or 250 cadets
would be sufficient in an advisor capacity, and then only with
major problems. Let first class cadets have more control. This
is my feeling on the subject.
Response - I believe the Company Officers to be the single most
important group of men at the Academy (exclusive of the Superintendent)
Their contact with cadets is frequent, to the point of being
nearly continuous, and as such is bound to make define te impressions
on the cadets. In order to make best use of the impressions
gained by the cadets, I believe the Company Officers should be
picked with great care to obtain the most stable, mature, and
personable officers available. I am certain that there are perhaps
a whole handful of officers above the grade of LCDR in the entire
Coast Guard who can appreciate this fact.
Response - The Company Officers serve as staff advisors with the
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cadet officers serving as line - this apparently has not been
made clear to anybody involved.
Response - The Company Officer should typify the typical CG
officer. He should be able to present the cadets with a general
idea of an officer f s career pattern. In his work as advisor he
should (I recommend it anyway) hold sessions with the first class
cadets in his company to give them a more specific background
of initial officer experience pointing out some of the pitfalls
and the administrative, training and leadership situations that




RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES EXECUTED BY OFFICERS
NOT TRAINED UNDER THE COMPANY OFFICER PROGRAM
AND WHO HAVE NOT SERVED IN ITS ADMINISTRATION
Survey parameters . The purpose of this questionnaire was to
briefly probe the above indicated category of officers to determine
how deep knowledge of the Company Officer Program had penetrated
the operating Service. On the premise that this billet should be
filled always by officers of highly select characteristics, and
that if selection procedures were refined such that Commanding
Officer recommendations were to be required for officers so
appointed, it follows that the operating Service must have some
knowledge of the particular talents required.
The responses herein, from a sample necessarily limited by
the available time for research, are perhaps representative of
that penetration. These results show that many officers know very
little about the Program, others seem to have had some contact
either through assignment to vessels involved in cadet cruises or
through the teaching staff at the Academy. Still others have
obviously been exposed to officers who served in either of the
first two categories. These responses seem to indicate a need
for published information available to the Service generally.
Item 1 - How do you conceive of the role of the Company Officer?
(i.e. command of a cadet company, disciplinarian, cadet advisor,
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counselor, a combined function perhaps ..etc.)
Response - A cadet advisor and counselor. These roles are
impossible if the role of disciplinarian is incorporated.
Response - ? Never heard of "a Company Officer" before. Could
you mean the cadet officers?
Response - Disciplinarian, cadet advisor, counselor, - a combined
function.
Response - Combined functions Disciplinarian, etc., as described
above. Sets attitude and appearance example.
Response - I should say that the Company Officer should avoid those
areas of discipline normally delegated to the first class. More
of a source of Coast Guard information - and academic advisor -
but not "father confessor."
Response - Personally, I am not in favor of a Company Officer in
name or in fact. I firmly believe that the upperclass cadets are
capable of commanding their own companies and administering the
disciplinary system. The position of advisor or counselor should
be filled by an experienced member of the faculty. All too often
inexperienced LT ? s are assigned as Company Officers. These well-
meaning officers find it very difficult to adapt to whatever
system is in effect, as it is usually quite different than when
they were cadets. "Things have gotten soft since the good old days."
In the transition period a lot of damage can be done, both to the
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cadet-advisor relationship and the advisor-staff relationship.
With a permanent faculty member as advisor, these break-in periods
do not exist and a smooth flow can take place as command policies
change
.
As I see it, the Company Officer is placed as a buffer
between command and cadet. Since when will an officer ever have
a buffer at his disposal? A cadet should learn early to fight
his battles with the powers that be, and do it alone.
Item 2 - How do you conceive of the Company Officer System as a
contributor to the overall Academy mission? How significant is
this role relative to that of other billets at the Academy of LT
rank?
Response - Because all my information is based on hearsay, I do
not see any useful contribution of these program to the preparation
of officers for the Coast Guard.
Response - ? Again. Never heard of it before. Can*t answer.
Response - The Company Officer System should contribute to smooth
EFFECTIVE administration of the cadets r records, daily routine,
requests, and problems* As such it serves as a line function in
the barracks and associated traing in military drill and tactics
while its main purpose should be that of staff function to the




The significance 01 the role of the Company Officer System is
extreme since the Company Officers should be the initial contact
point with the cadets when they seek counsel with personal problems
(this does not preclude such contacts for academic problems, but
the teaching staff should be sufficiently alert to those problems
to counsel cadets before the problems reach serious magnitude. The
teaching staff should keep the Company Officers advised of such
counseling).
The Company Officer must be the type of individual who can
inspire the confidence and respect of the cadets. He must be firm,
fair, honest, with his interest in their problems, and he must have
the support all the way to the top. Unfortunately, there were period
between 19 and 19 when the Company Officer System or members
thereof, inspired only disdain and lack of respect, becoming a mockery
as the result of non-support at the very top levels. This was not
the fault of the individual officers, but their attempts to comply
with the written policies (along with some of the instructors) was
not supported by those higher up responsible for establishing those
same written policies. It was a case where the officers were in a
confused state operating under a "Do as I think you should do - not
as I so instructed." The role of the Company Officer is of such
importance that the attention given to the selection of those LT's
should be given utmost consideration.
Response - The Company Officer can, through close contact with the
cadets, keep them at the Academy. He normally represents what an
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officer should be to the cadets. The teaching staff represents to
cadets just that - teachers.
Response - This depends on the mission, or more exactly, the inter-
pretation of the mission that exists at the time. If the mission
is to turn out men that that can on their own two feet, the Company
Officer will hurt the mission. If the mission is to produce more
bodies, flunk fewer, etc., then the Company Officer has no place
in the system. If "special considerations" are to be made, they
should be arrived at through the cadet and the Academic Board.
This is the same sort of relationship that officers have with
Headquarters.
Item 3 - To what degree does the Company Officer System mission
accomplishment depend upon the support from other Academy Departments?
Response - I would think a great deal. I feel the greatest benefit
would be in academic counseling - coordinate extra instruction, etc.
Response - Little other than the Commandant of Cadets office.
Response - I do not know anything about the Company Officer System
so I can*t really discuss its "mission" in the Academy scheme of things.
Response - Sorry, I'm at a loss. I really don't know that much about
the Program at all.
Response - It is highly dependent upon successful cross-communication
with the teaching staff as well as support from above in the Cadet
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Admin Division, the Superintendent »s Office and the Executive
Board. This latter support which has been lacking to a marked
extend, could be best achieved by the establishment of clearly-
defined policies conceening the administration of the Academy,
especially regarding matters of academic irregularities and the
Cadet Regulations. Inter-department cooperation could be improved
by exchange-briefing sessions between departments to familiarize
new members of both faculty and Commandant of Cadets staff with
the roles of each. Improved understanding should lead to improved
cooperation and performance.
Response - The other departments should realize they only have
contact with the cadets during short periods of time. The Company
Officer is in constant contact with cadets, and what may seem to
be a major problem to the instructors is only a small part of the
Company Officer's responsibilities. More tolerance toward the
Company Officer f s job by teaching representatives.
Response - This question I cannot answer. I do not believe in a
Company Officer System.
Item 4 - To what degree do other departmental missions depend upon
support rendered by the Company Officer System?
Response - Obviously, if the Company Officers assist in the academic
development, it will assist the academic departments.
Response - Can visualize none, but as before, my information is scanty.
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Response - Other departmental missions are directly related to the
support rendered by the Company Officer System. Awareness of
problems in the barracks can provide instructors with necessary
insight to handling academic problems realistically. Only by a
mutual exchange of information and ideas can effective cooperation
be achieved and ultimate training and development carried out most
efficiently.
Response - Somewhere along the line there are some cadets who need
a push by the Company Officer that a teacher or instructor cannot
give them. The attitude change that can be accomplished by a
Company Officer - cadet talk - can assist an instructor by making
his teaching effort easier and more acceptable. Suggestions
Advise the Company Officer of a lax cadet and it may be discovered
that there is some problem over and above just a course or grade.
Response - Ditto to before. I cannot answer because I don't
believe in the System.
Item 5 - I^rou were setting up a Company Officer System, what
would you consider as the ideal career background for officers
being assigned to the billet of Company Officer?
Response - Try to get as general a background as possible so that
the academic output doesn't appear as coming from a single world.
Not at all sure that some non-Academy officers might be beneficial.
Most any general CG duty schedule would be an appropriate background
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and place more emphasis on the officer's performance after graduation
than during his Academy tour.
Response - 18 - 24 Months as a JO aboard white ship
18 - 24 Months as CO or XO smaller vessel for admin-
istrative experience and personnel handling
18 - 24 Months in a District Office to get some feel
for the big picture.
I realize the above is impractical and not in the best needs of the
service but I believe the response meets the specific criterion.
Response - Five to six years of experience in the field as a
minimum. The careers encountered during this period is suffic-
iently general to give some experience both afloat and ashore.
If the requirement that all officer instructors have a Master's
degree is established, then the Company Officer should also have an
advanced degree to prevent an automatic (and unjustified) down-
grading of that job in the eyes of the cadets.
Response - a. Academy graduate
b. Weather patrol or Icebreaker Duty
c. Loran (all cadets are interested in this)
d. Athletic background (involved in some type of
coaching at the Academy)




Military man first j student second
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Response - If I was forced to set up a system, I would prefer an
officer with as wide a background as possible.
a. Academy graduate
b Usual shipboard experience
Co Loran or equivalent
d. Same sort of shore duty experience
e. Hand picked for mature personality
f
.
Gung Ho (not faked)
Response - From what you know or may have heard about the Company
Officer Program, list the duties of a Company Officer as specifically
as you can.
Response - I really have a very vague idea of just what the Company
Officer does.
Response - (1) Assistant Commandant of Cadets at the "grass roots'*
level; primarily for administrative purposes.
(2) Cadet advisor and counselor.
(3) Serve as an example of what a Coast Guard officer is
and what is expected of one.
Response - I haven *t the vaguest idea.
Response - To develop and maintain "Service Records" for the individual
cadets. To serve as the approving officer for the routine cadet
requests and reviewing officer for those requiring forwarding to
higher authority. To counsel and advise both cadets and their
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parents concerning prob.' ems, routine development, and evaluation.
To present the backgro id information necessary at any Executive
Board, Adaptability B rd, or Sub board. To serve as investigating
officer when so dire< td a To serve as Chase Hall Duty officer (when
so required) along w i other officers on the academic staff. To
participate in Excha j Programs with other Service Academies. To
escort cadet companies on extended trips. To oversee the general
daily routine and 01 t itting of the cadets, their military training
in drill and indoctrination, and to evaluate the performance,
adaptability and development of the cadets with respect to their
peers. To advise and consult with faculty members when problems
arise in academic areas. To fulfill other Academy collateral duties,
make cadet cruises, attend and present miscellaneous lectures*
Response - He is the "DP* of the Academy set~up. The only difference
is that he is dealling with officer-student type personnel and they
should be treated differently than recruits. His duties are not as
important as his attitude toward his job; to impress by attitude,
effort and example; to bend by listening or yelling; to sympathize
when required, and turn cadets into Coast Guard officers who like
the Coast Guard - easier said than done.
Response - No.
Response - Anything I know is just heresay. I've heard that the
Company Officer has degenerated to just a "shoulder to cry on, M
and I know (but perhaps it's because i 9 m older) that recent
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graduates find themselves somewhat miffed to find that they can't
run direct to the Captain or XO with their problems. Maybe this
is necessary however to graduate more people.
Item 7 - Do you have any other comments?
Response - I can't help but feel that I'm trying to make intelligent
comments concerning a subject of which I know nothing - and this is
a bit difficult. I have not been back to the Academy since gradua-
tion (due to duty assignments and not personal preference), have not
served with anyone who has (aviation) and know very little about the
whole Company Officer set-up. Would have a more definite opinion
perhaps if I saw some figures on attrition. Then there is alwsys
the question "What is Good?" and "What is good for the CG?" Sorry
I can't be more specific. Hope to get back there soon for a class
reunion perhaps and after a two day stay I know I'll be able to
solve all the problems if any.
Response - Extremely difficult to complete this form as all the
information I have is strictly hearsay. I barely know what the duties
or functions of the Company Officer arej let alone the chain of
command responsibility or interdepartmental relationships. Of what
little I do know, I can not see a useful purpose served by them.
By useful I mean "useful in the training of cadets to become officers."




I though perhaps you were concerned with the
"cadet" company officers) I would not comment on any part of the
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Academy's internal organization (of which I am equally ignorant).
Sorry.
Response - This program should utilize officers who have specifically
requested this type of duty or those who have indicated an interest
or willingness to accept such an assignment as determined by tactful
(non-pressurized) inquiry prior to assignment. Under no circum-
stances should this assignment be filled by direct order without
consultation.
One final comment on the philosophy of teaching cadets to become
officers (leaders) by turning the reins over to them. Delegation of
authority is good, but along with it goes the associated respon-
sibilities. These responsibilities must, in fact, be exacted if
the program is to be effective. Furthermore, the system MUST have
an effective system of checks and controls. The Company Officers
play - or should play - an important part in this phase. Past
administration has, I believe, prevented this as a matter of policy,
thus frustrating those dedicated officers who seriously are desirous
of developing top quality future Coast Guard officers and thus
defeats the primary mission of the Academy.
Response - Each year the Cadet Cruise changes from a training cruise
to a disciplinarian cruise. The pattern seems to bes Train for the
outgoing period - discipline during the return trip to the Academy,,
Company Officers tend to be very guilty of this. The cruise should
not be demerit loaded. Extra duty would do the job and be more
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like shipboard routine. A check would probably indicate demerits






COMMANDMENTS OF GOOD ORGANIZATION
Source , Prepared by the American Management Association for
the guidance of persons active in the field of organization and
management.
1. Definite and clear-cut responsibilities should be assigned
to each executive
»
2. Responsibility should always be coupled with corresponding
authority.
3. No change should be made in the scope or responsibilities
of a position without a definite understanding to that effect on the
part of all persons concerned.
4. No executive or employee, occupying a single position in
the organization, should be subject to definite orders from more
than one source.
5. Orders should never be given to subordinates over the head
of a responsible executive. Rather than do this the officer in
question should be supplanted.
6. Criticisms of subordinates should, whenever possible, be
made privately, and in no case should a subordinate be criticized
in the presence of executives or employees of equal or lower rank.
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7. No dispute or difference between executives or employees
as to authority or responsibility should be considered to trivial
for prompt and careful attention and adjudication.
8. Promotions, wage changes, and disciplinary action should
always be approved by the executive immediately superior to the
one directly responsible.
9. No executive or employee should ever be required, or
expected, to be at the same time, an assistant to, and critic of,
another.
10. Any executive whose work is subject to regular inspection
should, whenever practicable, be given the assistance and facilities
necessary to enable him to maintain an independent check of the
quality of his work.
11. Each part and subdivision of an organization should be the
expression of a definite purpose in harmony with the objective.
12. The interest of an employee or group of employees must not
take precedence over the interest of the concern as a whole.
13. Preferably, an employee should receive instructions about
a particular operation from one man only.
14. Each person from the top to the bottom of the organization
knows s
a. To whom he reports
b. Who reports fo n^m
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15. The duties of every person in an organization would be
confined as far as possible to the performance of a single leading
function.
16. The duties, responsibility and relations of everyone in the
organization structure should be clearly and completely described
in writing.
17. An organization to be efficient should bring together only
those duties and activities that are similar or are directly related.
18. Work assignments ... A reasonable work assignment is an
amount of work to be done in a given time, for a wage mutually
satisfactory to the worker and management, and capable of being
performed by a worker of average skill in the time specified with
an amount of free time sufficient for personal needs and the
relief of fatigue.
19. The highest individual productivity is possible only when
the worker is given the highest class of work for which his natural
abilities fit him.
20. Policies should be translatable into practices, terms and
peculiarities of every department or division of the enterprise.
21. Policies, regardless of how fundamental, should not be
inflexible; they should however, have a high degree of permanency.
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22. There should be as many policies as necessary to cover
conditions that can be anticipated but not too many policies to
become confusing and meaningless.
23. Span of control should not exceed the capacity of the
individual to properly supervise those under his direction, and
to handle his assigned responsibilities.
RECOMMENDED PUBLICATIONS FOR A WARDROOM
THE SUPERVISION OF PERSONNEL by John M. Pfiffner. (Excellent intro-
ductory text for organization theory and administrative practices,
particularly with problems. of first-line supervision . A recommended
"first" for new officers and those more senior for whom this would
be their first contact with the literature in this area.) Prentiss-
Hall, 1958.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION by John M, Pfiffner and Frank P. Sherwood.
(The next steo up once the area of first-line supervision is digested.
Excellent for a "read-through" to develop a larger context of admin-
istrative theory generally. Excellent discussions on "formal" and
"informal" organizations.) Prentiss-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
1960.
CONFERENCE LEADERS GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE SUPERVISION by Milon Brown.
(Good for basic "hints" for the shipboard supervisor. Uses
"dialogue" approach which can be very useful to junior officers
particularly.) The Macmillan Company, 1956.
SUPERIOR-SUBORDINATE COMMUNICATIONS IN MANAGEMENT - AMA Research
Study Ndl 52. (Excellent research findings and essays on the
subject of communication in an organization. Easy reading.)
HOW MANAGERS MAKE THING HAPPEN by George S. Ordiorne. (Good text.
Attention directed to Chapter 3, "How to Identify What Needs
Improvement.") - Prentiss-Hall, 1961.
READINGS IN MANAGEMENT, Koontz and O'donnell. (Particularly, note
page 220, "The Ten Commandments of Good Communication," an excellent
basic text) McGraw-Hill, 1959.
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DEVELOPING EXECUTIVE SKILLS edited by Harwood F. Merrill and
Elizabeth Morting (Note essay beginning page 99, "The Superior's
Responsibility Toward His Subordinates" as a part of the section
"On-the-job Coaching") By AMA, New York, 1958.
EXECUTIVE CONTROL - THE CATALYST by Wm Travers Jerome III.
(note page 22, "The Appraisal of Alternatives - the Essence of
Control") John Wiley £e Sons, Incorporated, New York, 1961.
MANAGERIAL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS by Virgil K. Rowland, AMA,
New York, 1960. (cite page 116, "Setting Up Standards for First-
Line Management." This is an excellent verbal dialogue exchange
showing how an Executive Officer might help Department Heads
and Division Officers to describe their own standards.)
PERSONALITY AND ORGANIZATION by Chris Argyris. (Excellent
discussion which drives home the "individuality" of people. A
fine text on the subject of "common sense." Harper & Row, 1957.
THE UNCOMMON MAN by Crawford H. Greenewalt, president of DuPont.
(A good book from the "driver's seat" approach to the subject of
the demands on a manager. A small book - handy for thought and
digestion on a busy schedule.) McGraw-Hill,
HANDBOOK FOR SUPERVISORS. (Nothing original here but it has
value as a "handbook." It is small and relatively brief. Covers
"key" points. Best part for junior officers begins on page 196,
"Counseling Techniques .") Prentiss-Hall, 1959.
BASIC CIVIL SERVICE
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, NAVPERS 10793-B
PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION by 0. Glenn Stahl (Good basic text
to expand on "strict data" as elicited in NAVPERS 10793-B) Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc, New York, 1962.
DECISION MAKING
EXECUTIVE DECISION MAKING by Manley Howe Jones (Good general
management reading for any officer, regardless of rank. However
at least one of the basic texts above would be considered a
better "starter" for junior officers particularly) Richard D.
Irwin Co., Inc., 1957.
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E-;SST^ "^ ?* ***"*.» study of the Co*^ Officer
nana clearJy the m-oiLflc rolVS tS^Lf^Sf*8' md t0 aefice
iwrtn2?*55&f! ?^'aior betos ccnoaeted for research purpc^ In
aaxedo The Object here is to determine essential r^i^X LT
»Meh ^ have occurred in the ^^t^^^%^^^^3
mZ^lt^f 9£*l\r"Z ******** * wwndlne to the
^S^t^^t^^^^^^^^-^ So reference
Categories of personnel receiviac questionnaires sre as follow:
h S^ ?h°. hT nUed biUets te «* Program,fc» Q^icers 'trained under the prograaio
'
S° ™^
cc"r3 not toOaaa under the program,
22!!? Uh° VOre CC^0te at tho ttee ^ meePfcica of the
e» Cadets not/ at the Academy
»
*u- 2S f2^5'^ *¥ s*ue(jr will forwarded to the Academy. After
rihilSS* *?* °? the ®xes*icws ass?ear to be ouite pointed, the
^^or^^^^fS1^1^ or ***««*• which nouX strve




Your cooperation by returning the coxsraleted questionnaire at the
earliest pi'&cticable moment would he appreciated,, A selif^addresaed
envelope ia enclosed for this purpose.
.
May I thank you for your time end aaiietaace.
Respectfully, /






Appendix P — Questionnaire Cover Sheet (one each with each question*
naire)
QUESTIONNAIRE COVER SHEET
Points to keep in mind while executing the questionnaires
1. Be as frank as you can.
2. Signatures are not required*
3. Avoid personal involvements and personalities.
4. Disregard the numbering of questions. Numbers
indicated are merely for data processing purposes.
5. The questionnaires will be destroyed after incorp- .
oration of the data.
6. Above all, try to be as objective as you can.
7. Please return the questionnaire as soon as possible.
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Qu.'..3 2 jlCHAIRE " past and i'resent Go '.OJ C'ieer (Past & Present
Company Officers)
i-lease complete the following given due .cons idorati on to the
rank
1
ordoring in columns 2 and 3:
PILL IN OR CHECK AS APPLICABLE,, "Rank Order" means 1 equals
highest percentage (column 2) p and most important in tonus of
the mission of the Company Officer TcoT\^n3)"^ 2 P 3oo«<.ai
numbers indicate lessor importance or percentages
o
Check if it Rank order Rank order
applies according according



























Writing revisions to pubs




Academic Yr adapt preparation
Barracks inspecti ons
C1as srocm Ins true 11on
Intercompany athletics
Investigating charges
TAD trips for the Division
Conference time per week













Collooeral duties out of tho Division (li3t. then)
(t) Additional functions not listed above (list rher.i)
On cruise j the number of functional working hours per day averages
out as follows
:
IIon~interview hours (Inspections,, on watchp giving instructions,
arransiiiG watch schedules,, in meetings 9
at quarters j, drills sate*}
Total hours per day (EAGLE) (COTTER)





lo How do you concoivo of tho ideal rolo of the Company Offloor?





10 p For tho following dutlos of the Company Offioerp ploaso
indicate the order in which you feel you actually spont the
most time© Rate in descending order of time spent! 1 indicates
II0ST5 6 ind&cate3 LRA3T»
(a) Counseling and guidance work
(b) Leadership Training Activities
(c) Enforca-aa.it of discipline
(d) Administrative work ( clerical
r<?
data acctuuulation)
(o) Staff work (meetings and special assignments
of the Commandant of Cadets or his Assistant)
I (£) Collateral duties
2C o. t>o you feel that tho Company Officer 3 s duties as disciplinarian








r"^ yz o in directing company activ5.ties, (o,,g* intercompany sports,
company drill., etc ) indicate the typo of policy used
(a) i-Ialntained tight control & supervision
—
(b) Directed and controlled,, primarily through
cadet officers and the first class
(o) Allowed, cadets to run activities with a
minimum of direction from you*
COIHiEIIT:




5>C C Prom your experiences , do you feel that the tight cls.33
schedule and daily cadet routine made it difficult for you to






6C o Which classes did you tend to keep the closest overall watch
on?
ALL_, l/c„ 2/G„ 3/C„ li/C
TC? o From your experience^ using "100^" as the basis of your
concept of "adequately counselled"., indicate below the percent




(c) Below average cadets
(d) Average cadets





%j3o Do you feci you had adequate training and/or knowledgein bhe following areas when you wore assigned to this duty?
YES HO
(a) Guidance and counselling procedures '
(b) Loadorship training tochniquos
(c) Understanding of basic objectives of
the Company Offlcor Program
(d) That which was specifically expected of
you as a Ccapany Offieor
9C In which areas, if anyP do you fool officers assigned to the
Aeagjjny as Company Officers need additional preparation?
•
(a) Basic psychology
(b) Guidance and counselling techniques
(c) Structuring and management problems in
larger organizations
(d) Ho added preparation needed
(e) Please spodfy any other areas you consider
significant
iOCo Indicate your opinion of the effect cf the Company Officer
Program as a whole
(a) Definitely improved the quality of the Cadets
as a Corps
(b) Had little or no effect on quality of Cadet
Corps and the Academy Prograa
(c) Hindered accomplishment of the Academy
Progra
(d) Program conceptually good has vacillated in
policy too much since its inc option to gain




3Ro (a) To -what degree does the Company Officer system rely on
the support of other departments £er effective mission accorap«
lishne.it?
\
(b) In your opinion,, does the system gain sufficient






Please olab orate if answered negatively*
2R Hou significant Is the role of the Cadet Administration
Division relative to each of the other departments at the
Academy?
I}Ho In your experience P did you find that Academy staff
personnel outside of the Cadet Adrain Division had an adequate




If H09 how can this situation be improved?
IBIWlH i *>«lWPl ig
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'<• j?R„ What significant changes affecting tlio Company Officer
Program took place during your tour? How would you evaluate
those changes?
6lU Do you feel that Company Officers are sufficiently higlily







JRo Do officers assigned as Company Officers reach the billet
at tho proper stage in their careers? s
YES NO
8Rf> What would you consider the ideal background for a potential
Company Officer?
9Ro In your opinion, were/are there any organizational' structure
weaknesses now or formerly existing in the system? If so P wliat
were/are they?
ICRo VJhat would you consider as the beneficial features of tho




o^^ 11IU Do you consider the bi!3o t of Cor.roany Officer to be
MORE, LESS, EQUALLY significant to the Academy mission relative to









13Ko In tonas of other billets to which you have been assigned9
do/did you find the Company Officer bilDo t to bo: (Chooso ono)
y -m (a) more challenging than most
^^^ (b) oijually challenging x-jtth one or more
(c) loss challenging than most
^ u (a) most challenging
U4JI0 Uas/is thb clorical staff sufficient? YES ITO
cc;iiinTT:(?)
18R How do you view the "dual chain of command" (i«o„ cadet
company ccnmiai dor through Company Officer to Commands! t of Cadets p
and company to regime! t to Commandoi t of Cadets)?
19R« If you soi"vod in both an instructor^ billot and the billet
of a Caupany Officor« Which of those was;
CO* OFFICER INSTRUCTOR
r
^j (a) Iloro clearly defined
(b) more challenging
(c) domanded more of your time




c. A a Choose on© of tho following as that tfhich moot Clearly
describes your concept of the most efficient organizational







Asst Coiiidt of Cadot
a
r
!<J^5J^S^LS^i^M£X5Sr 2nd DatVCo, Officer
Other Datt Co .Officers Other Batt Co„ Officers
(c)
| Comdt of Cadets
t As s
t
, Condt of Cadets
I
Senior C omp any Offie or
Other Company Officers
(&) ' Other than stated,, The best would be: (i-loase
indicate)
o
21R Tho Company Officor Program has now been in effect about
seven yoarso At tho 2«year point LCDR John D» Costello USCG
conducted a study of the system In port he concluded that at
that point in t3mo the system had achieved a kiwi of "cautlou3
acceptance" within the Cadet Corps e Would you say that as of
now or at the conclusion of year tour (please indicate year)




.22 o Should the Regimental Commander op any of ' his*staff report
directly to any of the company officers In any capacity?
YES ' UO
_ j,
If YES,, please elaborate
23 o The assistance of the Academy psychologist has been utilized
.
in varying degrees for both statistical- reasons and counselling,.
In your experience^ would you cay that this availability has been:
(Choose one)
(a) indlsponsablo (c) somewhat holpful
_
(b) quite holpful (d) negligible
2l\R<, With regard to the statistical and other records made
available as a result of the psychological tea tine program^,






(b) quite helpful '
ti j
(d) negligible
2£Ro With regard to the staffing of psychologists for counselling
purposes i would it help/have helped to have additional psycho-*




26h In generals with regard to your cadets what degree of
correlation have you found between indicated characteristics
and tendencies of the initial psychological tests md sub-
sequent cadet performance? (Choose one)
% 10^ 20£ 30£ ]|0£ Jbg 60f! 70^ 80>1 90# 100£
•
2?Rr Through the Company Officer Program much more pertinent
information regarding each cadet is now availalSLco As a
Company Officer you have had the responsibility not only to
assist in the accumulation .of much of this data but also to
compile it p summarize it>, and present it by personal appoarance
before the Executive Board,., Your opinions were frequently
solid ted o In your -experience <> was it your impression that your
opinions were weighted: (Choose; One or more may bo applicable)
_, a
(a) heavier than the record
^ i (b) equally with the record
.
(c) less heavily than the record
(choices are continued on the next page)
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(d) considered your opinion but not the record
^necessarily
(e) considered the record but not your opinion
necessarily
(f) Occasionally considered neither as boing pertinent
(g) often considered neithei^ as being pertinent
28Ro Strictly In terras of ntisaiqn, the idoal tour length
for a Company Officer sliould b Hfdho'ose one)
1 Yr 2 Yrs 3 Yrs k Y*s $ Yrs
29Ro Frcm the personal viewpoints the ideal tour length for a
Company Offleer should be!"
1 ¥r__ 2 Yrs, 3 Yrs__ };. Yrs^_
t
$ ^s__
30R o v/ere you a cadet under the Company Officer system?
YES HO
:--r-*T—»-.:-*
31 o What experiences in you"? bade ground best fitted you for
tho role of a Company Officer?
32R A3 a Company Officer^ did you meet with any professiom 1
difficulties or frustrations (neb personal) "that may Save
hindered your mission? If YES f please elaborate
YES NO
36R Assuming that officers kgre assigned to the Academy not
know.ng beforehand which department they would be ao signed to c.
and given a required choice between accepting an assignment a3









I|.0R o Do you iiavo any other comments?
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QUESTIONNAIRE - Cadets Presently at the Academy
Please respondrto these questions on the basis of your experience with
Company Officers in general. Be as frank as possible in answering this
questionnaire, but please DO NOT INDICATE your name or Company,
DO INDICATE YOUR CLASS.
U. S. Coast Guard Academy Class of
•
1. From your personal experience, rate the following types of contacts
with your Company Officer in order of frequency, (l through 6; 1 being




ADMINISTRATIVE (i.e. requisitions, special
requests, etc.)
PERSONAL MATTERS
COMPANY AND VARSITY ATHLETICS
2. Who initiates most of your contacts with the Company Officer?
YOU YOUR COMPANY OFFICER
3. From your experience, indicate the order of emphasis you feel the
Company Officers place on the following. Rate 1 through 6; 1 being
the most important.
ACADEMIC INTERVIEWS




DIRECTION OF COMPANY ACTIVITIES
CONDUCT INTERVIEWS
4. In his- interviews in the following areas, do you think or feel







'5o Does the fact that tfh -^i'J does/did enforce
diaoipl5.no with5.n tlio Corp
..
>i more reluctant to seek
•: tance from hirn'r
YES
60 Do you fool that the C< Officer "s efforts with you havo
helped you to see what is required of you as a.cadchY
XES NO
7o Prom your contacts with Company Officers s indicate you;?
feelings on the following., C): you feel applicable o
(1) Company Officer really not Interested in me
(2) Interviews aro too frequents ^
(3) Interviews arc not frequent :;h„
(lj.) Company Officer/s have increased my desire to succeec
(5) Company Officer has had no effect on n
(6) Decreases my desl re for a e< ;sion D
(7) Contacts with the Company Officer have, increased my
pride in being a member of the Corj
(8) Company Officer ovoxvinfringea on ray study time
through interviews ^
(9) Company Officers are usually not available when I
would lile to sec them<,
(10) Company Officer does mont of ' Lking during
interviews
o
(11) Some of the irifoxmatic tc me by bhc Company




(12) I feel strongLy that the. Com Officers are
functioning all wrong and have no indicated how it









(12) Fallows cadet chain of command
(13) Allows cadet office: i ' <- - i in
direction of Compi ay Activities
0-k-) Offers constructive criticism in
leadership procedures
(15) Shows interest in assisting and




8R«| Do you feel that Company Officers are sufficiently highly




9Ho In your opinion^ are there any organizational structure
weaknesses in the Company Officer System?
YES
If YES $ o o o ( pie as e el aborste
)
NO
10 ©R What do you conoid most beneficial features of the
Company Officer system;
12Ro As a cadet5 do you consider the billet of Company Officer
to be (MORE LESS EQUALLY) significant to the Academy
mission rolativo to other billets at the Academy occupied by mi
officer of LT. rank?
IIORE LESS EQUALLY
8R o2 What would you consider to be the ideal career background
for a potential Company Officer?
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Xo a Indicate i , ! \10 •, g ; {]Ga i --.doacpipticm of hhc
.
.. ;eneswiJ b ' i by
3ting tho. specific i (pd act i *hera.
/ di ua wtoat you fchinh
_>4« to a cadet,, do you fool exists anv <i1 "nirif»r>*policy differences at th rtouSyhw .,:
all mission of the Acadoray?
, / . fe cite specifics Avoid
deZteL?^3^ 1?
'
«• reepolane lo into":








38 As of now, do you intend to mains the Service your
career?
YES • HO PROBABLY YES I'ROBABIY HO
22 o Should the Regimental Cor.1r1La.ndor or any member of Ms
staff rep orb d5rectly to any of the Company Officers In any
capacity©
110
If YKSp please specify 1
IlOo Do you have any other comments V
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QUESTIONNAIRE- Officers Trained Under the Company Officor System
lo Hctt do you conceive of tho role of a Company Officer (i.<9. comond
of a cadet company, disciplinarian,, cadet advisor* counselor, n com-
bined function, otc*?)?
-
g p lloxr do you concoivo of tho Company Officor system go a contributor
£q the overall mission of tho Academy? Iloxr oi^ifleant ir. this role
gllativo to that of any other Acadi riaionol
pisi-pmer.t of relatively equal rant; level?
3c (a) To \7hct do^roG does tho Company Officer system mission accom-
plishment depend on tho support from other Academy departments? PI on so
elaborate
o
(b) To trhat decree does other department missions depend upon the
support of the Cadet Administration Division?
4:o In your experience 5 did you find that Academy staff outside of tho
Cadet Administration Division had an adequate appreciation of tho role




7 Do officers ossified reach tho billot, of Company Officer at the
proper ota^c of thoir careers? If not ? Isott would you modify it?
Oo 'Thrt t/ould you consider tho ideal career bach'^round for a Company
Officer .prior to asa^rpnnont to this billot4?
3
r
i5o In your opinion, are there any organizational structure voalmessea
In the Company Officer system? Ploaoo elaborate if your response is
affirnativoo
10o V/hat do you consider to bo ths nest beneficial features of the
Company Officer system?
\ 15© Of tho features indicated in #10 o above? which of those is tho
most outstanding contribution?
40 o Do you have any other comments?
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QUESTIONNAIRE* Officers not trained under the Company Officer system
———————,^—^—m ii i ,i'
1« noT.7 do you concoivo o" the vole o >!-; any Officer? (i.e.
cojxrnd o" r. ocelot cora.y-ny, •. . f.an s cadet adviser, coxsnaalor,
q combined function porhn ps» . .otd
,
}?
2o Ho- do you conceive of the company officer system no c contributor
to tho ovore 3.1 Academy mission? now oi.^iiificant io thin rolo relative
to that of othor billets at tho Academy of LT rank?
Oc (a) To T/iict do ~roc does the Company Officer oyston mission
accomplishment depend upon support from other Academy deportments?
Please elaborate,,
(b) To what decree do othor departmental missions depend upon




Go If you iforo setting up n. Conpany Officer syotoaj trfirt -tfould' yon
consider ao an ideal careor background for officoro boinj aaai'jned to
the billot of Conpnoy Officor?
i
41 e From vliat you Taio-n- (or nay liavo hoard) about the Conpnny Officer
pro.^ran? list tho duties of a Company Officer ac cpccificolly as you
can*,
40 o Do you have any otlior coar.ients?
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Q.USSTI OITJiAIRE «<• _C (Assistant Commandants
ofpadets)
low do you conceive of : ' . . of the Company
Officer? /
XC„ For the following duties of the C. : .,7 Officer
^
please
indicate the order in which you feel emphasis should be placed
(1 used to indicate mag iiphasis* 6 to indicate gjjjjjnxgq. t
emphasis)





Enforeomen b of discipline
Administrative work (inc • LI record keoping s
preparation of requi rep>
,
processing of
requisitions and . requests ^ leave papers $
etc©)
• Staff work (includes staff meetings and special
assignments of the Commands! t of Gadots).
Collateral', duties
'2C Do you feel that the any Officer's duties as a
disciplinarian and counselor conflict,, end thereby decrease




[{.Co Do you fool that the Ccr.ipany Officers spend "^oo much.
time purely with paperwork (out of necessity) and not enough
with the cadets themselves?
Yi:s
,.„!,.. no ___
$° £23-.?®31i;.B:^:21j' does the theory of a Company Officer system





6 In the current Academy organizational structure p does the
Gompany Officer Program mosh well as a' contributing factor




/© In your opinion,, how significant is the role of the
Company Officer system relative to the rales of other
departments in the overall Academy mission?
3Ro (a) To what degree does the Company Offloor system *s




3H& (b) To tftiat degree c / department's missions
depend upon the support of tb 3 ft Adr-dni stration Division
as pertaining to tho Company Officers?
IxRo In your experience,, did you find that Academy staff
personnel outside of the Cadet Adbiinfe tratlon Division had
an adequate appreciation of the role of the Company Officer?
YES HO
--. —netEsaBBO
£>R What signlfleant changes took place during your tour
in the Cadet Administration Division?
6r Do you feel that Company Officers are sufficiently
highly selected. to best serve tho l3±orest3 of the Division
mission?
YES no
?R Do officers reach the billet of Company Officer at the




-8Ro What would you cc: oor background
for a Company Officer- pri'oz >nt to this billet?




10R VJhat are the major contributing boneflts of the Company
Officer Program?
1j.Ro How significant to the Academy mission is the bilje t of







13Ro In tonus of other b: ts to . : . you have been assigned,,
did you find that of Assistant Commandant of Cadets to be:
(Choose one)
(a) more "Challen^ an most
(b) equally challenging with one or more
(o) less challenging than most
(d) most ehallengi:
IkRo Is/Was the clerical staff adequate in terms of Division
optimum effectiveness? y^ ~Q
If ITOj tfiiy not? 240

L}3Ro The Company Qfficer la in a position to substantially
influence cadets* In terms of : . . • ;ion effectiveness (Academy





ip-Ro Is it your feeling that the Company Officers* spend an





l$R There is some feeling that the effectiveness 6f the
Company Officer could be c :y enhanced if he came to
the Job with some backgroi in basic psychology and organization






28Ho The ideal tour length for a Company Officer should be:
1 Yr 2 Yrs 3 Yrs h. Yrs $ Yrs
!|2R Do you believe it would serve any added functional purpose
to hold mandatory Adaptability Sub Boards on some percentage ol'




If YES, what percent? % Why?
18R c How do you view the "dual chain of command"? (i ce (1)
through the Company Officer, and (2) through the Regimental
Ccramai der)
Ll>Ro Bo you feel that the Academy organization chart accurately






21R 'Bio Company '',".. boon In effect about
seven years* At the 2-, . GDR John D« gostello 'O'SJG-
conducted a study of tl: - Id. ; concluded taat at
that point In time* the s; & had achieved a kind of "cautious
acceptance" within the Cade ; CorpSo tfould you bay that as of
now or at the conclusion c up tour (please indicate year)
that this conclusion still holds true? If not^how would 7/ou
modify it?
20Ro Choose one of the following as that which most clearly
describes your concept of the most efficient organisational
structure for the staff of the Gadot Adminis ti">ation Division;
(a) J3< Oadets
•^Asst^j ; of Cadets^
C©mpany Offie e
:
ca C3 o cj «.» o «u ra «i? «cu rv» m «© «i v£> A» e* C2> <W <*? c;
Gg tnt of Ogdeta^
i
&sat Ccsriimandant of Cadets
1st Batt _C o^,_ Officer^ 2nd Batt Co^Officer
Other 1st Batt Go Officers Other 2nd Batt Co Officers
cs c» C3> c* cs ca ua cv «tj fcu en «* « * w» «i» cs «a> cs <u# «r>






€» CJ €S» fc» «TA C-» » 1 £9 «3 v-,) V * •*• •*•* C*9 «» *= OO • CO C*3




22R B Should the Regime] . or any member of his
s 'oaffa report directly to any of the Company Officers in
any capacity?
YES NO
If YES 9 please c laborate
23Ho With regard to the itanee of the Academy staff
psychologist for counselling purposes 2 would you say that;





Sl\R As regards to st ' records made available as a
result of the psychological testing program, has that infop.









2£r VJith regard to the staffing of ; ologists for
counselling purposes! would i help to have additional staff
psychology sts or officers trail" » in counselling
procedures designated specifically for this purpose?
^G3 110 _
26r In general,, what degree of correlation have you found
between indicated characteristics and trends of behavior in
the psychological tests and subsequent cadet performance
?
(Circle one)
10% 2G% 3,0$ li0% %)fo 60fa 10% 80-g 90^ X00?S
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2?£<, One significant benefit of the Company Officer Program
is the generation of information concerning the individual
eadetSo 'Company Officers p- : : - i ^nation to the Executive
Board,, Their opinions are frequently solicited,, Was it your
impression that the opinions bhe ..; pany Offie era and your own
were weighted? (Chooses One or more raay be applicable)
(a) heavier than the record
~~_ (b) equally with the record
i
(c) less heavily than the record
>ij>_a . 7- (^) considered opinion but not the record necessarily
mmmt (e) considered the record but not opinion necessarily
<
(f ) often considered neither as Doing pertinent
. . .
,
(g) occasionally considered neither as being pertinent




fflJESTIOaiMRE * 0< .< Program
(Distributed to Past & Present Commandants of Cadets)
3.0 How do you conceive of the idgal role 0.1? the Company
Officer?
1C For the following duties of the Company Officer^, please
indicate the order in which emphasis should be placode (1 means
m£3djra£i emphasis 5 6 to mean mis 1 emphasis)
Guidance and counselling of individual cadets
Leadership training activi ties
Enforcement of discipline
Administrative work (includes record keeping^, prep-
aration of required reports, processing of requis™
itions and special requests^ leave papers, etc a )
Staff work (includes staff conferences and special
assignments of the Commandant of Cadets)
Collateral duties \ln and out of the Division)
2C Do you feel that the Company' Officer«s duties as a
disciplinarian ' and couns elor conflict's and thereby decrc




I4C0 Do you feel that the Cc pany Officers spend tco much time
purely with paperwork (out of necessity) and not enough with the
cadets themselves? 7
YES NO
?» In your opinion- hox* significant is the role cf the Company
Officer Program relative to the role3 of other Academy departmenta
in th© overall Academy mission?
5
11R now significant to the Academy mission is the billet of the
Company Officer relative to other LT billets at the Academy?
II0RE EQUALLY LESS
Why?
3Ro (a) To what degree does the Company Officer System «s mission
ace craplishmont depend upon support from other Academy departments ?
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3Ro (b) To what degree do. other Academy departments depend
upon support from the Cadet Administration Division^ and
particularly with regard to the Canpany Officers?
/
IjJRo In your experience s did you find that Academy staff personnel
in departments other than the Cadet Administration Division had an
adequate appreciation of 5
YES HO-
(a) the role-0 duties and miscion
of the Commandant of Cadets?
(b) the role,, duties and mission
of the Assistant Coadt of Cadets?
(c) the role £ duties and mis aion . ^
of the C crapany Officers?
6r Do you feel that Canpany Officers are sufficiently highly
selected to best serve the interests of the Division mission?
YES NO
TRo Do officers reach the billet of Company Officer at the proper
stage in their careers?
YES ilO
S>R VJhat significant changes took place during your tour in
the Cadet Administration Division?
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i}.f?R© Do you feel that the xdemy o .sation chart accurately
reflects the authority an< . . 3lineatio:q In the Academy
organizatl on V
"XES NO
21R [J.ho Company Officer Program has now boon in effect about
seven years,, At the 2«year point LOOK John D* Costello USCG
conducted a study of the 3ystem In part he concluded that as of
that point in.* time the system had achieved a kind of "cautious -
acceptance" within tho Cadet Corps Would you 3ay that as of now
or at the conclusion of your tour (please indicate year}., that
this conclusion still holds true? If not- how would you modify it?
20R„ Choose one of the following as that which most clearly
describes your concept of the most efficient organisational
structure for the staff of the Cadet NAdministration Divisions





•» ct> <v i? irn » n r« i » -•» ^. '.-) '.X n» «••».» ro
(b) • CoriManj ; of Cadets
JteJk Cc 3f Cadets
1st Batt Co* Officer !nd batt i o,
Other Batt Co* Officers Other 2nd Batt Co- Officers
r.v c=> cb c» 4*9 tv «* **» ** r^> ** o« eo %» n« ** »»* «• *i* «n» «• c^t ca
(c)
__
^Cor;i lent of Cadet s^
^Asst C< of Cadets.
Senior C emp .my Officer
Other Company Officers
-w lw 8» «*o r» ci rat vs» v» m crj «:» •* •"» «S9 *»• c*» *• <K»




2:3Ro With regar^ to the assistance of. the Academy staff psy-
chologist for counselling purposes; would you say that this
assistance Is: (Choose one)
Mwii_^ (a.) indispensable
(b) quite helpful
^ (c) somewhat helpful~
(d) negligible
2ij-Ro As regards to statistical records made available through the
psychologies! testing program! lias that information been: (Choose
one)
m^rTi r




designated specifically for this purpose?
YES ITO
26r In general^ what degree of correlation, have you found between
indicated characteristics and trends of behavior in the psychological
tests and subsequent cadet performance? (Circle one)
% 10$ 20% 30?o \\0% 5'0^ 60# 70;' QQ'/y 9Q# 100 #
27Ro One signlfleant benefit of the Company Officer Program is the
generation of Information concerning individual cadets Company
Officers present this information often to the Executive Board.,
Their opinions and your own were frequently solicited*, Was it your
impression that the opinions .. teds (Chooses One or mere
may be applicable)
(a) heavier than the record
(b) ' equally with the record
(c) less heavily than the record
(d) considered opinion but not the record necessarily
(e) considered the record but hot opinion necessarily
(a) often considered neither as being pertinent
(g) occasionally considered neither a3 being pertinent
IpORo
_
Do you have any other comments?
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(Appendix E - Sponsor's letter of authorization)
Commandant of Cadets









In reply to your letter request of U January 1965, this is to advise
you that as the Commandant of Cadets of the U. S. Coast Guard
Academy, I approve of your writing a research paper on the Company
Officer System at the United States Coast Guard Academy.
Commander High and I have discussed your request and have several
ideas which we thought might be beneficial to you on this project.
I will discuss them with you when you call on the l^th of January.
A research paper on the Company Officer System may prove very useful
at the United States Coast Guard Academy and you have the support
of the Cadet Administration Division. You may present thi6 letter
to the Management Department of your school as evidence of my approval
of this project.
All the members of the Cadet Administration Division send their best
wishes.
A.X^3AGNER
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